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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

Promm the point of view of pricing, hedging as well as medium and long term-term risk 

andd asset management it is clear that, with the increased integration of financial markets 

off  different countries, the majority of assets traded on the world financial markets are 

exposedd to nominal interest rates and exchange rate fluctuations. Existing literature fails 

too provide an integrated framework, where all these factors play a role in equilibrium. 

Theree is a well-establish body of literature on the term structure of interest rates in a 

closedd economy. However, a coherent theoretical work has not been presented on the in-

ternationall  aspect of the term structure and on the interdependency between the interest 

ratess of different countries and the exchange rate. Mainly this interdependency known 

ass the uncovered interest rate parity has been the main area of research in international 

finance.finance. Standard economic theory alleges that high interest rates currencies should 

depreciate,, while empirical evidence indicates that these currencies tend to appreciate. 

Famaa (1984) notes that the current forward foreign exchange rate can be viewed as the 

expectedd future spot rate plus a so-called forward risk premium and relates the currency 

pricee puzzle to the existence of this time-varying forward "risk premium". He formulates 

thee following conditions too account for the puzzle: the risk premium should be negatively 

correlatedd with the expected rate of depreciation of the currency and should have greater 

variance.. Two main issues has been addressed in economic-finance literature. 



Severall  studies attempt to develop a framework that is capable of generating a risk 

premiumm with the required properties. Some of these studies adopt an international 

monetary-economicc framework based on a Lucas-type general equilibrium to account 

forr the observed currency puzzle [e.g. Bekaert (1996), Bansal et al. (1995), Canova 

andd Marrinan (1993), Dutton (1993), Macklem (1991), Hodrick (1989), Hodrick and 

Srivastavaa (1986)]. One disadvantage of these studies is that they do not provide a 

tractablee theoretical solution for the Fama (1984) puzzle. As a result, it is not clear 

whatt the implications of the parameter restrictions of the Fama conditions are for the 

equilibriumm quantities in these models. These models in their general specification, i.e. 

aa standard utility framework, basically rely on the covariance of money and production 

too account for the currency puzzle. As argued by Engel (1996, 1992), this covariance 

iss not large enough and, therefore, these models cannot provide a plausible explanation 

forr the forward puzzle. As a result they have to allow for an unrealistic large value for 

thee parameter of relative risk aversion to generate a large variation of the forward risk 

premium. . 

Basedd on the results of non-standard utility specifications in the framework of the 

equityy premium puzzle [see Abel (1988, 1990) and Constantinides (1990)], some studies 

havee attempt to use the same preference structure to account for the forward foreign 

exchangee anomaly [e.g. Bekaert (1996)]. The time-nonseparable preference structure, 

suchh as habit persistence and/or durability of consumption, and market imperfection, 

suchh as the transaction cost function, increases the model's ability to generate more 

variationn in the foreign exchange risk premiums. The price that must be paid in this case 

iss that parsimonious solution for the equilibrium conditions that account for the currency 

puzzlee cannot be obtained. In this case it is difficult to establish the implications of the 

Famaa condion for these models. Furthermore, a large variation of the risk premium is 

nott enough to account for the puzzle, since it is only one of the Fama conditions. The 

empiricall  results provided by these studies show that these models cannot account for 

thee Fama conditions. 
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Recently,, some studies adopt a multi-currency afline term structure of interest rate 

frameworkk to explain the forward puzzle, for instance, Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993), 

Saa-Raquejoo (1994), Ahn (1995), Bansal (1997), Bakshi and Chen (1997)1, and Backus 

ett al. (2001). The advantage of afline term structure models compared with existing 

generall  equilibrium models is that they allow for the nominal interest rates and changes 

inn the log currency price to be linear in the sources of uncertainty. As a result, these 

modelss have the flexibility  to obtain closed form solution for the covariance of the forward 

riskk premium with the expected depreciation. Most of these studies are based on the 

pricingg kernel approach, with the exception of Bakshi and Chen (1997). Based on the 

tractablee expression obtained in these studies for the Fama covariance, we can observe 

thatt the puzzle imposes conditions on afline term structure models that results in an 

unrealisticallyy large price of risk and/or that they must allow for a positive probability 

forr negative nominal interest rates. The disadvantage of these pricing kernel models is 

thatt they do not specify a general equilibrium that supports the ad hoc pricing kernel 

thatt is capable of accounting for the puzzle. 

Inn this context, Bakshi and Chen (1997) use a Lucas-type perfect-pooling general 

equilibriumm framework to develop a cross-country afline term-structure of interest rates. 

Theyy focus, however, on pricing of foreign exchange options and they do not provide an 

explicitt explanation of the currency puzzle in their model. Despite this limitation, their 

modell  is capable of obtaining closed-form solution for the expected rate of depreciation 

off  the currency and the forward risk premium. As result we can observe that their model 

cann provide a tractable solution for the currency puzzle, which is completely supported 

byy the general equilibrium conditions of their model. However, due to the separable log-

utilit yy preferences, real factors do not affect the nominal quantities in their model and 

thatt the expected rate of depreciation and the nominal interest rates dynamics depend 

onlyy on monetary variables. As a consequence, their model is unable to account for the 

11 As a matter of fact Bakshi and Chen (1997) do not really study the currency puzzle, but as argued 
byy themselves, their framework allow them to explain the puzzle. 
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currencyy puzzle under plausible parameter values, i.e. parameter values that for instance 

excludee the probability of negative nominal interest rates. 

Thee objective of this study is, therefore, to develop a two-country general equilibrium 

affinee term-structure model of interest rates that is capable of accounting for the cur-

rencyy puzzle in a tractable manner and with plausible parameter values. To achieve this 

objectivee we apply techniques developed in the finance literature, which build on Mer-

ton'ss (1973) intertemporal asset-pricing model, and use a concept of general equilibrium 

developedd in Cox, Ingersoll, and Ross, henceforth CIR, (1985a,b). Finally, we also use 

techniquess of monetary theory, such as portfolio and transaction demand for money and 

monetaryy endogeneity, to allow for money to play an integrated role in the economy. 

Thee main contribution of our theoretical model with respect to existing general equi-

libriumm models and affine term structure models of the forward premium puzzle is that 

wee provide a tractable general equilibrium explanation of the puzzle. This explanation 

iss based on financial-economic considerations, with plausible parameter values (i.e. we 

excludee the possibility of negative interest rates) and without allowing for market im-

perfections.. We show that the existing puzzle, i.e. the negative covariance between the 

forwardd risk premium and the expected rate of depreciation, is a direct result of asym-

metricc response of money and production growth to real shocks across countries, which 

leadss to asymmetric impact on equity and bond returns across countries. 

Inn this context our model extends existing literature on multi-currency affine term 

structuree models and economic models of the currency puzzle in several important ways. 

First,, our term structure model provides a financial-economic explanation of this puzzle. 

Mostt affine term structure studies of the forward exchange rate anomaly apply a pricing 

kernell  approach that accounts for the currency puzzle under rather technical and ad-

hocc conditions [e.g. Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993), Saa-Raquejo (1994), Ahn (1995), 

andd Backus et al. (2001)]. As argued by Backus et al. (2001), the currency anomaly 

imposess conditions on affine models, such that they either allow for negative nominal 

interestt rates or the effects of one or more factors on pricing kernels must differ across 
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currencies.. It is not clear from these studies whether these conditions are supported by 

aa general equilibrium, where the interest rates and currency prices and their dynamics 

aree determined endogenously in equilibrium. The advantage of our framework is that 

itt provides a realistic explanation of the currency puzzle, where the expressions for the 

expectedd exchange rate and forward foreign exchange 'risk' premium are fully supported 

byy the equilibrium conditions in the two-country world economy. Therefore, the condi-

tionss imposed by the anomaly can be confronted with the underlying financial-economic 

aspectss of the two-country affine term structure model. 

Second,, another distinguishing feature is that money plays an integral role in this two-

countryy world economy. In existing general equilibrium monetary models of the forward 

premiumm puzzle, separability in the utility function results inevitable in a segmented 

andd dichotomous economy, in which the real and monetary economy are completely 

detachedd from each other [e.g. Bekaert (1996) and Bakshi and Chen (1997)]. In our 

analysis,, separability in the utility does not preclude an integrated economy. Money is 

incorporatedd in this economy by allowing the representative agents to hold money both 

forr transaction purposes as for portfolio considerations and by allowing endogeneity in 

thee money supply processes. This combination allows for an integration of the financial, 

real,, and monetary markets in the economy. As a result, despite the separable log-utility 

preferences,, monetary and real quantities play a crucial role in explaining the currency 

puzzle.. In addition, the endogenously determined inflation process is correlated with the 

exchangee rate process and as such plays an important role together with the exchange 

ratee in restoring equilibrium. This feature of our model is an extension of the Lucas-type 

perfect-poolingg equilibrium term structure model developed by Bakshi and Chen (1997), 

whichh is capable of explaining the puzzle based only on monetary quantities and money 

onlyy serves for cash-transaction purposes. Furthermore, inflation do not play a role in 

theirr model. 

Third,, existing multi-currency term structure models explain the puzzle through the 

factor-riskk differentials [Backus et al. (1993), Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993), Saa-
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Raquejoo (1994), Ahn (1995), and Backus et al. (2001)]. To account for the anomaly 

thesee models must either allow for a positive probability of negative nominal interest 

ratess or adopt a framework with only one or more common state variables. The latter 

leadss to correlation structure for the cross-country term structures that is from a financial-

economicc standpoint implausible. In either case these conditions put a large burden on 

thee factor-risk in order to equalize the market price of risk (i.e. excess return per unit 

off  risk) across countries. As a result these models must allow for unrealistic volatility 

values.. As argued by Backus et al. (2001), the implications for risk premiums are strongly 

counterfactual.. Since our model is based on a risk premium approach we provide an 

explanationn of the currency puzzle that is not only based on factor-risk differentials on 

thee equity and bond markets, but also on expected rate of return differentials on these 

markets.. This allow us to explain the puzzle with realistic factor-risk values, whereby we 

excludee the possibility of negative interest rates or unrealistic correlation structure. In 

additionn the market price of risk required to account for the anomaly provides realistic 

riskk compensation in equilibrium. 

Thee outline of this study is the following. In Chapter 2 we provide a theoretical review 

off  optimization models of the forward risk premium. Chapter 3 contains a description 

off  the two-country monetary-production economy in continuous time. We examine in 

Chapterr 4 the equilibrium conditions for the price of money, exchange rate, and the 

nominall  and real interest rate in a simplified two-country world economy. This economy 

iss characterized by an i.i.d. production process and money supply process. Chapter 5 

presentss a more complex economy that is characterized by stochastic nominal interest 

rates.. We derive the equilibrium bond pricing formula and present closed-form expres-

sionss for the expected exchange rates and the forward 'risk' premium that accounts for 

thee currency puzzle. In Chapter 6 we presents the results of our empirical analysis. 

Chapterr 7 concludes. 
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Chapterr  2 

Theoreticall  Review 

AA fundamental assumption of many financial-economic models is that the price of domes-

ticc currency is expected to depreciate when domestic nominal riskless interest rates exceed 

foreignn nominal riskless interest rates. This assumption is based on the well-known un-

coveredd interest rate parity condition. However, empirical literature consistently rejects 

thee null hypothesis that the forward foreign exchange premium is an unbiased forecast of 

thee expected change in the currency spot price. In addition, rational expectation models 

off  the forward foreign exchange premium have been unable to provide a plausible ex-

planationn for this anomaly. Other approaches, such as peso problems, risk premia, and 

irrationall  speculative bubbles, have made some progress in explaining the forward rate 

bias. . 

Ourr focus in this theoretical review is on rational expectation models that seek to 

explainn this bias based on foreign exchange risk premium. Since our area of research is the 

termm structure of interest rates we concentrate in particular on no-arbitrage and general 

equilibriumm models of forward risk premium. Other studies of the risk premium based 

onn rational behavior, such as the consumption based CAPM and the portfolio-balance 

modelss of forward foreign exchange risk premiums are not considered. In this review we 

doo not cover those models based on irrational expectations, speculative bubbles, learning 

andd peso problems. 



Thee forward foreign exchange anomaly can best be illustrated by considering the 

regressionn of the rate of depreciation of the log-currency price on the forward foreign 

exchangee premium, expressed in log form: 

st+i-stst+i-st = a + b(ft-st) + ut+u (2.1) 

wheree st is the log of the spot domestic price of the foreign currency at time t, ft is the 

logg of the one-period forward exchange rate at time t, and Ut is the regression error with 

conditionall  mean equal to zero. Based on the assumption that the log-forward rate is 

ann unbiased predictor of the future log-spot currency price, the null hypothesis in this 

regressionn is formulated as a = 0 and 6 = 1 . Following Engel (1996) the consistent 

estimatorr of the slope parameter b in a large sample is defined as: 

'-W-^-T ** (22) 

wheree Cov(-) and Var(-) denote the covariance and variance, respectively. Let the risk 

premiumm on the forward foreign exchange contract be denned as 

rptrpt = ft-K(st+i), (2.3) 

wheree EJ*  (st+i) represent the market's expectation of the future exchange rate. As in 

Engell  (1996) assume that the market's subjective conditional probability distribution for 

thee exchange rate is not the same as the true distribution conditional on information 

availablee to the market. If we allow for irrational expectations, i.e. Et (st+i) ^E™ (sÉ+1), 

thenn we obtain for the estimate of b in a finite sample the following expression: 

bb = 1 — brp — b3S — bie, 
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where e 
-TT _ Cov (E? (st+l) - st, rPt) + Var (rpt) 

££ = Cov (ft -suEt (st+l) - st+i ) 

V^(fV^(ftt-s-stt) ) 

££ _ C^vjft - stJEp (st+1) - Et (st+1)) 

Varr (ƒ«-*,) 

andd hu, captures the correlation of the forward premium with the expectation error, that 

iss the deviation of market's expectation from rational (i.e. irrational expectation factor of 

thee bias). The term bas represents the deviation of the estimate of b in a particular sample 

fromm its probability limit due to, for instance, small-sample bias or sample variation. 

Notee that plim (bS3 J = 0. The term 6^ captures the correlation with respect to the risk 

premiumm under rational expectation and correct sampling. If these terms (ftrp, bas, and 

bbieie)) are positive, it may provide an explanation for the forward bias. The irrational and 

speculativee bubbles literature focuses on the 6ie-term as an argument for the observed 

forwardd discount bias. The 'peso problem' approach provides arguments in favor baa as 

thee basis of this bias. Since our focus in this theoretical review is on rational expectation 

modelss that seek to explain the forward discount bias based on foreign exchange risk 

premium,, we do not discuss these two terms as a possible explanation, i.e. we concentrate 

onn brp ^ 0 as a possible explanation of the bias. 

Wee distinguish between two approaches, namely an approach that does not attempt 

too model the forward risk premium, but instead take it as exogenous, and another that 

derivess this endogenously. The latter approach of foreign exchange risk premium models 

basedd on optimizing behavior can be divided into two broad categories: models based on 

no-arbitragee and general equilibrium conditions. 
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ExogenousExogenous forward risk premium approach 

Somee studies of the currency puzzle consider realistic economic condition that can 

possiblyy account for the negative Fama slope coefficient, with an exogenously given for-

wardd risk premium [e.g. Boyer and Adams (1988) and McCallum (1994)]. McCallum 

(1994)) gives three explanations for the empirical rejection of the unbiased hypothesis. 

Thee first one is that the uncovered interest rate parity relation does not hold. The sec-

ondd argument refers to the possibility that 6 = 1 indeed, but that expectations are not 

rational.. This argument implies that the economic agents are irrational, hence a nega-

tivee estimate of b is obtained in empirical studies. The last one, which is analytically 

relevant,, can be referred to as the policy response hypothesis, whereby account is taken 

off  the fact that monetary policy is conducted in such a way to manage the interest rate 

differentials.. This is modeled through the addition of an extra equation capturing the 

impactt of monetary policy on Rt - R%, where Rt denotes the domestic nominal interest 

ratess and R£ is the foreign nominal interest rate. Consequently McCallum models policy 

behaviorr as 

RRtt-R^-R  ̂ = \ (st - st_0 + V (Rt-i - Rt.x) + /i t (2.4) 

withh (it representing random policy influences, A the exchange rate response parameter, 

andd \j) reflects the smoothing parameter. Following Fama (1984) the forward premium 

iss decomposed in an expected rate of depreciation and a so-called risk premium. As a 

resultt he obtains 

*f+ii  -st+ rpt+i  = Rt-R;, (2.5) 

wheree s*+1 is the expected spot exchange rate at time t + 1 and rpt+\ is the risk pre-

mium.. A so-called bubble-free linear solution of Equations (2.5) and (2.4) is presented 

byy McCallum (1994) as follows 
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A **  = 0i (Rt-i - /?_i) + 02 A»« + 03 e*  (2.6) 

withh 0X = — ip/\, 4>2 = — 1/A, and 03 = 1/ (A + ip). He argues that the model is capable 

off  explaining the empirical rejection of the unbiasedness hypothesis in a way that is 

consistentt with the uncovered interest rate parity. When the forward risk premium 

followss a first-order serially-correlated process with correlation coefficient u, he obtains 

EtsEtst+lt+l  -st = ^ - ^ (#(_! - i ^ . j ) . (2.7) 

Thiss specification is capable of generating a negative value for the Fama slope parameter 

whenn v is smaller than the smoothing parameter ip. The question now is whether this 

monetaryy feedback scheme is supported by a general equilibrium model. 

No-arbitrageNo-arbitrage models of foreign exchange risk premium. 

Underr this category falls a broad class of models, which can in general be characterized 

byy the following no-arbitrage condition: 

«i,tt = Et ( f t+ i< t+ i ) , (2.8) 

or r 

l=El=E tt(q(qt+t+ iRi,t+i)iRi,t+i) tt (2.9) 

wheree Viit denotes the currency value of a claim at time t, d^t+i is the stochastic cash flow 

onee period latter, Ri,t+i = ek,t+i/uM represents the gross one-period return on asset i and 

qqt+t+ ii  is a positive state-price density process or pricing kernel. We can distinguish two ap-

proachess with respect to the pricing kernels. One approach uses a model of intertemporal 

utilit yy maximization under uncertainty for the foreign exchange risk premium, where the 

pricingg kernel might be the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution. Another ap-
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proach,, uses Equation (2.9) purely as an arbitrage condition and imposes restrictions on 

thee state-price density process. This approach is reviewed below, under the sub-section 

"thee term structure of interest rate models". 

Thee first approach defines the state-price density process, for instance, when utility is 

additivelyy time-separable as qt+i = pu' (ct+i) /u' (ct), where p is the subjective discount 

factorr in the individual's utility function and ct denotes the individual's consumption 

floww at time t. Note that Equation (2.9) holds for both domestic and foreign assets. 

Therefore,, we obtain as in Engel (1996) 

--

Mostt of these studies of the forward discount bias specify a utility function which display 

constantt relative risk aversion [e.g., Mark (1985), Hodrick (1989) and Modjtahedi (1991)], 

U{CU{Ctt)) = -\cl-\ (2.11) 
1 -7 7 

wheree 7 is parameter of relative risk aversion. For analytical reason the null hypothesis 

[Equationn (2.1)] in these models are formulated in real terms, 

00 = E , p ^ i ) , (2.12) 

wheree Ft and St+\ denotes, respectively, the level of the forward foreign exchange and 

thee spot currency price and P +̂1 is the home price level. It is assumed that the variables 

aree log-normally distributed and therefore the rational expectations risk premium, rpt = 

fftt——EE(( («t+i)) can be obtained from Equation (2.10) as: 

rprptt = 0.5Vart (st+i)  - Covt (s(+i,pjfi ) - 7Cov( (s(+1,ct+1). 

Itt is generally accepted that the Jensen's inequality term, 0.5Vart (st+i) -Covt(st+i,p{ l
+1), 

iss very small and unable to account for the forward bias of rpt  ̂ 0 [see e.g., McCulloch 
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(1975),, Engel (1984), Hodrick (1989), and Backus et al. (1993)]. As a result, the ex-

planationn of this bias lies with the last term, 7Covt (sf+1,ct+i). Most of these studies 

findfind that consumption data do not generate large variability, such that it can account for 

thee large variance of ex-ante returns from foreign exchange. Therefore, it is inevitable 

thatt these studies obtain implausible large estimates for the parameter of relative risk 

aversion,, 7. 

Sincee the time-additive preferences combined with modest degrees of risk aversion can-

nott account for the bias, Backus et al. (1993) uses a time non-separable utility function to 

derivee the state prices, qt+i, in Equation (2.9). Habit persistence has been applied success-

fullyy in other frameworks. They argued that this kind of intertemporal non-separability, 

ass applied by Constantinides (1991), greatly increases the equity-premium-puzzle theo-

ry'ss ability to generate mean excess returns on equity similar to those observed in the 

data. . 

Theirr expected utility function takes the following form 

000 1 
UUtt = E t £ A (d t + f c ) , u(dt) = — - (d1  ̂ - 1) (2.13) 

fc=0fc=0 ^ 

d t =c t -Ac t _1 ,, (2.14) 

wheree A is the habit parameter that governs the intertemporal non-separability of pref-

erences.. For A constraint to zero (i.e. the time-separable power utility function used in 

otherr studies), they also obtain implausible large estimates for the parameter of relative 

riskk aversion, 7. The unconstrained estimation of their models also do not provide plausi-

blee parameter values that accounts for the forward discount bias. Therefore, as concluded 

byy Engel (1996), studies that rely on consumption data to explain the currency puzzle 

doess not perform well. 
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GeneralGeneral equilibrium models of foreign exchange risk premium. 

Inn this context it is important to denned what is meant by general equilibrium models 

off  exchange rate. In line with Dumas (1993) and Engel (1996), the models of foreign 

exchangee risk premium we have considered so far can be characterized as partial equilib-

riumm models. The explanation herefore is that the stochastic processes that govern asset 

returnss in these models are exogenously given, while in a fully general equilibrium model 

thesee processes are determined endogenously by the underlying exogenous variables. 

Thee Lucas (1982) two-country two-good two-currency "cash-in-advance" model forms 

thee basis of most general equilibrium models of the risk premium [e.g. Backus and Chen 

(1997),, Bekaert (1996), Bekaert (1994), Engel (1992), Macklem (1991), and Hodrick 

andd Srivastava (1986)]. The Lucas model is a complete, dynamic, two country, general 

equilibriumm model. The world consists of two countries whose residents have identical 

preferences.. In contrast they have different stochastic endowments consisting of the two 

goodss and they get utility from both types of goods. In most of these studies the represen-

tativee agent maximizes a time-separable additive utility function with constant subjective 

discountt factor. Money is introduced in this economy through the cash-in-advance con-

straintt and lump-sum money transfer from the government. In the Lucas model the 

investorr learns the state of the economy at the beginning of the period, in particular the 

statee is observed (arrival of new information) after the goods market is closed and before 

thee asset market opens. Note that no new information arrives after the asset market is 

closedd and before the goods market opens again. Then the individuals receive their share 

off  cash from the sales of last period's endowments, receive money transfers, and trade 

cashh and shares. After these transactions are completed, the consumer buys goods and 

payss with cash, and the period ends. This timing factor is a distinguishing feature of 

thee Lucas model, as it entails only a transaction demand for money. In the Stockman's 

(1980)) model, in contrast, consumers decide on their cash balances before they know the 

statee of the economy. As argued by Svensson (1985) the demand for money is therefore 
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muchh more realistic than in Lucas, namely a combined transaction, precautionary, and 

store-of-valuee demand for money. However it maybe impossible to obtain a solution for 

thee stochastic equilibria in the Stockman's (1980) model. 

Engell  (1996) obtains the risk premium in these Lucas-based models as follows, 

rprptt = -0.5 [Vartmt+i - Var(m*+1] 

+aa (1 - 7) Covt (mt+i - m?+1, yt+i) 

++ (1 - a) (1 - 7) Covt (mt+1 - m*+1, y*+1) (2.15) 

and d 

trpttrpt = ft-fT 

==  -a'yCovt (mt+i - mt*+1, yt+i) 

-- (1 - a) 7Covt (mt+1 - m*+1, y*+1), (2.16) 

wheree rrit  represents the log-money supply, yt is the log of output, and asterisk denotes the 

foreignn quantities. The parameters 7 and a capture coefficient of relative risk aversion and 

thee expenditure share on domestic good, respectively. Engel (1996) shows that Equation 

(2.16)) captures the equilibrium solution for the 'true' risk premium, where agents has 

riskk neutral preferences. These equations imply that CIA-models, such as Hodrick and 

Srivastavaa (1986), that assume investors has risk-neutral preference and/or that output 

shockss are uncorrelated with money shocks can hardly account for the currency puzzle. 

Ass argued by Engel (1996), the trpt is zero in this case and, since rpt — trpt = JIT, the 

explanationn of the puzzle is therefore based only on the Jensen inequality term, which 

iss in general very small. In addition, it can be observed that the main source of the 

forwardd discount bias (rpt ^ 0) is the correlation between the rate of growth of money 

andd output. The argument provided by Engel (1996) is that with constant expenditure 

shares,, the exchange rate is a function only of domestic and foreign money. In general, 
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thee risk premium on any asset is related to the covariance of the asset return with the 

marginall  rate of substitution.. Since, in this model the agents derive utility from the 

consumptionn of both goods, which is a function only of output, money supply must be 

correlatedd with output shocks for the exchange rate to be correlated with the marginal 

ratee of substitution. Engel (1992) provides evidence why the Lucas framework cannot 

accountt for the forward discount bias. The main argument relates to the fact that the 

variabilityy and the co-variability observed in the money and output data are not able to 

generatee a large value for the trpt. 

Bekaertt (1994) studies the forward bias in the context of a variant of Svensson's two-

countryy cash-in-advance model. The main difference between the Lucas (1982) model 

andd the Svensson (1985) model is as mentioned above the timing of events. In the 

Svensson'ss version of the Stockman's (1980) model new information arrives after the 

assett market is closed and before the goods market opens. Given that uncertainty is 

resolvedd simultaneously with the money holdings decision and the (natural) restriction 

too equilibria with positive nominal interest rates results in binding liquidity constraints 

inn the Lucas model. Whereas, in the Svensson's model the cash-in-advance constraint is 

non-bindingg as the investors money holdings decision arrives before the state is revealed. 

Ass Svensson (1985) shows there is a wedge between the marginal utility of wealth and the 

marginall  utility of consumption in his model due to the particular timing property, which 

iss in contrast with the Lucas model. Therefore, real interest rates depend on monetary 

policyy in the Svensson's model, which is not the case in the Lucas model. In addition, 

thiss modeling approach of Svensson (1985) allows for velocity to enter directly in the 

exchangee rate and risk premium expressions. 

Bekaertt (1994) solves for the exchange rate changes and its moments as a function 

off  the exogenous processes of money and output. He allows general correlation between 

thesee two variables. In addition Bekaert uses a first-order Markov chain to approximate 

thee law of motion of the forcing processes. The optimization problem of the home con-

sumerr is formulated as set of equations, representing respectively his preferences, the 
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CIAA constraints, and the budget constraint: 

and d 

EoX>l7(*f,rf) , , 
t=o t=o 

P?xP?xdd < Mt StP?yd < StNf, 

M?M?+1+1+S+SttN?N?+1+1 + a't+1Qt < a't(Qt + Dt)+{M?-P?xd
t) 

(2.17) ) 

(2.18) ) 

(2.19) ) 

+S+Stt (N? - P?yd) , 

wheree xd and yf denotes the domestic demand for the home and foreign countries goods, 

FfFf and Pf their respective prices, and St the level of the spot exchange rate. The demand 

off  home and foreign money is represented by Mf and Nf, respectively. Asset prices and 

holdingss are captured by Qt and a'v The dividends, Dt, are nominal and expressed in 

thee currency of the home country. The superscript d denotes the quantity demanded 

(s(s indicates the quantity supplied). By using the law of one price they obtain, as in 

Svenssonn (1985), the exchange rate as a forward-looking asset price 

StSt = Et pVpV i px 
~t+\~t+\  rt+l 

(2.20) ) 

wheree the subscripts on U represent partial derivatives. Letting it and i*  denote home 

andd foreign interest rates, Bekaert (1994) obtains: 

l + i tt = [Et(nt+1)]~ 

and d 

i + i ;; = Et t (-¥)] ] 

(2.21) ) 

(2.22) ) 
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where e 

„„  = i = Et+i[M*f +2lyty2)/Pt* +2] 
t+11 p xt ^pi l^,^)/^ ]

Thee n(+i represents the nominal (home currency) intertemporal marginal rate of sub-

stitution,, defined as the ratio of the discounted value of one unit of the home currency 

tomorroww (pA*+1) and the value of the home currency unit today (At). This set of equa-

tionss characterizes his equilibrium solution for respectively the currency depreciation, the 

normalizedd forward bias, and the risk premium, 

DSDSMM = (St+1-St)/St, 

FBt+iFBt+i  = (St+i-F t)/St = DSt+i-FPt, 

RPRPtt = EtiDSt+J-FPt, (2.23) 

wheree the forward premium is denned as FPt = (Ft - St) fSt. Bekaert (1994) chooses 

twoo widely used specification for the consumers preferences, namely, an addilog and 

homotheticc utility function. He does not provide closed form solution for the covariance 

off  the interest rate differential with the expected rate of depreciation. As a result it is not 

clearr what the implications are of the Fama slope coefficient for the equilibrium interest 

ratess in his model. He calibrates his model by choosing parameter values to minimize 

thee distance between the model's mean, variance and first auto-covariance of exchange 

ratee changes and the forward discount and the sample moments of those variables. His 

findingss are that the volatility generated by the model for the rpt is extremely small and 

cannott account for the observed volatility in the data. His model generates a value of 

onee for the Fama slope coefficient in Equation (2.1). 

Bekaertt (1996) develops a Lucas-type two-country monetary general equilibrium model, 

wheree the cash-in-advance constraint is substituted by a transaction-costs function. That 

meanss that while agents incur transaction cost when buying goods in his model, money 

holdingg diminishes the transaction costs associated with purchasing consumption goods. 

Thee presence of transaction costs leads to money being valued in equilibrium. The trans-
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actionn cost function is parametrized as a Cobb-Douglas function of the amount of the 

goodss purchased and real money holdings. Agents preferences are characterized by the 

so-calledd addilog utility function. This type of expected utility function exhibits dura-

bilit yy in the short run and habit persistence in the long run. In this framework, agents 

aree subjected to money supply and endowment shocks. He allows for time-varying het-

eroskedasticityy in the exogenous forcing processes. Bekaert (1996) uses the law of one 

pricee to obtain the exchange rate level as the relative value of the marginal utility of 

poundss versus dollars, 

SSttXtXt = At*, (2.24) 

wheree At, the marginal utility of one dollar, is defined as the total expected marginal 

utilit yy of consumption divided by the transaction cost adjusted price of one unit of the 

homee consumption. Bekaert (1996) defines the home (foreign) interest rate as the net 

returnn on a nominal bond yielding one dollar (pound) at time t, 

ii tt = - In (Et [mrst+4A])  i* t = - In (Et [mrs*t+4A] ) , (2.25) 

wheree mrst+4,4 = /34At+4/At denotes the dollar intertemporal marginal rate of substitution 

forr four period returns. Solving for the optimization problem and the market clearing 

conditions,, this equations yield explicit expressions for the exchange rate, the domestic 

andd foreign interest rates, the forward premium and risk premium. 

Bekaertt (1996) calibrates the model parameters and produces simulated results for 

thee variables in question, i.e. the forward discount, the exchange rate, and the forward 

riskk premium. As argued by Engel (1996), the simulated moments for these variables are 

muchh closer to those observed in the data than the results of previous studies. Bekaert 

(1996)) finds that the combination of time-varying uncertainty in the fundamentals and 

timee aggregation is an important factor in explaining the risk premium puzzle. However, 

ass concluded by Bekaert, the model still overpredicts the variability of the forward pre-

miumm and severely underpredicts the variability of the risk premium. 
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TermTerm structure models of interest rates 

Mostt of the term structure models of interest rates that study the foreign exchange 

riskk premium uses a no-arbitrage framework [e.g. Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993), Ahn 

(1995),, Saa-Raquejo (1994), and Backus et al. (2001)]. In this approach the state-

pricee density process in Equation (2.9) is considered as a purely arbitrage condition. In 

thesee studies ad hoc restrictions are imposed on the pricing kernel, qt+\. Backus et al. 

(2001)) consider assets with returns denominated in both domestic and foreign currency, 

wherebyy Equation (2.9) hold for both. They convert pound returns in dollars and obtain 

-ftf+ii  = (St+i/St) Rf+i- By using Equation (2.9) for both returns they derive 

rf+i/rf+irf+i/rf+i  = St+i/St. (2.26) 

Backuss et al. (2001) relate the risk premium denned by Fama (1984) to the properties of 

thee pricing kernel for the home country and the foreign country. As a result the pricing 

relationn in Equation (2.9) becomes 

00 = E( (<7f + 1(^-St+ i ) ) . (2.27) 

Dividingg Equation (2.27) by St and rearranging terms they obtain the forward premium 

as s 

ft-sft-stt==  log Etqf+1 - log Etf?+1. (2.28) 

Backuss et al. (2001) consider the case of conditionally log-normal pricing kernels and 

assett returns, where loggt+i ~ N (ult,ii2t)- Then, from Equations (2.26) and (2.28) they 

obtainn the expected rate of depreciation and the forward risk premium, respectively, as 

edtedt = Et*t+i -st = li( t - fi\t (2.29) 
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and d 

rprptt = (ui - A) /2. (2.30) 

Basedd on this closed expression for the expected depreciation and the risk premium, 

wee can observe that the Fama (1984) conditions require in their framework,(l) negative 

correlationn between differences in conditional means and conditional variances of the 

twoo pricing kernels and (2) greater variation in one-half the difference in the conditional 

variances.. Since, Backus et al. (2001) do not require that qt+\  be constrained by any 

particularr equilibrium model, they search in the general class of affine term structure 

modelss for a random variable that has a stochastic process that satisfies these conditions. 

Backuss et al. (2001) specify three types of stochastic process for qt+i  that supports the 

affinee structure. First, they use a discrete-time two-currency formulation of the Cox-

Ingersoll-Rosss (1985) model of term structure. For this particular specification they find 

thatt it generates the negative correlation between edt and rpt of Fama's condition (1), but 

thatt it cannot satisfy condition (2) and therefore cannot reproduce the Fama regression 

slope.. The basic shortcoming of this formulation is the restriction that the foreign and 

domesticc interest rates depend on independent state variables. 

Second,, Backus et al. (2001) consider the general class of affine models, with a 

commonn factor affecting both pricing kernels in the same way and currency-specific factors 

thatt affects the pricing kernel of only one currency. This is similar to the structure that 

hass been applied by Ahn (1997, 1998). Since the common factor affects both pricing 

kernelss in the same way, it has no effect on currency prices, interest rate differentials, or 

thee Fama slope parameter. The currency specific factors account fully for the forward 

premiumm anomaly in their model. As argued by Backus et al. (2001) this result is at the 

costt of allowing for a positive probability of negative interest rates. 

Third,, they consider an interdependent factor model where the foreign and domestic 

interestt rates depend in different ways on the same two state variables. Similar models 

aree considered by Bakshi and Chen (1997), Nielsen and Sad-Raquejo (1993), and Saa-

RaquejoRaquejo (1994). This model accounts for the anomalous regression slope parameter for 
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ann appropriate choice of parameter values. 

Next,, Backus et al. (2001), provide empirical evidence of the two models of affine 

termm structure model that is consistent with the forward premium anomaly. They find 

thatt the anomaly imposes two conditions on affine models: either interest rates must 

bee negative with positive probability or the effects of one or more factors on pricing 

kernelss must differ across currencies. Even in the latter case of interdependent factor the 

estimatess indicate some fundamental shortcomings.. They argue that the "price of risk" 

coefficientss needs to be large to account simultaneously for Fama's second condition 

andd the unconditional variance of the depreciation rate. Another implication of fully 

interdependent,, i.e. only common, factors is that it leads to implausible correlation 

structuree between the domestic and foreign interest rates. In addition, as argued by 

Engell  (1996) and Backus et al. (2001), the solution provided by their pricing kernel 

modell  is entirely arbitrary and it is the question whether (1) a general equilibrium model 

off  term structure of interest rates can be constructed that is consistent with such a state 

pricee density process and (2) whether the estimated parameter values needed to account 

forr the puzzle is supported by such an economy. 

Fromm this review we can conclude that the large variability observed in the expected 

changee of currency prices and the extreme negative co-variability between the forward 

premiumm and the expected depreciation impose extreme restrictions on no-arbitrage and 

generall  equilibrium models of forward foreign exchange risk premium. As a result these 

modelss have been unable to account for these features of the data, under plausible pa-

rameterr restrictions. We can observe that equilibrium models of the risk premium, in 

particularr the term structure models, have not provided a fully integrated role for money 

andd its dynamics. Furthermore, the multi-currency term structure models explain the 

puzzlee through the factor-risk differentials. As a result they have to either allow for 

negativee nominal interest rates or implausible correlation structure for the cross-country 

termm structure in order to account for the anomaly. These results motivate us to develop 

aa two-country general equilibrium model of term structure of interest rates that allows 
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moneyy and real factors to play a valid role. We incorporate monetary endogeneity in a 

two-countryy CIR-type production economy, where we allow for the representative agents 

too hold money both for transaction purposes as for portfolio choice considerations. 
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Chapterr  3 

AA Two-country 

Monetary-Productionn Economy 

Wee present an integrated two-country continuous-time production economy that allows 

forr monetary endogeneity and for the risk averse representative agent of each country to 

holdd money for both transaction purposes and portfolio considerations. Uncertainty in 

thee economy is described by a filtered probability space (Q, T, F, P), where Q is the sample 

space,, T is the a — algebra of measurable events, and the stream of information over time 

iss given by the filtration ¥(t)= {T{t)} t>Q. The probability measure P on T represents the 

commonn probability beliefs held by the representative agents in both countries. There 

iss a five-dimensional Brownian motion w(t) = (wy(t),w(t)Xh,w(t)Xf,w(t)mhiw(t)mf) on 

thee probability space (fi,7",F,P), where the subscripts y, x{, and m», for i = [h, f], 

capturess the quantities associated with, respectively, the common, the local real, and the 

locall  monetary sources of uncertainty. Henceforth, the subscripts (h) and (ƒ) denote the 

quantitiess associated with the domestic and foreign country, respectively. All stochastic 

processess in the economy are assumed adapted to the filtration F of the Brownian motion 

w(t).w(t). In this study we assume the existence of three independent state variables, two 

country-specificc and one common state variables. The production process in each country 

iss driven by two independent state variables, namely, a local state variable, Xt (t), and a 



commonn state variable, Y (t). The stochastic processes for the local and common or say 

internationall  state variables are given by the following stochastic differential equations, 

respectively: : 

dXidXi (t) = fix. {Xt,t) dt + SXi (Xt, t) dwXx (t) i e {h, ƒ}  (3.1) 

and d 

dYdY (t) = /iv (y, t) dt + Sy {Y, t) dwy (t), (3.2) 

wheree ftx. (Xi} t) = nXi (6Xi - X{ (t)) and /xy (V, t) = KV (0y - Y (t)) represents the ex-

pectedd instantaneous change in the local state variable, Xi (t), and the international 

statee variable, Y (t), respectively. The diffusion processes of these state variables are 

capturedd by the terms SXi (Xi,t) = crXv̂ Xi(t) and Sy (Y,t) — ayy/Y (t), respectively. 

Thesee specifications of the state variables imply that they follow mean-reverting square 

roott processes, with 9Xi and 9y denoting the long term means of the local and common 

statee variables, respectively. The speed of adjustment parameters, KXi and Ky, determine 

thee speed with which these state variables instantaneously revert back to their respective 

longg term means. The parameters 6Xi, KXi, oXi, 6y, Ky, and cry are positive constants, such 

thatt 2nXi6Xi > <r%.. and 2KV9V > a^. As shown by Feller (1951) these conditions imply the 

strictt positiveness of Xi (t) and Y (t), when these variables follow a mean reverting square 

roott process. The diffusion terms of each state variable, which captures the volatility of 

thee process, increases with the square root of the level of the respective state variable 

and,, thus, allowing more variability at higher levels of the respective state variable and 

vicee versa. 

Wee assume that the markets are dynamically complete, such that Pareto efficiency 

iss obtained and that it is possible to use a 'representative agent' for each country [for a 

prooff  of Pareto optimality and a representative agent in a complete-markets general equi-

libriumm model see Constantinides (1982), Dumas and Luciano (1990), and particularly 

Kandorii  (1988)]. It follows that in this setup of a representative resident for each coun-
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try,, individuals in each country have homogenous believes and time preferences. There 

iss a single stochastic production technology in each country producing a fully tradeable 

good,, that is partly sold on the local market and partly exported to the foreign market. 

Thee representative resident of each country consumes the locally produced good, Ca(t), 

andd the imported good, Cy(£). Each good can be interpreted as a composite good that 

consistss of all the goods produced in that particular country. Following CIR (1985a) 

andd Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993), we assume that the two infinitely divisible physical 

goodss in this economy can be allocated to consumption or investment. Each production 

technologyy uses the local homogeneous capital-consumption good as its only input. 

Inn particular, the representative agents of each country can invest in both stochas-

ticallyy constant return to scale production technologies located in these countries. Let 

rjirji  be the amount of the i-th good produced (or used in production) by the produc-

tionn technologies, whereby d  ̂ is the aggregate production process of good i, c.q. the 

transformationn of an investment of 7}{ amount of the i-th good. It is assumed that the 

transformationn of an investment of r){ amount of the good at time t in the production 

processs is governed by the following stochastic differential equation: 

^i}Q^i}Q =  ai(Xi,Y,t)dt + ST,i(Xi,Y,t)dwVi(t) t 6 {/»,ƒ} , (3.3) 

where e 

atat {X, Y, t) = aXi (Xi,t) + aVi (Y, t) and 

SSViVi (X{,K,t) dwVi (t) = S„xi (Xi,t)dwXi (t) + S v (Y,t) dwv (t), 

representt the expected instantaneous real rate of return on the investment in produc-

tionn of good i and the diffusion term of this rate of return, respectively. The instanta-

neouss variance of the real rate of return of the i-th productive investment is given by 

SSmvmv.. = Sj ,̂ (Xi, t) + S% . (V, t). We allow for the local state variable and the international 

statee variable, [Ai(£), y(i)] , to affect both the mean and variance of the instantaneous 
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ratee of return of the i-th production process. Therefore, the two production processes 

inn these countries are correlated with each other, i.e. S^. ^ 0, as the common state 

variablee drives both production processes. There are two sources of uncertainties under-

lyingg the production process in each country, which are captured by a two-dimensional 

vectorr of Wiener processes, dwv. (t) = [dwXi (t), dwy (t)]. Each transformation process 

cann be regarded as a firm located in each country, each employing a different technology. 

Equationn (3.3) implies that the stochastic investment opportunity sets differ across these 

twoo countries when the state of technology results in different rates of return on physi-

call  capital in the home country and the foreign country. As both firms are assumed to 

issuee stocks to the amount of the good produced, the domestic and foreign agents can 

investt in both production technologies. We may consider the two single good production 

technologiess as the optimally diversified portfolio of production technologies. The sto-

chasticc differential equation (3.3) represents a system where the output of the production 

processs is reinvested in that same process. The system does not imply anything about 

whichh portion of the output is reinvested and which portion is consumed. Neither does it 

sayy anything about the allocation of the i-th investment good between the home repre-

sentativee agent and the foreign representative agent, as this is determined endogenously 

ass part of the general equilibrium. The specific functional form of the production process 

wil ll  be provided in the following chapters. 

Inn the present study we allow for endogeneity in the money supply processes, as we 

assumee that the money supply in each country is affected by both the autonomous mon-

etaryy factors and the productive factors in the economy. Clark, Goodhart, and Huang 

(1999),, based on a standard utility loss function that accommodates both inflation and 

outputt target, find that with persistence in inflation, the optimum monetary policy is 

statee contingent and shock dependent, as the monetary authority adjusts the control vari-

ablee in response to shocks in output. Other authors, such as Christiano and Eichenbaum 

(1992),, also indicate that in models where monetary authorities have greater flexibility 

too direct cash quickly to the financial sector through open market operations, money 
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supplyy reacts to an unanticipated change in the productive sector, such as a technology 

shock.. The money supply process in each country is described by the following general 

stochasticc differential equation: 

^ ^^ = ^ ^ + ^ ^ ^ ( 0 + % ^ ^ , , (3.4) 

wheree ixmi and er̂  denotes the autonomous expected rate of growth and the autonomous 

instantaneouss volatility of the money supply process in country i, respectively. The mon-

etaryy endogeneity, as captured by the inclusion of the production process in the money 

supplyy process, ultimately depends on the monetary feedback parameter, 7^ The feed-

backk parameter 7i captures the domestic monetary response to shocks in local production. 

Givenn that money reacts on all uncertainties underlying the productive activity in the 

economy,, both state variables are allowed to affect the money supply process. Note that 

monetaryy disturbances are isolated from both local and international shocks that affects 

locall  production, when 7( = 0. This modeling approach implies that the money supply 

processess in both countries, depending on the feedback parameter, are correlated with 

thee production processes in the respective country. Such a modeling technique is also 

appliedd by King and Trehan (1984), although in a different framework. In this context 

itt should be noted that the money supply processes across both countries are correlated 

withh each other, Smimj ^ 0 for i  ̂ j , as both are driven by the common source of 

uncertaintyy in this economy. The general formulation in equation (3.4) allows for the 

moneyy supply to be stationary around either a deterministic or stochastic time trend as 

inn Bakshi and Chen (1996). Stock and Watson (1989) and Marshall (1992) find evidence 

thatt money supply is stationary around a significant time trend. The specific functional 

formm of the money supply process will be provided in the following chapters. 

Wee assume that 'firms' are competitive and act as price takers in the international 

goodss markets. In line with Stulz (1986), Foresi (1990), and Basak and Gallmeyer (1999) 

wee work with the price of money, 7Tj(£) = 1 /P^, i.e. the inverse of the price level. As 

notedd by Foresi (1990), it is more convenient because the price of money reveals the 
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symmetriess between money and other assets, as dn^/ni is the real rate of return on the 

i-thh money. Given the money supply and production processes, we conjecture that the 

dynamicss of the price of the i-th money in this economy, 7i\ (t), is given by the following 

stochasticc differential equation: 

ii(X(Xii,Y,t)dt,Y,t)dt + S,AXi,Y,t)dwiri (t), i£{h,f}, (3.5) 

wheree /iXi (Xi,Y,t) denotes the expected instantaneous change in the price of the i-th 

moneyy and 5Ti (Xi,Y, t) is the diffusion term of n^t). The last term can be considered 

ass the unanticipated movements in the price of money. Note that the expected rate of 

changee in terms of the price level of the good is equal to minus the expected rate of 

changee of the price of money plus its variance. The price level of money and its dynamics 

aree solved endogenously in equilibrium. 

Lett Eij (t) denote the nominal exchange rate, which is defined as the domestic currency 

pricee i of one unit of foreign currency j . Given the stochastic processes of production 

andd money supply in this two-country economy, we conjecture that the spot exchange 

ratee process is governed by the following stochastic differential equation : 

^ 00 =  ̂ {x, Y, t) dt + Set} (X, Y, t) dw€ij (t), (3.6) 

wheree X = [Xh, Xf], nti, (X, Y, i) denotes the expected instantaneous rate of depreciation 

off  currency i and S€lj (X, Y, t) represents the diffusion term of the rate of depreciation of 

thee exchange rate. Both are a function of the state variables in this two-country world 

economy,, when we allow the fundamentals in the economy to be state dependent. The 

explicitt solutions for the exchange rate and its dynamics are determined endogenously as 

partt of the general equilibrium. 

Huangg and Litzenberger (1993) and Ingersoll (1978) show that Pareto optimal allo-

cationn obtains when markets are complete. A dynamically complete securities market 

structuree requires that the set of traded assets permits agents to perfectly hedge against 
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stochasticc changes in the state variables. Since this economy is characterized by five 

sourcess of uncertainty, the representative investors must be able to freely trade in at 

leastt five securities with no perfectly correlated return uncertainty. Therefore, to obtain 

dynamicallyy complete securities markets in this economy, we assume that there is a mar-

ketket for riskless lending and borrowing in each country and that the representative agent 

off  each country can frictionlessly trade in the following securities: two real assets, two 

nominall  riskless bonds, and N contingent claims. 

Wee assume that the representative agent of each country only borrows and lends in 

itss own country at the instantaneous locally riskless real interest rate, r^t). By local in-

stantaneouslyy riskless we mean that the local agent at each moment of time knows with 

certaintyy the real interest rate prevailing on the local market. This can be considered as 

aa floating-rate bank account, which is riskless in terms of the locally produced good. The 

reall  assets represents the shares of any of the two firms in the economy. We assume that 

thee representative agents of both countries have full access to the equity markets in both 

countries.. As a result the representative investor of each country can trade frictionlessly 

inn both equities, representing the investment in both production technologies. This may 

bee considered as the optimally diversified portfolio of production technologies. Equation 

(3.3)) specifies the instantaneous real rate of return on the investment in the i-th produc-

tionn technology expressed in the i-th currency. The instantaneous real rate of return on 

foreignn real investment j in terms of the local currency i is determined as 

| ^^ = 5j (X, y, t) dt + S% (X, Y, t) dw~V] (t), for i? j (3.7) 

where e 

r)r) ii{t){t)  = eij{t)r }j{t) 

 (X,Y,t) =  Qj (Xj,Y,t)+fi€i. (X,Y,t) + Sn.(ij (X,Y,t), 

Sjj.Sjj. (x, y, t) dv^. (t) = sV] (Xj, y, t) dwv. (t) + s(ij  (x, y, t) dwUi (t), 
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andd Sv.eii (X,Y,t) denotes the covariance between the spot exchange rate depreciation 

andd the real rate of return on the foreign real asset. Throughout this work we follow 

thee notation that the tilde hat denotes foreign quantities expressed in local currency. 

Thee drift term, fit. (X, Y,t), the diffusion term, SUj (X,Y,t), and the covariance term, 

SSvv..tiitii  (X,Y,t), are determined endogenously in equilibrium. The optimal portfolio de-

mandd for both equities will also be determined endogenously in equilibrium. 

Inn addition the security markets are characterized by the presence of bond markets, 

wheree the representative investors of each country can freely trade in two nominal riskless 

bonds.. These bonds are in zero net supply in equilibrium. The two nominal bonds are 

locallyy riskless in each of their respective currencies, with an instantaneous nominal rate 

off  return Ri(t)dt. We denote the spot nominal interest rate, that is the instantaneously 

locallyy riskless rate at which deposits accumulate interest, by Ri{i). It can be considered 

ass the continuously compounding interest rate. The instantaneous real rate of return of 

thee nominal riskless bond in country i is governed by the following stochastic differential 

equationn (by applying Itö's lemma): 

dBx{t)dBx{t) = 0i(Xi,Y,t)dt + S^iXi^^dw^t) ie{h,f}, (3.8) 
Bi(t) Bi(t) 

where e 

00ii(X(Xi7i7YY11t)t) = Ri(t) +  ti1ll(XilY1t). 

Thee drift term, /^(Xj , V,*) , i.e. the expected instantaneous real rate of return on the 

default-freee nominal bond, is a stochastic process that is determined endogenously as part 

off  the general equilibrium. The instantaneous real rate of return on the foreign nominal 

bondd expressed in the local currency is given by the following stochastic differential 

equation: : 

S ^ ÜÜ = 0.{x,Y,t)dt + SSi{X,Y,t)dw~B,{t), (3.9) 
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where e 

BBjj{t){t)  = eij{t)Bj{t) 

0j(X,0j(X, Y, t) = R^t) + /x^ {Xjt Y, t) + fiU) (X, Y, t) + 5 W (X, Y, t) 

SSSf(t)Sf(t) (X,Y,t)dwë_{t)(t) = 5,, (X^Y^dw^t) + Stl} (X,Y,t)dweii(t). 

Furthermore,, we allow for the representative resident of each country to hold real 

moneyy balances both for portfolio and transaction-related purposes, mf (t) = 7Ti(t)M?(t). 

Thee portfolio demand for money arises because of the uncertainty associated with the 

returnss of interest-bearing assets. The rationale for real cash balances as an object 

off  portfolio choice is that it reduces the riskiness of an asset portfolio. For example, 

holdingg interest-bearing securities is risky when the holder is uncertain when he wants to 

undertakee future consumption and what the future price of those securities will be at that 

time.. Uncertainty is by itself not enough to explain money holdings, when other riskless 

interest-bearingg assets are available. Here come into play the function of money as a 

mediumm of exchange and thereby facilitating transactions in the economy. For example, 

iff  the agents were certain about the timing of their future flow of expenditure, they could 

buyy bonds that mature at that particular time. If this was possible they could avoid 

thee investment uncertainty and earn a higher return than would be obtain from holding 

money.. But even if the agents are certain about their future consumption plans, they do 

nott know for certain the price of their bonds at that time. 

Ass pointed out by Basak and Gallmeyer (1999), the nominal rate of return on the 

bond,, Ri(t)dt, can be considered as the additional compensation the nominal bond gives 

overr currency i for not providing transaction services to the representative agents in the 

economy.. This can be observed by comparing the real rate of return on money, equation 

(3.5),, with that on the nominal bond, equation (3.8). Thus Ri{t) can be considered as a 

measuree of transaction services provided by currency i. Thus the demand for non-interest-

bearingg money therefore arises when there exists both uncertainty about the timing of 
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expendituree and about the rate of return from non-money assets. In this context, as 

arguedd by Stulz (1986) and Foresi (1990), it should be noted that money holdings, as 

ann object of portfolio choice, are not distinguishable from nominal bonds, because both 

nominall  assets have the same risk exposure and the same covariance with other assets. 

Inn this framework we allow for the representative agent of each country to hold both 

monies. . 

Basedd on the assumption of continuous and frictionless trading opportunities and the 

dynamicss of the existing real and nominal assets, we assume the existence of N freely 

tradedd contingent claims, Fk{t). Common types of derivative assets are, among others, 

putt and call options, futures and forward contracts (including forward foreign exchange 

contracts),, and convertible or more exotic types of bonds. The payoffs of these securities, 

whichh depend on the payoffs on one or more of the underlying assets in the economy, 

aree determined endogenously as part of the general equilibrium. These securities can be 

issuedd and purchased by the representative agent, c.q. firm, in each country. Following 

CIRR (1985a) we assume that the value of these claims, given the dynamic description of 

thee underlying assets, depends in general on all variables necessary to describe the state 

off  the economy. As a result we conjecture the following stochastic differential equation 

forr the fc-th contingent claim: 

j J ^ -- = Ck{X,Y,t)dt + SF>t(X)Y,t)dwF{t) forA;=l , 2,---,N, (3.10) 

wheree Ck (X, Y, t) Fk represents the total mean return on the j-th. claim, SFk (X, Y, t) is 

aa TV-dimensional vector of diffusion terms, and X = [Xh,Xf]. In this specification we 

alloww both parameters to be state dependent, such that they can capture the impact of 

changess in the state variables in the economy on the expected value and volatility of the 

claim.. The variance-covariance matrix of the real rate of return on claim k is captured 

byy Sfrkfrk. The values of the parameters, £k(X,Y, t) and SF*  (X,Y,t), are determined 

endogenouslyy as part of the general equilibrium. 

Moneyy has been incorporated into general equilibrium models (i.e. models based on 
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optimizingg behavior of economic agents) of the term structure of interest rates basically in 

twoo ways. Firstly, money has been incorporated by means of imposing transactions costs 

off  money. This results in a demand for money by assuming that asset exchanges or barter 

tradee are costly. Alternatively, the transaction-cost technology has been incorporated by 

imposingg Clower cash-in-advance constraints in term structure models. Secondly, money 

hass been incorporated by providing real money balances as an argument in the agents' 

utilit yy function [Sidrauski (1967)]. The other ways of incorporating money in general 

equilibriumm models have been used to a lesser extent in term structure models. These 

alternativee ways of incorporating money are the role of money as a sole means of inter-

generationall  transaction (overlapping generations models) and money as an object of 

portfolioo choice for risk averse agents. One of the shortcomings of the overlapping-

generationss approach and the portfolio approach is that they neglect the transaction 

functionn of money. 

Thee cash-in-advance constraint is a formal representation of the transaction demand 

forr money, whereby it is implicitly assumed that money is required for transactions and 

thatt nominal consumption in the current period cannot exceed nominal money balances 

carriedd over from previous period. In this approach, money is introduced into the opti-

mizationn problem through the so-called cash-in-advance constraint along with the budget 

constraint.. In equilibrium money would have zero value if the liquidity constraint was 

nott imposed. This approach has largely been used to motivate money holdings in in-

ternationall  financial models [for example, Lucas (1982), Svensson (1985), Engel (1992), 

andd Bekaert (1994)] as a way of introducing different moneys into the system. In this 

studyy we adopt the second approach, by introducing money into the optimization frame-

workk through the so-called money-in-the-utility function approach, whereby real money 

balancess is introduced as an argument in the utility function. 

Inn our model, money is introduced directly in the utility function of the agents in 

thee economy, by assuming that it provides them with liquidity services. Money-in-the-

utilit yy accounts for the transaction function of money in a form less extreme than the 
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Lucass (1982) cash-in-advance constraint, as indicated by Danthine and Donaldson (1986), 

Kydlandd (1983), and McCallum (1982). This approach of including cash balances in the 

representativee agents utility function also allows for the precautionary and store-of-value 

motivess for holding cash balances. Feenstra (1986), in a partial equilibrium analysis, 

showss that money in the utility approach is functionally equivalent to the transaction-

costt technology approach. In addition, Poterba and Rotemberg (1987) and Holman 

(1998)) provide empirical evidence in favor of the money-in-the-utility approach. 

Thee representative consumer agent of country i, therefore, maximizes the following 

vonn Neumann-Morgenstern utility function: 

oo o 

EEtt J e-ptU(ci(s),m*{s),S)ds ie{hj}, (3.11) 

wheree E is the expectation operator, p denotes the time preference parameter, c*(s) 

iss the consumption flow at time s of the z-th representative resident, and mf (s) is its 

demandd for real money balances at time s. We assume that the representative agents 

inn this economy have homogenous time preference parameter. To guarantee that the 

representativee agent's allocation problem possesses a unique solution, the utility function 

mustt be twice continuously differentiable, strictly concave, and increasing in both its 

arguments,, i.e. Uc >0,Um>  0, U* < 0, Umm <0,Ucm<  0, and UccUmm - (C/^)2 > 0, 

wheree the subscripts denote the corresponding partial derivatives. Following Stulz (1986), 

Bakshii  and Chen (1996, 1997), and Foresi (1990), the demand for both goods and both 

moniess by the risk averse representative agents in the economy is incorporated in the 

followingg separable log utility function, for i € {/i , ƒ} : 

UU ( c ^ / . m ^ . m *, ,*) = In [[c*( fl)]*
fc ] + In [[m&(«)f fc [m^*)]* ' ] , (3.12) 

wheree 6ij and %, for j € [h,f], represents the expenditure share allocated respectively 

too consumption of the j-th good and to the j'-th real money balances by the representa-
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tivee agent of country i. The expenditure share parameters should satisfy the following 

conditionn 1 = $& + 9{f + ^h + <5j/, where the subscripts ij, for j G [/i, ƒ], denote the 

demandd for the j - t h good or money by the z-th representative agent. 

Inn our setting agents store up their claim on future consumption in three types of 

assets.. Thus the portfolio decision of the financial agents in our setting concern the 

optimall  allocation of their wealth among the various types of assets in the economy, 

includingg money. Prom Merton's (1971) analysis we know that the stock of real wealth 

off  the representative agent of country i at time t, Wi (<), when there are no non-capital 

gains,, can be defined as: 

n n 

Wll  (t) = £ Nqti (t - h) Pq,i (t) i £ {h, ƒ}  , (3.13) 

wheree NQii(t) is the number of the g-th security purchased and held at time t by the 

representativee agent of country i and Pq>i (t) is the current value of these securities express 

inn currency i. The stock of real wealth of the representative agent of country i can be 

allocatedd to consumption, money holdings and investments. As mentioned above the 

agent'ss holdings of real money balances for transaction purposes implies the existence of 

opportunityy cost. In this regard, the representative agent is "consuming", c.q. "paying", 

thee liquidity services of money. The cost of holding money (i.e. making use of the liquidity 

servicess of real cash balances) over one period, i^mf A, is included in the agent's budget 

constraintt as an outlay. The allocation problem of the agents in this economy is solved 

simultaneouslyy during the period and can be formulated as follows: 

n n 

-- [ci (t) + Ri (t) fat (*)] A =Y1 W" (*) ~ N  ̂ (*  ~ A ) ]  p«* (*) - <3"14) 
q=l q=l 

where e 

CCii(t)(t) = Cn{t)+Cij(t)t 
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RiRi (t) mf (r) = K (t) mi (t) + Ró (t) m% (t), 

CijCij  (t) = eijWdjit), and m% (t) = tij{t)m^(t). 

Ass in Merton (1971), equations (3.13) and (3.14) can, by taking the limits (lim), be 
A—(T T 

rewrittenn as: 
n n 

WWW = £ > , .< ( 0 ^ ( 0 (3-15) 
7=1 1 

and d 

nn n 

-- [$ (0 + Ri (t) fhf (t)] dt = £ dNqti (t) dPqti (t) + Y, dNqti (t) Pqti (t). (3.16) 
9=11 9=1 

Byy applying Itö's lemma on the stock of real wealth, Wi(t), in equation (3.15) and 

substitutingg equation (3.16) for the term £ dNQti (t)dPqti (t) + £ dNq<i (t) PQii (t), i.e. 
ll  ' l 

thee net value of additions to wealth, we obtain the following dynamic wealth equation: 

u u 

dWi(t)dWi(t) =Y Nq,i (t) dPqj (t) - [$ (t) + R\ (t) rhf (0] dt. (3.17) 
7=1 1 

Followingg Merton (1971) we define IÜ,^ (t) = N9ti (t) Pq<i (t) fW{ (t) as the fraction of 

agent'ss i real wealth allocated to g-th security at time t. The representative agent can at 

eachh point in time allocate its wealth among investments in the production technologies, 

nominall  assets, and the TV contingent claims. Let a aifif bi} and ft be the fraction of wealth al-

locatedd to these financial instruments, then wqii (t) can be denned as wq>i = a, b{ ƒ*  1, 

wheree fc is a TV-dimensional vector of the fraction of wealth allocated to the TV contin-

gentt claim in the economy. The two-dimensional vector a[ — aih aif , consist of the 

portfolioo demand for equity investment in country h and ƒ, respectively, by the z-th rep-

resentativee agent. The portfolio demand of the i-th investor for nominal bonds in country 

hh and ƒ is captured by the (2 x l)-vector 6J = bih bif . These portfolio weights must 

byy definition sum up to one, i.e. o-l + 6J1 + / [ l = 1, where 1 is an identity vector. 

Consequently,, after substituting the portfolio weights and the dynamics for the value of 
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eachh security, the dynamic budget constraint of the representative agent i, for i e {h, ƒ} , 

cann be formulated as follows: 

dWi{t)dWi{t) = [oJ ta- l rOWi + é ï ^ - l r O Wl + ZaC- l rOWi + riWi 

-Cih{s)-Cih{s) - Cif(s) - Rnm ̂ - R/fh^] dt + W^Sr, {X, Y, t) dwn (t) 

+W+Wiib'b'iiSSBB(X,Y,t)dw(X,Y,t)dwBB{t){t)  + WiXSr(X,Y,t)dwr(t), (3.18) 

where e 

a'a' = 

00 = 
outfit)outfit) aj(X,Y,t) 

S^iXuYtt)S^iXuYtt) o 
SSvv(X,Y,t)dw(X,Y,t)dwvv(t)(t) = 

SSBB(X,Y,t)dw(X,Y,t)dwBB(t)(t) = 

00 Shi.iX^t) 

S^XuYj)S^XuYj) 0 

00 Ss(XtY,t) 

dwdwnn.. (t) 

diu^^ (t) 

dtuss (t) 

Noticee that SF(X, Y, t) is a JV-dimensional matrix of diffusion terms of the N contin-

gentt claims. In line with Stulz (1986), the fraction of wealthh allocated to local and foreign 

nominall  assets is defined as ba — m'fo, ' and 6̂  = ij
w

 J, respectively. This definition 

reflectss the arguments presented above, namely that nominal bonds and money holdings 

aree not distinguishable for portfolio selection purposes because of their similar risk ex-

posures.. In the next chapter we derive the equilibrium conditions for the endogenous 

variabless in this economy. 
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Chapterr  4 

Thee Two-Country General 

Equilibrium ::  A Simplified Case 

Inn this chapter we consider the general equilibrium of the monetary-production econ-

omy,, where the dynamics of production and money supply are governed by a geometric 

Browniann motion. These i.i.d. (i.e. independent and identically distributed) processes 

characterizee the dynamics of the equilibrium quantities in the two-country world econ-

omy.. This simple i.i.d. economy (i.e. an economy where the production and money 

supplyy processes follows a geometric Brownian motion) is a convenient analytical tool to 

understandd the interaction between the nominal and real quantities and its impact on 

thee equilibrium foreign exchange rate and interest rates. The equilibrium in this simple 

monetary-productionn economy has some important distinctive properties. For example 

itt determines endogenously and simultaneously the demand for money, the consumption-

productionn plan, the price of money and its dynamics, the foreign exchange rate, the 

ratee of depreciation, the risk premia, and the market clearing interest rates. More im-

portantly,, it allows for an interaction between the real economy, the financial markets, 

andd the monetary economy of the two countries. 

Inn line with several general equilibrium models in financial economics we assume in 

thiss chapter, for analytical convenience, that the production process in equation (3.3) is 



drivenn by a geometric Brownian motion [see Stulz (1986), Foresi (1990), Bakshi and Chen 

(1996)].. This assumption implies that the drift and diffusion of the real rate of return 

inn production are constants. The i.i.d. production process in country i, for i e {h, ƒ} , is 

governn by the following stochastic differential equation: 

^ TT = aVidt + Snidwn. (t), (4.1) 

wheree aVi is a constant scalar denoting the instantaneous expected real rate of return 

onn the productive assets in country i and Sv.dwv. (t) = an .dwv (t) + aVxidwXi (t) is a 

constantt scalar that represents the diffusion term of this return. The variance of the real 

ratee of return on investment in i-th production process is given by SniT]. = a  ̂ .+<r\  and 

thee covariance between the rate of return on productive investments in both countries is 

givenn by 5,,.,,. = o^a  ̂ for i^j. 

Thee money supply process in country i, for i e {h,f}, as formulated in equation 

(3.4),, is governed by the following i.i.d. process in this simplified economy: 

 = fj^dt + Sodium, (t) , (4.2) 

wheree /x^ = fi^ + 7^,,. is a constant that denotes the expected rate of money growth 

inn country i. The expected instantaneous rate of growth of money is determined by 

thee expected autonomous monetary rate of growth and the monetary response to the 

expectedd production growth, JiOiVi- The diffusion term of money growth is captured by 

SSmimidwdwmm**  (t) = (Tr^dWrr  ̂ (t) + 7̂  S,,. dw,,. (t), with ^^.dw^. (t) representing the monetary 

responsee to production uncertainty. The instantaneous variance of the rate of money 

growthh in country i is a constant scalar given by 5^. = <r̂ . + 7? ( ^ i + 0* J. This 

modellingg approach allows for a plausible correlation structure in this two-country world 

economy.. The money supply processes in both countries are not perfectly correlated with 

thee production process, as the autonomous monetary component of the diffusion term 

alloww for the monetary disturbances to move independent of the production process. In 
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additionn the money supply processes in the two countries are (not perfectly) correlated 

withh each other, 5mimj. = li^VyHj^Vy  ̂ for t / j . As will be shown below, these assump-

tionss for the money supply and production processes imply that the real and nominal 

interestt rates, and the velocity of money are constant in this i.i.d. setting. 

Inn this economy the representative agents use an admissible feedback control vector 

definedd as if'{ = dd m  ̂ di bi fi too solve 

oo o 

nax£tt / e~p8U (ciKCif,mdih,mdi},s)ds, 

subjectt to their dynamic budget constraint (3.18). To solve the agent's optimization prob-

lemm we apply standard stochastic dynamic programming technique as in Merton (1969) 

too obtain the continuous-time Bellman fundamental optimality equation (see Appendix 

A.1), , 

00 = max {U (cfoCif, md.h, m(Jj/ ,t) + Jt + JXfiXi + JYVV 

+J J Wi Wi OiOi (a - In) Wi + $(0- lr t) Wi 

+fl+fl  (C - 1T\) Wi + nWi -Cih- c*} - Rhmdth - Rfmdxf 

++  2^WiWi a'tS^i + b'iSBBbi + fiSFFfi + 2b'iSnBai 

+2a;5„rfii  + 2b'tSFBft]  H? + \j'xxSxx 

+\JYY<?1+\JYY<?1 + [a'iSnx + b'{SBx + fiSr,] JWtXWt 

++  [a'iSW + b'iSBy + fiSFy] JWiYWi) , (4.3) ) 

wheree X(t) = Xh(t) Xf(t)  The subscripts on the J term denote the corresponding 

partiall  derivatives of the agent's value function J(Wi,X, Y, t) and the subscripts on 

thee 5-term denote a variance-covariance matrix of the variables involved. For example 

£17177 — K K ^Vx^Vj ^Vx^Vj 

Sni$ijSni$ij ^ 

orr Sxr. = 
<X<Xhh(t)(t) 0 

<x<xss{t) {t) 
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Inn this economy we ruled out the possibility of negative productive investments in 

bothh capital goods and negative transaction and portfolio demand for money balances. 

Inn addition the agent's consumption, must be non-negative. Standard Kuhn-Tucker 

optimizationn technique results in the following first order conditions: 

I,,.I,,. = Ua - Jw% < 0 

CiL*CiL*  = 0 (4.4) 

LLmdtmdt = Umdi-JWl%{t)<0 

m^Lm^Lmdtmdt = 0 (4.5) 

La,La, = {a- ln{t)) WtJWi + {S^üi + S^i + SrJt) WfJWtWi 

+S+Sr}Xr}XJJWlWlxWxW11 + S^Jw.yWi < 0 

a'a'xxLLaiai = 0 (4.6) 

LLbibi = {P-lriityWiJwt + iSBBbi + SriBOi + SBrftWfJww 

++  S'BxJWtXW% + SyBJWiYWi < 0 

bi^bi  ̂ = 0 (4.7) 

LLfifi = {C-lriityWiJwi + iSrrfi + SirOi + SrBbJWfJww 

+S+SrxrxJJWiXWiXWWtt + SryJWiYWx = 0. (4.8) 

Givenn the first order conditions of the representative agents, we define the equilibrium 

ass a set (Ri,ri,eij,Tri,F;ai,bi,mf,Ci). This equilibrium set must satisfy the following 

markett clearing conditions: a-1 + 6',1 = 1, B{ = 0, ƒ, = 0, Mf = M° = Mt, and 

7)7)tt = c* +1* , where I*  represents the amount re-invested in production. These conditions 

imply,, among others, that the default-free nominal bonds and contingent claims in this 

economyy are in zero net supply in equilibrium. The market clearing condition on the 

goodss market, rj t, implies that in equilibrium the total amount of the i-th good produced 

mustt be equal to the sum of the amount consumed, c*, during that period and the amount 

re-investedd in the 2-th production technology, ƒ*. The total consumption of the i-th good 
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andd the total re-investment in the i-th production process can be defined as c*  = c*t + c*j{ 

andd I*  = /,*+ƒ£, respectively. Let <;? denotes the fraction of the i-th production allocated 

too the i-th consumption good. Then we have ct*  = <; 7Jiri i and c*x = ^rji, where c^-K^ = <̂ -

Thee market clearing condition on the money markets entails that the total demand for 

thee i-th money must be equal to the its supply. Since the sum of the demand for the 

i-thh money by both agents must satisfy Mf = M-j + M£, we have that M  ̂ = <%Mi and 

MfiMfi  = <%Mi, where 1 = C +

4.11 Money demand, spot foreign exchange rate, and 

thee price of money in equilibriu m 

Inn this section we derive the marginal rate of substitutions and the equilibrium conditions 

forr the following variables: the demand for real cash balances, the spot foreign exchange, 

thee rate of depreciation, the price of money, and the rate of inflation. We show that 

thee dynamics for these variables are govern by a geometric Brownian motion, which is 

aa direct result of the assumed production and money supply process. This section gives 

us,, even in this simple economy, a good insight in the dynamics of these variables in an 

equilibriumm characterized by uncertainty. 

Propositionn 1. In equilibrium, the marginal rate of substitution of the foreign good for 

thethe domestic good, of money balances for goods, and of foreign money for domestic 

moneymoney in this two-country world economy are given, respectively, by: 

UcUchfhf{ch{t),m{ch{t),mdhdh{t),t) {t),t) 

UUChltChlt(c(ckk{t),m{t),mdhdh{t),t) {t),t) 
UmUmhihiMt),mMt),mdhdh(t),t) (t),t) 
UcUchihi{{

cch{t),mh{t),mdhdh(t),t) (t),t) 
UmUmhfhf{c{chh{t),m{t),mdhdh{t),t){t),t) _ €hf(t)Rf{t) 

UmUmhhAAcch(t),mh(t),mdhdh{t),t){t),t) Rh(t) 

Proof;; See Appendix A. 2. 
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Equationn (4.9) shows that in equilibrium, the marginal utility of consuming one addi-

tionall  unit of the foreign good by the domestic agent is equal to its marginal cost in terms 

off  the local currency, the spot foreign exchange rate. An increase in the spot exchange 

ratee increases the marginal utility of consuming an additional unit of the foreign good. 

Therefore,, to maintain the same level of satisfaction, the number of units of the local 

good,, Cfrh(t), that has to be sacrificed in exchange for an extra unit of the foreign good, 

c*c* hhf{t),f{t), increases. The intuitive explanation therefore is that the foreign good has become 

moree expensive in terms of the domestic good. Note that the marginal rate of substitu-

tionn of the foreign representative agent for the good produced in the home country h is 

equall  to the inverse of the foreign exchange rate level. 

UUCfhCfh{cf{t),rn{cf{t),rndfdf(t),t)(t),t) = 1 
UUCffCff(c(cff(t),m(t),mdfdf(t),t)(t),t) ehf(ty

 [  } 

Equationn (4.10) shows that in equilibrium the marginal rate of substitution between 

consumptionn of the i-th good and the i-th real cash holdings is equal to the nominal 

interestt rate in country i, Ri(t). This result is consistent with the results in the existing 

literature,, e.g., LeRoy (1984), Svensson (1985b), Foresi (1990), Bakshi and Chen (1996), 

andd Basak and Gallmeyer (1999), which states that in equilibrium, the marginal benefit 

off  holding one additional unit of the i-th currency balance in terms of the good is equal to 

itss marginal cost, i.e. the foregone nominal interest rate, Ri(t). The inflation risk does not 

affectt the marginal rate of substitution of goods for money directly because the investor 

cann use the nominal bond to hedge against the inflation risk of real cash holdings. As 

arguedd by LeRoy (1984) this implies that the nominal price of the instantaneously riskless 

nominall  bond in this economy captures all the users cost of holding real balances. Thus, 

besidee the measure of liquidity services provided by money, the nominal interest rate also 

representss a measure of the utility gain from holding real balances in this economy. Or 

statedd differently the nominal interest rate is the relative price of real balances in terms 

off  the consumption-investment good in equilibrium. 
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Thee marginal rate of substitution of foreign money for domestic money as shown by 

equationn (4.11) is equal to the relative opportunity cost of the two monies. This means 

thatt the marginal utility of one additional unit of foreign money relative to domestic 

moneyy is proportional to its relative marginal cost expressed in domestic currency. The 

relativee marginal cost of holding foreign money is measured by the opportunity cost of 

holdingg foreign money denominated in domestic currency, i.e. ehf (t)Rf (£), divided by the 

opportunityy cost of holding local money, Rh(t). An increase in either the spot exchange 

ratee or the foreign nominal interest rate relative to the domestic nominal interest rate 

increasess the marginal utility of one additional unit of foreign cash balances. 

Theoremm 1 In equilibrium, the demand for real money balances, the relative real demand 

forfor money balances, the spot foreign exchange level, and the price of the monies in this 

two-countrytwo-country economy are given, respectively, by: 

M*{t)*i(t)M*{t)*i(t)  = | j f | ! i e{h,f), (4-14) 

mSJ*)) = 6hhehf(t)Rf(t) 

*<WW = fe^TT —LT7-. TTT i€{h,/H4.16) ,,TxTx66jtjt Mt (t) [p +  ̂ _ a2mi _ 7? ^ + „2J 

Proof:Proof: See Appendix A.3. 

Equationn (4.13) shows that the exchange rate level is determined by the domestic 

andd foreign production processes as in Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993). An increase in 

thee domestic production level relative to the foreign production level increases the spot 

pricee of the currency, i.e. the spot rate depreciates. In addition, the level of the exchange 

ratee is determined by the relative preferences between the domestically produced and 

thee imported good, 9hff9hh, and the relative share of the goods consumed by the local 

agent,, ^feAh/- By expressing equation (4.13) as dehf/chf = {dnh/nh)/(dr)f/nf) it can be 
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observedd that the exchange rate in this economy functions as an adjustment mechanism 

onn the world equity markets. It restores the equilibrium between the real rate of return 

off  domestic and foreign production, expressed in the domestic currency. An increase in 

thee real rate of return of domestic production relative to that of the foreign production, 

ceteriss paribus, induces rational agents to shift away from foreign capital investment 

towardss investment in the domestic production technology. An increase in the spot 

foreignn exchange rate increases the rate of return on foreign equity investments when 

expressedd in the domestic currency. An intuitive explanation herefore is that an increase 

inn the spot exchange rate reduces the value of the domestic currency relative to the value 

off  the foreign currency. As a result the representative investor is indifferent between 

investingg in the local or the foreign production technology. 

Too obtain more insight into how both real rates of return on production affect the 

exchangee rate dynamics we apply Itö's lemma on equation (4.13) and use equation (4.1) 

too obtain the following stochastic differential equation for the instantaneous rate of de-

preciationn of the domestic currency: 

^  ̂ = ^dt + S€hfdw((t), (4.17) 
eehfhf  (t) 

where e 

SSfh/fh/dwdw(( {t) = vVihdwIh (t) - onxJdwXf (r) 

++ {ff<iv*  ~ a%j) dwv (*)

Equationn (4.17) shows that in this i.i.d. economy the equilibrium rate of depreciation 

off  the currency is governed by a geometric Brownian motion. The constant expected 

instantaneouss rate of depreciation of the spot exchange rate, //£, is determined by the 

differencee between the real rate of return of domestic production and that of foreign 

production.. The expected rate of depreciation of the currency is also affected by the 
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differencee of the impact of the common source of uncertainty on domestic production 

relativee to foreign production. The drift term of the depreciation rate is increasing in the 

uncertaintyy with respect to the real rate of return of foreign production, as measured by 

<r̂ ^ . In this setup, where the money supply process and the production process follow 

geometricc Brownian motions, the exchange rate volatility, as measured by the variance of 

thee rate of depreciation, is constant. It is given by S*h = <r̂  h + o-̂  + (aVv h — aVy f J . 

InIn the following chapter we allow for stochastic volatility in the rate of depreciation, by 

relaxingg the assumption of an i.i.d. production process in each country. 

Basedd on the equilibrium solution for the rate of depreciation of the spot exchange 

ratee we can determine the real rate of return on foreign equity investment, expressed in 

domesticc currency. By using the equilibrium expression for the exchange rate dynamics, 

equationn (4.17), and the conjecture in equation (3.7), we can obtain the endogenous ex-

pressionn for the real rate of return on foreign productive investment expressed in domestic 

currencyy as, 
ddTTJJ}!^}!^  = a^dt + S^d  ̂ (t), for i? j , (4.18) 

VjVj  (*) 

where e 

*?.,(*)) = ^ ( t ) ^ ( r . ), 

ctrj,ictrj,i  = otVti, a nd 

Srj^dlVrj.Srj^dlVrj.  (t) = (TVttidwy (t) + <TVx.dwXi (t). 

Notee that investment in foreign production technology has the same real rate of 

returnn as domestic productive investment when expressed in domestic currency. This 

iss a direct result of the equilibrium condition on the goods/equity market, whereby the 

spott exchange rate adjusts instantaneously to restore the equilibrium between the two 

reall  rate of returns. 

InIn equation (4.14), the demand of the domestic representative agent for the i-th real 

currencyy balances is increasing in the i-th real consumption and decreasing in the nominal 

interestt rate, Ri(t). Intuitively, in equilibrium an increase in real consumption must be 
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accompaniedd by an increase in real money holdings for transaction purposes. The inverse 

relationshipp between the real demand for money and the nominal interest rate can be 

explainedd by the portfolio considerations of the investor. The rationale for the risk averse 

investorr to hold real balances is that it reduces the riskiness of an asset portfolio and 

facilitatess transactions. The opportunity cost involved in this is the expected return 

forgonee by not holding bonds. An increase in the rate of return on bonds due to an 

increasee in the nominal interest rate, entails higher opportunity cost of holding money. 

Thiss results in a shift away from cash balances, as an object of portfolio choice, in favor 

off  interest-bearing nominal assets and real assets. Let us examine the relation between 

thee real demand for both monies in this economy. 

Byy using equation (4.14) and the market clearing conditions, c*  = c*hi + c*fi, c*  = <^,, 

MjiiMjii  = fjyMj , and M£ = ^ M i , we obtain the equilibrium velocity of the i-th money in 

thiss economy,1 

where e 

Notee that the velocity of the i-th money in country i at time t can be denned as 

Vhi{t)Vhi{t) = <pVhiRi(t), where <p„ M = (fjjsjs) AL- The same holds for the velocity of the 

j - t hh money in the foreign country ƒ. The equilibrium velocity of money in this two-

countryy economy is a function of the opportunity cost of holding that particular money. 

Ass mentioned above an increase in the nominal interest rate results in a shift away from 

cashh balances, as an object of portfolio choice, in favor of interest-bearing nominal assets 

Notee that the demand of the foreign representative agent for the i-th real currency balances is given 
by: : 
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andd real assets. This decline in the demand for real balances results in an increase of 

thee velocity of money. Thus, as indicated by Bakshi and Chen (1996), the velocity of 

moneyy co-moves with the nominal interest rate in this type of economies. Since in this 

i.i.d.. setting the nominal interest rate is constant, as shown below, the velocity of money 

iss also constant. 

Equationn (4.15) implies that the relative real demand for both monies in equilibrium 

iss proportional to the inverse of the relative opportunity cost of both monies, expressed 

inn the domestic currency. If there is a positive shock, which increases production in 

thee domestic economy, the exchange rate will increase as we can observe from equation 

(4.13).. This depreciation of the domestic currency, ceteris paribus, increases the op-

portunityy cost of holding foreign money, expressed in domestic currency, relative to the 

opportunityy cost of holding domestic money. As a result the real demand for domestic 

moneyy for transaction purposes will increase relative to the demand for foreign money. 

Thee increased demand for domestic money relative to that for foreign money is consistent 

withh the increased production of the domestic good relative to the foreign good, and as 

suchh the equilibrium condition on both markets is maintained through the exchange rate. 

Iff  we allow for the other variables to adjust, it can be observed below that the domestic 

nominall  interest rates and the price of domestic money increase. Thus, the increased 

opportunityy cost of holding foreign money expressed in domestic currency is partly offset 

byy the increased opportunity cost of holding domestic money. The resulting increased 

reall  demand for domestic money relative to the foreign money is consistent with the 

increasedd price of money and the increased domestic production. If we rewrite equation 

(4.15)) as 

*h(t)M*h(t)M dhhdhh(t)(t) _ ö^fWRfjt) 
*f(t)M*f(t)M dh/dh/(t)(t) 6hf Rh(t) ' K  V) 

itt can be noted that the increased relative real demand for domestic money can be 

decomposedd in an increase in the nominal money stock and the resulting increased price 

off  money (i.e. a decrease in the price level), as will be shown below. 
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Thee endogenous price of domestic money in equation (4.16) in this two-country set-up 

iss consistent with the general price level in the closed economy in theorem 3 of Bakshi 

andd Chen (1996). A monetary expansion decreases the local price of money, whereas an 

increasee in domestic production increases the price of money. When expressed in terms 

off  the price level of the local good, P»(0» t n at is t n e inverse of the price of domestic 

moneyy n^t), monetary expansion leads to an increase in the price level of the good. An 

increasee in the domestic production level of the good decreases the price level of that 

particularr good in the economy. Note that the separability of the representative agent's 

preferencess over the two monies does not lead to the local price level being detached 

fromm real influences in this economy. In addition, the price level is also affected by the 

internationall  uncertainty both directly, through 7,2<r̂  , and indirectly through both the 

supplyy of domestic money and domestic production. The policy implication of equation 

(4.16)) is that, ceteris paribus, an accommodating monetary policy requires that the rate 

off  growth of money is equal to that of the real rate of return on production. The price of 

moneyy remains constant at such a pace. In order to allow for a countercyclical monetary 

policy,, money supply must increase less than production. As a result the price of domestic 

moneyy (the price level of domestic good) increases (decreases). This is consistent with 

economicc theory, that is contracting money supply decreases the general price level in the 

casee of a positive production shock. An inflationary monetary policy is obtained when 

thee money supply is allowed to increase more than the rate of growth of production. An 

increasee in the expenditure share on domestically produced good, 9jt, implying that the 

agent'ss preferences is shifting away from money holdings and/or from the foreign good, 

decreasess the price of domestic money i (that is increases the price level of that particular 

good). . 

Applyingg Itö's lemma on equation (4.16) results in the following endogenous dynamics 

forr the price of the money in country i: 

dnAt) dnAt) 
- ^^ = /Vt t + S;,<Mt) * € { * , ƒ } , (4.21) 
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where, , 

^^ = - / V + (1 - 7i) fa ~ 7t ( << + < t ) ) + < > 

S^.du;; (t) = -(T^diu^ (t) + (1 - 7i) ( ^ v ^ W + ^ « ^ (0)-

Equationn (4.21) provides more insight into how the domestic money supply process 

andd the production process affects the dynamics of the local price of money. Note that 

thee expected domestic inflation rate in terms of the price level of the good, Pi(t), can be 

writtenn as 

/VV = ^ "  (1 "  7.) K - ( < + < ) ]  (4-22) 

Thee expected rate of inflation in country i in terms of the general price level is, ceteris 

paribus,, increasing in the expected rate of growth of the domestic money supply, /zmj. 

Rationall  investors expect that a positive autonomous money growth results in an in-

creasedd demand for the good in the economy. The increased demand will lead to higher 

prices.. Rational investors in this economy anticipate on this developments, by incorpo-

ratingg the price increases in their expectation. The impact of the expected rate of growth 

off  production, aVt, and production uncertainty (as measured by its variance a* . + cr^.) 

dependss on the value of the monetary response parameter. There exist three possibilities, 

namely,, accommodating monetary response ^ = 1), contracting money supply (7i < 1), 

andd inflationary monetary growth (7; > 1). 

Whenn the value of the monetary response parameter is equal to one, 7, = 1, the long 

termm mean of the rate of inflation is equal to the expected rate of growth of the domestic 

moneyy supply, fiTTH. The explanation therefore is that money and output have opposing 

affectt on the expected long term rate of inflation. Therefore, when 7j = 1 the impact 

off  production on the long term rate of inflation is neutralized by the monetary growth, 

sincee money responds fully accommodating to output dynamics in this case. When there 

iss a partial response of money on the production dynamics, i.e. 7; < 1, the expected rate 

off  inflation in country i in terms of the general price level is, ceteris paribus, decreasing 
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inn the expected rate of growth of production. Note that in this case their is a surplus 

onn the goods market due to the increased production and a contracting money supply. 

Rationall  investors expect, due to the surplus on the goods market, that prices of that 

goodd will fall. The reverse holds for the case of an inflationary monetary response, that 

iss 7, > 1. The resulting surplus demand for goods, due a faster growing money supply 

relativee to production, causes prices to increase. 

Contraryy to "standard" price theory that does not take uncertainty into account, 

rationall  investors in this economy incorporate the uncertainties underlying the production 

processs in their expectations with regard to the inflation rate. Both the variance of 

thee change in production process and the covariance of the rate of growth of money 

supplyy with that of production are incorporated in the expected inflation. An increase 

inn the variance of production growth, will induce the rational investors to adjust their 

expectationn regarding the rate of inflation upwards. The rationale therefore is that the 

largerr variability in production growth increases the variability in the rate of inflation. 

Notee that the expected rate of inflation is also affected by the variability of the production 

duee to the international uncertainty. The covariance between the rate of growth of money 

supplyy and that of output has a negative impact on the expected rate of inflation, which 

ultimatelyy depends on the feedback parameters. As in the case of the expected production 

growthh it depends on the value of monetary response parameter whether the uncertainties 

underlyingg the economy have an impact on the expected domestic inflation and whether 

thiss effect is increasing or decreasing. 

Thee domestic inflation risk, as measured by the variance of the rate of inflation, 

SSViViViVi = <T T̂ + (1 — 7t) f °%yi +
 atixi)i is fueled by both production and monetary shocks. 

Notee that the affect of production uncertainty on the inflation risk depends on the 

valuee of the monetary response parameter. When monetary response is accommodat-

ingg (7̂  = 1) the inflation risk is driven only by the autonomous monetary shocks. 

Inn all other case (7̂  ^ 1) it is increasing in the production variability. Equation 

(4.21)) implies that the covariance between production and domestic rate of inflation, 
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aavvPiPi = — (1 - 7t) Wtiyi + alxi)> i8 determined by the technology shocks and the feedback 

parameters.. The rate of return of domestic production is positively correlated with the 

domesticc price of goods when the monetary response to output shocks is inflationary, 

thatt is for ^ > 1. Otherwise, there is a negative correlation between the production 

processs and inflation. In addition observe that the covariance of the domestic rate of 

inflationn with the foreign inflation rate is determined as follows: 

SSPhPfPhPf = (1 - 7fc) (1 " 7/) VVySVy,-

Thiss covariance is non-zero unless monetary dynamics is fully accommodating to pro-

ductionn growth in either country, that is j k = 1 or 7ƒ = 1. The rate of inflation in the 

two-countryy world economy co-varies positively when the real sources of inflation risk 

aree larger than the monetary sources in each country (7̂  < 1 and 7ƒ < 1) or when the 

monetaryy sources in each country are larger (7,, > 1 and 7ƒ > 1). This can be interpreted 

ass the correlation between inflation in the two countries is positive when the monetary 

policyy in both countries with respect to the rate of growth of production are consistent 

withh each other. When the monetary sources of inflation risk in one country is larger 

thann the output risk, while in the other country the reverse is true, the two inflation 

processess are negatively correlated (7^ > 1 and 7ƒ < 1 or 7h < 1 and 7ƒ > 1). 

4.22 The asset pricin g formula 

Too show that in this two-country monetary-production economy all factor risk are priced 

wee derived the equilibrium asset pricing formula. 

Propositionn 2. The asset pricing formula, based on the general equilibrium conditions 

inin a two-country monetary-production economy with separable logarithmic prefer-
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ences,ences, is given by: 

U U 
E[R,(t))E[R,(t)) = rM+Y^p^iElRx^-r^+fiiElRyl-r^)) 

3 3 

forr g = l, , (4.23) 

where, where, 

RRqq(t)(t) = the real rate of return on security q, 

Rxj{t)Rxj{t) = the rate of change in the local state variable in country j , Xj(t), 

Ry(t)Ry(t) = the rate of change in the international state variable, Y(t), 

xx cav(Rg(t),Rx.(t)) cov(Rq(t),RY(t)) 
Pi.iPi.i  = T5—77v\ and P<i = co u\\— for J e i " ' J*

q,Jq,J var(RXj{t))
 9 var{RY{t)) 

Proof:Proof: See Appendix A. 4. 

Fromm equation (4.23) we can observe that each asset's risk is completely specified 

byy the instantaneous covariance of its return with the changes in the state variables. 

Inn equilibrium, the risk-averse investor is compensated in terms of expected return for 

bearingg both monetary and production risk. Therefore, the asset pricing formula in 

equationn (4.23) implies that all sources of systematic risk in this two-country world-

economyy are priced. This result generalizes the asset pricing models in the existing log 

utilit yy based monetary models, e.g. Stulz (1986), Foresi (1990), and Bakshi and Chen 

(1996).. In these models, the separability of preferences, which implies that Ucm — 0, 

allowss only one source of risk, i.e., production risk, to be priced in equilibrium. In 

Bakshii  and Chen (1996), both production and monetary risk are priced only in the 

generall  formulation of the preferences. Only one of the sources of risk would remained 

pricedd if they apply their log utility specification to their asset pricing model. As a result, 

inn the case of log utility preferences, these models reduce to the standard consumption-

basedd capital asset pricing model developed by Breeden (1979). 

Thee financial assets in this two-country monetary-production economy are priced to 

yieldd a risk premium that depends on the hedging capabilities of that asset against the 
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reall  and monetary uncertainties in the economy. Since, for instance, the real domestic 

assets22 can be used to hedge against unfavorable developments in the foreign state and/or 

monetaryy uncertainty, its real risk premium is determined by its covariance with the 

changess in both the domestic and international state variables and by the factor risk 

premiumss on Rxh and Ry. Thus, the covariance between the return on the domestic 

productivee asset and the foreign state variable is zero in this economy, which implies that 
nXnX c&oiR  ̂At),Rx At)) 
ppnn// = T-r—TTT = 0. This, however, does not imply that the risk premium VhVh var(RXf{t)) 

off  real assets is not affected by foreign (and monetary) quantities in this economy. To 

illustratee the effects of monetary and foreign quantities, we use the first order condition 

(4.66 and 4.7) and our asset pricing model to obtain an explicit expression for the risk 

premiumm on real domestic asset. First, note that we can write the factor risk premium 

onn RXh and Ry as, respectively, 

(E(E [RXh]  - rh) = [2a*h + (1 - lh) b>hh + b*hf\ anxhaXh y/xjï) (4.24) 

and d 

(E(E [Ry] - rh) = [(2a; + b'hh (1 - 7 h) + b*hf) a  ̂ - 7 / ^ , A / ] ay^VJT), (4.25) 

wheree a£, 6£h, and b*hf are the optimal demand for real asset, domestic nominal bond, 

andd foreign nominal bond, respectively (see below for the solutions). The covariance 

betweenn the return on the real asset with the changes in the domestic and international 

statee variables, /3J*  and 0^, can be written as 0Q = °nx}— and  ̂ = v™. By 

substitutingg these expressions and the equations (4.24) and (4.25) in equation (4.23), we 

cann write the expected risk premium the domestic agent obtains when investing in the 

22 Note the foreign real asset expressed in domestic currency has the same risk exposure as the domestic 
reall  asset. This is a direct result of our model, where the exchange rate adjust instantanously to equate 
thee rate of returns on the two real assets. 
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domesticc real asset as 

tttt *-*- rr **  = < h
+ < k - < * n > i . (4- 2 6) 

where e 

Ass can be observed from equation (4.26) the equilibrium expected real rate of excess 

returnn on the productive assets depends on both production and monetary variability. 

Thee production variability, cr  ̂ and txjj , has a direct positive effect on the expected risk 

premiumm on domestic productive investments, because the risk averse investor requires 

ann increase in the risk premium on real assets to compensate for an increase in the 

instantaneouss variance of the productive assets. Indirectly there is a decreasing effect 

throughh the covariance of the real rate of return of domestic production with the domestic 

moneyy supply process (S ĥmh) or, say, with the inflationary uncertainty. Both domestic 

andd foreign monetary sources of uncertainty is noticeable through the impact of the term, 

£rp i.. The variability of the domestic money supply is captured by <r̂  and 5^h, whereas 

thee foreign sources of monetary uncertainty enter through the variability of the foreign 

moneyy supply process, S  ̂ , and the covariance with domestic money supply, Smhmr 

Thee explanation therefore is that the monetary sources of uncertainty affect the portfolio 

demandd for nominal assets and, consequently, the risk premium on these assets. In order 

too ensure that the representative investor maintains its stock of wealth invested in the 

domesticc production technology, the risk premium on this asset must adjust. The risk 

premiumm on real assets is negatively affected by a positive money supply shock. This is 

becausee the risk-averse investor holding the real asset requires a lower risk compensation 

forr the monetary shock because of the hedging capabilities of the real asset against this 

sourcee of uncertainty in the economy. Notice that the real risk premium on domestic 

reall  asset is not affected by the foreign production variability, because the exchange rate 

accountss for it. 
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Promm equation (4.23) it can be noted that the equilibrium expected real rate of ex-

cesss return on the domestic nominal asset, that is the difference between the expected 

instantaneouss real rate of return on this security and the riskless real interest rate, has 

non-zeroo betas with respect to the local and common state variable. In contrast, the real 

riskk premium on the foreign nominal asset, expressed in domestic currency, has non-zero 

betass with respect to all three state variables involved. By using the market clearing 

conditionss for nominal and real assets in our economy and the first order conditions (4.6 

andd 4.7), we can alternatively express the real risk premium on the domestic and foreign 

nominall  assets (expressed in domestic currency), respectively, as follows: 

00hh-r-r hh=(l~t=(l~t rpirpi)p+)p+ S2
Vh - SVhmh (4.27) 

and d 

00ff-r-r hh = /* rp2 + Sjfc - SVhm,, (4.28) 

where e 

S«S«fehffehf = (1 - If)  ((<T,Vi k - < 7V / ) <TVvJ - < , ) 

f.f. _ (S"»h" V ~S1h™h ){Srnf Smhm.j ) +S f̂ ( g ^  SmKmf ) 

Thiss representation of the real risk premium on the domestic nominal asset in equa-

tionn (4.27) can be considered as the extended Fisher equation. According to the standard 

Fisherr theory the interest rate differential, or stated differently the expected real rate of 

returnn on nominal assets in excess of the real risk-free interest rate, should be equal 

too zero. Equation (4.27) differs from the standard Fisher identity, because the differ-

entt sources of uncertainty are priced in this two-country world economy. The monetary 

uncertaintyy affects the risk premium on the nominal assets through the term f , for 
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ii  = l,2, and therefore the same arguments apply as for the risk premium on the real as-

sets.. The real risk premium on the nominal bonds is increasing in the production shocks, 

exceptt when production is almost perfectly correlated with changes in the money supply, 

thatt is when 7j = 1. 

4.33 The equilibriu m interest rates and fundamental 

valuationn equation 

Theoremm 2 The equilibrium interest rates and fundamental valuation equation in this 

two-countrytwo-country monetary production economy are as follows: 

(a)(a) The equilibrium nominal and real interest rate are given respectively by: 

Ri(t)=PRi(t)=P +  ̂ + li^ - < - 7? ( << + < , ) i & {h, ƒ}  (4.29) 

and and 

nn =  a i - a\ix - a\vi + p£rpi i E {h, ƒ}  . (4.30) 

(b)(b) In equilibrium, the fundamental valuation equation for any contingent claim in this 

two-countrytwo-country economy, Fk{Xh{t),Xf(t),Y(t),t,T), is represented by? 

11 hJ 1 
00 = 2 ^ ^ F * ^ + 2^y + ^ {Xhi t] ~ Xx>Xh{t)}  F** 

i i 

++  [/*,, (Xf,t) - XXfXf(t)]  F% + K (Y,t) - XyY(t)] Fk
Y 

+F+F kk
tt-r-r xx{t)F{t)F kk,, (4.31) 

where, where, 

\ yy = \^Whaih + Syvf
aif + SyBhb*h + Sygfb* fJ , 

33 The subscripts on F represent the corresponding partial derivatives. 
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KKhhXhXh = (SXhT,ha*h + SXhBhb*h) 

^ f̂fXf=(sXf=(sxfxf~,~,ffa;a;ff + SXfëfb* f). 

Proof:Proof: See Appendix A.5. 

Inspectionn of equations (4.29) and (4.30) shows that the equilibrium nominal and 

reall  interest rates, respectively, depend on both real and monetary variables in this two-

countryy monetary-production economy. This an extension of existing monetary equilib-

riumm models of interest rates [e.g. Stulz (1986), Foresi (1990), and Bakshi and Chen (1996, 

1997)].. The nominal interest rate in country i is increasing in the expected autonomous 

monetaryy growth rate in that country and decreasing in the autonomous component of 

thee variance of the local money supply. A higher expected rate of growth of the i-th 

moneyy leads to an excess demand for the corresponding good, which results in an in-

creasee in the price level of that good. To restore equilibrium the nominal interest rates 

inn country i must increase. The rationale for this is that, as shown in Proposition 1, the 

increasedd domestic nominal interest rate has a negative affect on the demand for that 

particularr real cash balances. Note, that the nominal interest rate is positively affected 

byy the time preference parameter. 

Thee response of the equilibrium domestic nominal interest rate to the real sources 

off  uncertainty is largely determined by the monetary feedback parameter, 7 .̂ We can 

notee that if monetary response to production shocks is zero, the nominal interest rate is 

completelyy determined by autonomous monetary dynamics and the subjective discount 

factor.. The mean and the instantaneous variance of the rate of return of production 

has,, respectively, a positive and negative impact on the nominal interest rate, when the 

monetaryy feedback parameter is non-zero. In particular, an increase in the production 

variabilityy results in an increase in the variability of domestic money supply, and, therefor, 

increasedd inflationary uncertainty in these countries. As stated by general economic 

theory,, higher inflation risk induces a substitution away from financial assets and into 

physicall  capital. This has a decreasing effect on the demand for real money balances. In 
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orderr to counteract this effect and restore the money market equilibrium, the opportunity 

costt of holding that particular money, Ri(t), must fall. Note from equation (4.16) that 

thee price level in terms of the price level co-varies with the nominal interest rates in 

thiss economy. Even in this simple i.i.d. monetary-production economy, with constant 

nominall  interest rates, we can observe that the nominal interest rates in both countries 

aree driven by a common source of risk. In the next chapter, we will show that the nominal 

interestt rates in both countries are correlated in the stochastic case. 

Byy using the equilibrium solutions for the nominal interest rates in this two-country 

economyy we can endogenously determine the real rate of return on nominal bonds. Prom 

equationss (3.8), (4.21), and (4.29), we obtain the real rate of return on the domestic bond 

as s 

^^ = 0hdt + S„hdw„ h (t), (4.32) 

where e 

0fcc = P + * ^ - 7 * ( < t h + < h ) . 

Equationn (4.32) shows that the expected real rate of return on the domestic nominal 

bondd increases with the time preference parameter and the expected real rate of return 

onn productive investment (recall that the rate of return on the foreign equity investment 

iss equal to the domestic rate of return, when expressed in domestic currency). The 

covariancee of the domestic money supply process with the local production process has 

aa negative impact on the expected real rate of return on these bonds. The rationale 

thereforee is that the covariability of money with output has an increasing impact on the 

pricee level. As can be noted the real rate of return on the domestic nominal bond has 

thee same risk exposure as the price of money. 

Next,, we can determine the real rate of return on foreign nominal bond expressed in 

domesticc currency endogenously by using the equilibrium solutions for the dynamics of 

thee price of money, the dynamics of the exchange rate and the nominal interest rate in 
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equationss (3.9), (4.17), (4.21), and (4.29), 

dBdB At) ~ 
ffdtdt + SSidwSi(t)t (4.33) 

where e 

BBjj(t)(t) = eij(t)Bj(t), 

SgSgffdw(t)dw(t) = [aVvh - 7/<V,) dwv (t) - 'yftrr,xJdwXf (t) + <r nXthdwXh (t) - <r mfdwmf {t). 

Wee can observe from equation (4.33) that the expected real rate of return on the foreign 

nominall  bond (/?ƒ), expressed in domestic currency, is also positively affected by the 

timee preference parameter and the expected real rate of return on domestic productive 

investment.. The difference with the expected real rate of return on domestic nominal 

bondd is that the covariability of domestic output with the foreign money supply is allowed 

too affect the real rate of return. An increase in this covariance decreases the expected 

ratee of return expressed in domestic currency. In contrast, the domestic monetary sources 

off  risk do not affect the expected real rate of return on the foreign bond, expressed in 

domesticc currency. This can be observed by writing the diffusion term of the real rate 

off  return of foreign bond expressed in domestic currency as Sgdw^Xt) = SVhdw (t) — 

SmjdwSmjdw (t). Since, the exchange rate process functions as an arbitrage mechanism, the 

reall  sources of foreign uncertainty do not enter into this rate of return, when expressed 

inn domestic currency. 

Thee effects of production and monetary shocks are less straightforward in the case of 

thee real interest rate in equation (4.30). In line with the results of CIR (1985b) in a one-

countryy framework, the real interest rates in this two-country economy is increasing in the 

expectedd instantaneous rate of return on the productive assets. Equation (4.30) shows 

thatt the real rate of interest in this two-country monetary-production economy accounts 
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forr all sources of risk, namely both real and monetary sources. A production shock in 

thee economy, as measured by the variance of its real rate of return S„„=crl  + ai , has 

aa decreasing effect on the level of the real interest rate in that particular country. The 

rationalee for this effect is that increased uncertainty in the real economy due to technology 

shockss induces a tendency to shift away from that particular real asset toward the local 

nominall  asset, which in turn implies that part of the capital stock is no longer invested in 

thee production process of that particular country. To counteract this tendency, the real 

interestt rate in that country must fall in order to increase the risk premium on that real 

assett and, subsequently, to ensure that the agent invests the whole stock of capital in that 

productionn technology. Note that the real rate of return of foreign productive investment 

doo not affect the rate of return on domestic production directly, as the exchange rate 

dynamicss accounts for this affect. 

Furtherr analysis shows that the instantaneous covariance of the real rate of return of 

domesticc production with the money supply process in each country, which ultimately 

dependss on the monetary feedback parameters, -yit could mitigate the decreasing impact 

off  the production variability on the real interest rate in each country. This effect is cap-

turedd through the term ^rp i, which contains all the sources of monetary, c.q. inflation, 

risk.. As can be inferred from equation (4.30), the impact of domestic monetary uncer-

taintyy on the real interest rate depends on the covariance between changes in production 

andd domestic money supply. In the case of a small covariance, a monetary shock results 

inn an increase in the real interest rate, and, subsequently, in a commensurate decrease 

off  the risk premium on real assets. This effect can be attributed to the fact that an au-

tonomouss domestic monetary shock induces a tendency to substitute the local nominal 

assetss for productive assets in either country. This tendency is reinforced by the hedging 

capabilitiess of the real assets against the monetary risk in each country. Conversely, a 

monetaryy shock has an decreasing effect on the real interest rate in country i when the 

covariabilityy with the output process is near perfect. This effect can be explained by the 

factt that an autonomous shock also increases the risk exposure of the productive asset 
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whenn there is a positive covariance. Notice that in the absence of a demand for domestic 

nominall  assets for portfolio purposes, the real interest rates will only be driven by real 

factors,, even in the presence of monetary endogeneity. 

Lett us briefly consider the optimal portfolio choice in equilibrium. The optimal de-

mandd of the representative agent of home country for real assets, a*h = a^ a*hf , and 

forr the nominal assets, b*h = b*^ b*kf , is given by, respectively (see Appendix A.5 for 

derivation): : 
11 T 2S„.„.-Sl.-Sl I 

(4.34) ) 
aahhhh — ahf — 2 

OOO _ C2 _ C2 

1+p-- l 
C22 02 _ C2 

<?22 _ C 

KhKh = PS2 L _S2— (4-35) 

<?22 _ o 

 ~ Pol C2 _ C 2  ^ ó 0 ) 

Fromm the derivations above it can be seen how the optimal portfolio choices are deter-

minedd in this economy. Note that the optimal portfolio demand of home representative 

agentt for the j - t h real asset, oJJ -, is not affected by the expected instantaneous real rate 

off  return on this particular asset. This is because in equilibrium the expected rate of 

returnss on all securities in this economy is equally affected by the expected real rate of 

returnn on the productive investment [see equations (4.18), (4.32), and (4.33)]. Note that 

thiss effect is independent of the monetary response parameter. Thus a change in the 

expectedd real rate of return on productive investment does not alter the portfolio choice 

off  rational investors. In addition, the equilibrium portfolio demand for securities is not 

affectedd by the production uncertainty, as measured by its variance, Sr,iVi=a^ . + a* . 

Thee rationale therefore is that, as mentioned above, the real interest rates incorporate 

thiss effect and adjusts negatively towards productive uncertainty, such that the risk pre-

miumm on all securities is compensated for this uncertainty. Equation (4.34) shows that 

thee equilibrium demand of the home representative agent for productive investment in 

thee home country does not differ from its demand for foreign productive investment, since 
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thee spot exchange rate adjusts instantaneously to equate these returns when expressed 

inn the domestic currency. Demand for both real assets in the economy increases with an 

increasee in the monetary uncertainty, both at home and abroad. The intuitive explana-

tionn therefore is that the real assets can be used to hedge against the inflationary risk 

inn both countries in these circumstances. This increase in demand for the productive 

assets,, due to the increased inflationary uncertainty, is mitigated, if the time preference 

parameterr is relatively small. The optimal portfolio demand for both nominal assets, b*hh 

andd b*hf} is decreasing in the nominal uncertainties in both countries. Demand for local 

nominall  asset decreases relative to the demand for foreign nominal assets when the local 

monetaryy uncertainty increases relative to foreign monetary uncertainty. 

Withh regard to the PDE in equation (4.31), the boundary conditions are provided 

byy the contractual provisions of the contingent claim and are particular for each type of 

claim.. The regularity conditions, under which existence and uniqueness of a solution for 

thee PDE is established, have been documented extensively in the literature [e.g. CIR 

(1985a)) and Duffie (1992)]. 

Ass in CIR (1985a), the fundamental valuation equation in (4.31) implies that the 

equilibriumm expected return on any contingent claim in this economy is determined by 

thee covariance between the changes in the state variables and percentage changes in 

optimallyy invested wealth. In conformity with the asset pricing model, the valuation 

equationn in (4.31) reflects the fact that all the sources of risk are priced in equilibrium. 

Inn particular, the terms XXlXi and \VY represent the market price of risk of changes in 

thee level of domestic and international uncertainty in country i, respectively. Notice that 

thee factor risk premiums depend on the covariance of the production process and the 

inflationn process with the respective state variables. The effect of inflation in country i 

onn the factor risk premium depends on the domestic monetary response parameter, 7^ 

andd the demand for domestic nominal assets for portfolio considerations. For example, a 

countercyclicall  response (7̂  < 1) results in a lower covariance between domestic rate of 

inflationn and changes in the domestic and common state variables and, consequently, in 
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aa lower market price of risk of changes in the domestic and common uncertainties. 

Inn addition, equation (4.31) implies that the equilibrium expected return on any 

contingentt claim is uniquely determined by the equilibrium expected rates of return on 

thee productive asset and the nominal asset. Thus, the payout structure of any contingent 

claimm in our two-country world economy can be replicated by using the assets in the basis. 

Thiss result is consistent with the redundancy property of contingent claims in a complete 

market.. Notice that the expected excess return of the contingent claim in equation (4.31) 

iss taken with respect to the real interest rate and that the valuation equation is developed 

inn real terms. In the following chapter, we examine and solve the fundamental valuation 

equationn in nominal terms. 

Summarizing,, it can be said that in this chapter we have derived in equilibrium, the 

pricee of money, the rate of inflation, the spot foreign exchange rate, and the rate of 

depreciationn of the spot exchange rate in an i.i.d. monetary-production economy. In 

addition,, we obtained the equilibrium nominal and real interest rates. In this chapter we 

havee used a simplified framework, that is i.i.d. production and money supply processes, to 

obtainn an inside in the equilibrium mechanism of the two-country monetary-production 

economy.. However, in such a setup, it is inevitable that the resulting equilibrium interest 

ratess and exchange rate volatility are constants. Since, it is not possible to account for 

thee foreign exchange forward premium puzzle in this framework, we allow for stochastic 

interestt rates and volatilities in the next chapter. 
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Chapterr  5 

A nn Equilibriu m Model of Term 

Structur ee of Interest Rate and 

Foreignn Exchange Forward Premia 

Inn this chapter we determine the stochastic nominal interest rates and allow the stochastic 

spott foreign exchange rate to be state dependent in equilibrium. As a result our model 

iss capable of explaining some of the empirical features obtained in literature, such as 

skewnesss and excess kurtosis in the nominal interest rates, the volatility smile in the 

exchangee rate dynamics, and the forward exchange rate anomaly. 

Inn order to allow for state dependent nominal interest rates and exchange rate in 

thiss economy, we assume that the growth rate of money and the real rate of return 

inn production in country i depends on the underlying state variables in that particular 

country,, Y (t) and Xt (t). In line with CIR (1985b) we assume that the real rate of return 

off  the productive process in the each countries is governed by 

-5i-^.. = ayiYdt + aXiXidt + aVyi ^Y~JÏ)dwy (t) + aVx. y/X~Jt)dwXi (t), (5.1) 

wheree the parameters aVi1 aXi, ,<r,, . and 0j,ti, are positive constants. The productive 



processs in each country is perfectly correlated with both sources of uncertainty in that 

particularr country, as its diffusion term follows the same stochastic processes. In this 

economyy the representative agents of both countries have full access to the equity markets 

inn both countries. The real rate of return on foreign real investment j in terms of the 

locall  currency i is determined as 

drjJt) drjJt) 
^ ~~ = a, (Xj,t)dt + fy. (X, Y,t) dw (t), for  j (5.2) 

where e 

5,(X,-,r.)) = aV j y( t )+aI ,A ' i (0 + /xeij.(X,y,0 + 5I I .e y(X,y,0 

St.{X,Y,t)dw{t)St.{X,Y,t)dw{t) = S%{X3,Y,t)dw{t) + S^{X,Y,t)dw{t). 

Ass argued by Clark, Goodhart, and Huang (1999) and Christiano and Eichenbaum 

(1992),, the optimum monetary policy is state contingent and shock dependent. Following 

thiss argument, the monetary endogeneity assumption as formulated in equation (3.4) 

resultss in the following state dependent representation for the money supply process in 

countryy i, for i G {/&,ƒ} , by using equation (5.1): 

dM*dM* (t) 
- j ^  ̂ = / i ^ (*,-(*),7(0,t)dt + Sm. (Xi(t),Y(t)tt)dwm. (t), (5.3) 

where e 

5m .. {Xi(t), Y(t), t) dwm. (t) = a^dw  ̂ (t) + ltanvi y/Y~(t)dwy (t) 

andd /im. is the autonomous component of the expected monetary growth rate in country 

i.i. As in Bakshi and Chen (1996, 1997) such a representation leads to an empirically 
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plausiblee stochastic process for money supply in both countries and is consistent with 

thee properties of our economy. The conditional mean and variance of the rate of growth 

off  money supply in each country is linear in the underlying state variables that affect 

economicc development in that particular country. The ultimate effect depends on the 

monetaryy response parameters, 7< = [7/»,7/]. 

5.11 The Equilibriu m Stochastic Interest Rates 

Inn the previous chapter we obtained the equilibrium nominal interest rates in an i.i.d. 

economy,, where several properties of the constant nominal interest rates were reviewed. 

Somee of the empirically important features of nominal interest rates could not be estab-

lished,, such as the capture of higher moments and the covariability of the interest rates 

inn a two-country economy. In this section we consider these features for the stochastic 

nominall  interest rates in equilibrium. Given the process for the money supply in equation 

(5.3),, we endogenously obtain the equilibrium stochastic nominal interest rate in country 

ii  as (see Appendix B.l for the derivation): 

RRii(t)(t) =  P + fimi-cT2
mi+7:Xi + \;Y ie{h,f}, (5.4) 

wheree 7J" = j{ (aXi — 7 ^ J and A*  = 7̂  (aVi — 7 ^ J. The nominal interest rate in 

countryy % is increasing in the time-preference parameter and the autonomous expected 

growthh rate of domestic money supply. This coincides with the results in the one-country 

frameworkk of Bakshi and Chen (1996). In addition the expected stochastic real rate of 

returnn on productive investment has a positive impact on the equilibrium nominal in-

terestt rates. Consistent with our results in the previous chapter, we find that monetary 

endogeneityy and portfolio selection considerations result in an equilibrium nominal in-

terestt rate that is decreasing in the real and nominal uncertainties in this economy, as 
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measuredd by the variance of the money supply process.1 

Thee nominal interest rate in each country in equation (5.4) is linearly dependent on 

twoo state variables, which is in line with the results obtained by Longstaff and Schwartz 

(1992)) for the equilibrium real interest rate. In contrast to existing monetary equilib-

riumm models in finance, the stochastic nominal interest rate depends on both the real 

andd nominal sources of uncertainty as captured by the state variables [e.g., Foresi (1990), 

Bakshii  & Chen (1996) and Basak k GaUmeyer (1999)]. The impact of both state vari-

abless on the level of the nominal interest rate in country i depends on the value of the 

monetaryy response parameter, 7^ in that particular country. In general we expect 7* 

andd A* to be positive constants, which implies that the expected money growth offsets 

thee unanticipated movements in the money supply process. Consider a positive shock to 

anyy of the underlying state variables in this economy. Initially, the real rate of return on 

productionn and the money supply in that particular country increases, as can be observed 

fromfrom equations (5.1) and (5.3). Ceteris paribus, there will be an increased demand for 

productivee investment and money balances. The increased demand for money balances 

iss for both productive investment and consumptive purposes at the expense of nominal 

bondd holdings. In this economy the agent's desired portfolio holdings of cash balances 

andd nominal bonds depend on the expected nominal rate of return on these bonds, Ri, 

i.e.. the opportunity cost of holding money. To restore the equilibrium holdings of bonds 

andd money, requires an increase in the nominal interest rate to induce the agents to 

increasee their demand for nominal bonds and to re-establish a new portfolio composition 

off  money balances and bond holdings. 

Applyingg Itó's lemma on equation (5.4) results in the following dynamics for the 

nominall  interest rate in country i, for i € {h, ƒ} : 

dRi(t)dRi(t) = toP»-^*))+ <(*«<-**(*)) ] * 

'Notee that the velocity of money, determined in Chapter 4 as Vi{t) = <p Ri(t), becomes stochastic 
inn this economy. It co-varies with the domestic nominal interest rates and follows the same dynamics. 
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+K°yy/W)d™+K°yy/W)d™yy{t){t)  + l\oXi y/X^)dwXi(t). (5.5) 

Ass can be observed from equation (5.5), the domestic nominal interest rate displays mean 

reversionn in the two state variables that affects the supply of the local currency in this 

economy.. The long-term means with respect to the local and international state variables 

aree 9Xi and 9y, respectively. The parameters «*. = 7*«x. and «*  = X*KV determine the 

speedd of adjustment toward the respective long-term means. Notice that the larger the 

domesticc monetary response parameters, 7*  and A*, the larger the speed of adjustment 

andd the instantaneous interest rate volatility. The volatility of the nominal interest rates 

dynamicss for both countries, as measured by the variance of the changes in the nominal 

interestt rates, and the conditional covariance between these interest rates are defined 

respectivelyy as 

VVdRhdRh (0 = xi^Y (t) + ii<T 2
XhXh (t) (5.6) 

VVdRfdRf (t) = xfa2
yY (t) + l?<rl fXf (t) (5.7) 

Cov[dRitdRAA = \;xyyY(t) i ? j . (5.8) 

Equationss (5.6) and (5.7) show that our nominal interest rates model allows for stochastic 

volatilities,, with nonzero instantaneous covariance between the changes in the nominal 

interestt rates and the changes in the nominal interest rates volatility, given by: 

Covv [dRi, dVdRi]  = xfayY (t) + -yfa^Xt (t). (5.9) 

Thee stochastic nominal interest rates have some economically plausible and empirically 

importantt properties. As Heston (1993) points out, stochastic volatility by itself cannot 

capturee such an empirical phenomenon as "volatility smiles" in the option prices. Rather, 

itt is the correlation between the volatility of the interest rate and the changes in the 

interestt rate that can explain the presence of volatility smiles and skewness in interest-

ratee options. For example, Amin and Morton (1994) and Flesaker (1993) find evidence of 
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volatilityy smiles among Eurodollar futures options of all maturities. Another important 

propertyy of this model is that it allows for the stochastic nominal interest rates in this two-

countryy economy to be correlated in equilibrium. The covariance between the nominal 

interestt rates in both countries, conditional on the information set, is a linear function of 

thee international state variable. The effect of the international state on the covariability 

off  these interest rates depends on the monetary response in both countries to shocks in 

thiss state. 

Conditionally,, the distribution function of the nominal interest rate is a bivariate 

non-centrall  x2 distribution times a constant. This is a direct result of the conditional 

distributionn functions of the state variables, X{ (t) and Y (t), which are non-central \2 

distributionss times a constant.2 As shown by Feller (1951) the conditions 2KX.QX. > 7*ax 

andd 2Ky6y > A'cr2., for i e {h,f}, imply that the stochastic process in equation (5.5) 

precludess negative nominal interest rates. The conditional probability density function 

off  the nominal interest rates is a joint density of the two independent state variables. 

Unconditionally,, the distribution of the nominal interest rate is a convolution of two 

independentt gamma distributions. As t — 00, the steady state mean and variance are 

respectively: : 

EE [Ri (t)] =p + fimi-(T
2
mi+ \*0y + 7*0X (5.10) 

and d 

Wee observe from equations (5.10) and (5.11) that the evolution of the nominal interest 

ratee is stationary in the long-run. The long-run unconditional mean of the nominal 

interestt rate in country i depends, among others, on the autonomous rate of growth 

off  domestic money supply and the long-run means of the state variables.3 The latter 

dependss on the monetary response parameters in that particular country. In addition 

2Seee Feller (1951) and CIR (1985b) for a detailed discussion of the distributional properties of these 
typee of square root processes. 

3Notee that this is also the long-run unconditional mean of the velocity of money, Vi(t). 
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thee co-variability between the nominal interest rates in this two-country economy as 

tt — oo is given by: 

covcov (Rh(t),Rf(t)) =  9yX£f(7y- (5-12) 

Equationn (5.12) shows that the domestic nominal interest rate co-moves with the foreign 

nominall  interest rate in this economy. The covariance between the two nominal interest 

ratess in the economy is stationary in the long-run. It is determined by the variability in 

thee international state variable and the monetary response in both countries on changes 

inn this state. Furthermore, it is also affected by the long term mean of the international 

statee variable. 

Ann empirically appealing feature of the stochastic process in equation (5.5) is that 

itt can capture higher moments of the nominal interest rates, such as skewness, /J3, and 

excesss kurtosis, Q, respectively: 

,, rami 9  i 9'rf< ^ i * 
/*33 IK (01 = 2K2 + —2 2̂ (5-13) 

yy %i 

and d 

«WW!-!?-++ F7'- <5-14> 
Thee presence of these higher order properties coincide with the empirical evidence pre-

sentedd by Babbs and Webber (1997), Das and Foresi (1996), El-Jahel, Lindberg and 

Perraudinn (1997), and Heston (1993b). Notice from equation (5.13) that the changes 

inn the domestic nominal interest rate are positively skewed. This implies greater prob-

abilitiess for upward movements as compared to downward movements in the nominal 

interestt rate. The probabilities for upwards movements depends, among others, on the 

monetaryy response to shocks in the economy. The skewness is an increasing function 

off  the monetary response parameters in the economy. Equation (5.14) reveals that the 

leptokurtosiss in the changes in the nominal interest rate is independent of the monetary 

responsee parameters, 7*  and A*. The fourth central moment of the changes in the nom-

inall  interest rates depends on the monetary response parameters, 7*  and A*. However, 
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thiss dependency disappears when we divide this moment by the squared second central 

moment. . 

5.22 The Term Structur e of Nominal Interest Rates 

Denotee Nt (Ri(t),t, r) as the nominal value denominated in currency i of an interest rate 

contingentt claim with time-to-maturity r and boundary conditions that do not depend 

onn wealth. Under a risk-neutral probability measure Q, Theorem 2(b) in Chapter 4 can 

bee applied to obtain the partial differential equation for the domestic nominal interest 

ratee contingent claim: 

00 = l^f^yY^N^Y +\*K y(0y-Y) NhY + ~1fa
2
XiXl(t)NhXiXi 

+l*K+l*K XiXi (K - X t) JVi,*  + Ni,t - Ri(t)Ni, (5.15) 

wheree BVi and 9Xj are risk-adjusted parameters.4 As such, this partial differential equation 

iss the nominal counterpart of the fundamental valuation equation in equation (4.31). 

Noticee that the valuation equation has the same form when the contingent claim and the 

interestt rates are expressed in nominal terms as when both these variables are expressed 

inn real terms. Since most securities are denominated in nominal terms, it is convenient 

forr empirical and practical purposes to employ the valuation equation in which all values 

aree expressed in nominal terms. 

Lett Pi(t,T) denote the nominal price denominated in currency i at time t of a pure 

discountt nominal bond that matures at T. This bond price must satisfy the PDE in 

equationn (5.15) subject to the following boundary conditions: 

Pi(T,T)Pi(T,T) = l i£{h,f}. 

**  For notational convenience, in the remainder of the section, we suppress the "hat" for the risk-
adjustedd parameters. 
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Theoremm 3 The pricing formula f or the nominal bond denominated in currency i, Pi (t,T), 

forifori  € {h, ƒ} , is given by: 

PiPi (t, T) = Ai (t, T) e - l p + N - O ^ - ^ C W W - ^ W W, (5.16) 

where where 

,, ( 2*M** +K*)T* 2 \W ( 2y.>e7?('"'+^)r/a \ ^ T 

2 ( ^ > ' i T - l ) ) 
B**  ( t , r ) "  (^W)( e7:^ r - i )+2^ ' 

2(eA *"vi T - l ) ) 

V»» = ^«5 + 2 ^ , 

r = ( T - r ) . . 

Proof:Proof: See Appendix B.2. 

Thee nominal bond price in country i in equation (5.16) is a decreasing convex function 

off  both state variables that captures the underlying sources of uncertainty in the economy. 

Notee that in this circumstance, the domestic nominal interest rate in equation (5.4) is 

increasing.. Consistent with existing general equilibrium models of the nominal term 

structure,, our model reveals that a decrease in the nominal interest rate in country i is 

accompaniedd by an increase in the nominal bond price denominated in currency i. In 

conformityy with the nominal interest rates, the bond prices in this two-country economy 

alsoo co-vary with each other as both have the same sources of real risk. 

InIn line with existing literature on bond pricing, the equilibrium price of the nominal 

bondd is a decreasing function of maturity [e.g., Vasicek (1977), Bakshi and Chen (1996), 

andd CIR (1985b)]. The nominal discount bond in country i is decreasing in the time 

preferencee parameter, p. An increase in the autonomous expected growth rate of the 

supplyy of currency i, /im., has a decreasing impact on the value of the bond denominated 
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inn currency i. An increase in the domestic autonomous source of monetary uncertainty, 

crj^.,, has an increasing impact on the bond price i. 

Thee yield-to-maturity for the nominal bond i, R* {X„Y,t,T), for i € {h, ƒ} , is given 

by: : 

RiRi (Xt,Y,t,r) = p + //m, - < - i [logA(T) - BXi(r)Xi{t)  - Byi(r)Y(t)}, (5.17) 

forr r = T — t. The term structure of domestic nominal interest rates in equation (5.17) 

incorporatess both local and international risk factors (real and monetary). As in the 

casee of most two-factor models of the term structure of interest rates, the model in 

equationn (5.17) is rich enough to give rise to yield curves of complex shapes. Another 

empiricall  appealing feature of the domestic nominal term structure of interest rates is 

thatt it permits rates of different maturities to be imperfectly correlated. In addition 

itt can be observed that the international part of the yield curve moves together in the 

twoo countries, and that a divergence in the yield curves in this economy is due to the 

monetaryy policy stance and the developments in the local state variable in each country. 

Ass the time-to-maturity goes to zero, we find that the yield-to-maturity approaches the 

instantaneouss domestic nominal interest rates. Further inspection of this model reveals 

that,, as the time-to-maturity goes to infinity, the yield-to-maturity converges to a long-

termm nominal yield: 

RiRi (XU Y,t,oo) = p +  ̂  - < + 2^ « * g *  +
 2 A ^ * A , (5.18) 

Thee long-term nominal yield is a constant that is independent of the instantaneous do-

mesticc nominal interest rate and the current state of the monetary-production economy, 

whichh is represented by the state variables. Below we consider the relation between 

thee term structure of nominal interest rate and the exchange rate in this two-country 

monetary-productionn economy. 
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5.33 The Equilibriu m Exchange Rate Dynamics 

Inn Chapter 4 we derived endogenously the spot foreign /exchange rate level, e{j (t), from 

thee equilibrium conditions [see equation (4.13)] and the dynamics of the spot exchange 

ratee in an i.i.d. monetary-production economy. This was a convenient analytical tool 

too understand the dynamics of the exchange rate in this economy. In this section we 

examinee the exchange rate process with empirically more plausible properties. Given the 

processs for the production dynamics in equation (5.1), we endogenously determine the 

stochasticc process for the instantaneous rate of depreciation of the domestic currency. 

Byy applying Itö's lemma on the level of the spot foreign exchange rate in equation (4.13) 

wee obtain the rate of depreciation of the domestic currency at time t as 

^ ^^ =  ̂ (X (t), Y (t)) dt + S£hf (X (t), Y (t)) dw (t), (5.19) 
€€hfhf {t) 

where e 

fjLfjL (((X(t),Y(t))(X(t),Y(t)) = a^XH-ZaXj + taY 

SS£hf£hf(X(t),Y(t))dw(t)(X(t),Y(t))dw(t) = a ĥs/X^dwxJt)-anxf̂ /x^T)dwXf(t) 

++ (<v*  - <V/) \/yv)d™v (*) 

Thee properties of the stochastic spot exchange rate in equation (5.19) are consistent 

withh empirical findings in literature. Empirical studies show that both the instantaneous 

meann and variance of the instantaneous rate of depreciation of the currency are not con-

stantt [e.g. Fama and Roll (1968), McFarland et al. (1982), and Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo 

(1993)].. The expected instantaneous rate of depreciation of the domestic currency is 

bothh time-varying and state-dependent. As indicated by equation (5.19) the expected 
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instantaneouss rate of depreciation of the currency is decreasing in the foreign state vari-

ablee and increasing in the local state variable. In line with the arguments put forward in 

Chapterr 4, when the underlying sources of uncertainty in the economy increase, the spot 

foreignn exchange rate adjusts instantaneously in order to restore the equilibrium rate of 

returnn on the two equities in this economy. 

Forr example, the spot exchange rate depreciates when there is a positive shock in the 

domesticc state variable. The rationale therefore is that a positive shock to the local state 

variablee entails a positive technology shock, which ultimately leads to an increase in the 

reall  rate of return on investment in production of the domestic good, a*  (Xu Y, t). As the 

productivee process of the foreign good remains unaffected, the agents in the economy, 

ceteris-paribus,, prefer to invest in the local production technology. In order to restore 

thee equilibrium real rate of return on the two equities in the economy and ensuring that 

thee agents maintain their capital invested in both technologies, the spot exchange rate 

depreciates.. The latter entails that the rate of return on foreign equity expressed in 

domesticc currency, dtj (Xj,Y,t), increases. Thus, rational investors expect the currency 

too depreciate in the face of a positive shock in the local state variables. Rational investors 

expectt the contrary to occur when there is a positive shock to the foreign state variable. 

Thee impact of the common state variable on the rate of depreciation depends on the 

differentiall  between the relative effect of this state variables on each country. When the 

locall  impact is larger, i.e. ay  ̂ > ayj and oVvh > av , than a positive international 

shockk causes the spot exchange rate to depreciate. In this case the same analysis applies 

ass when there is a shock in the domestic state variable. Note that the real rate of 

returnn on the domestic productive investment increases more than that on the foreign 

productivee investment, and therefore the spot exchange rate depreciates proportional to 

thee difference {cty,h — Qy,f) + i^v,, f ~ av *.) av / *° restore the equilibrium between the 

twoo rate of returns. When the international state variable has a larger impact on the 

foreignn country, i.e. aVih < otyj and aVv h < cr  ̂ , the effects on the rate of depreciation 

off  the currency will be the same as that of the foreign state variable. It appreciates when 
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aa positive shock occurs in the international state variable to restore the equilibrium on 

thee goods/equity market. 

Thee exchange rate volatility, as measured by the variance of the rate of depreciation 

off  the domestic currency in equation (5.19), is a linear function of the three sources of 

uncertaintyy in this two-country world economy, 

VV€€ (X (t), Y (t)) = alhXh (t) + a\xXf (t) + (a  ̂ - % / ) V (t). (5.20) 

Thiss feature of our model coincides with empirical evidence that the rate of depreciation 

doess not have a constant instantaneous variance [see Fama and Roll (1968), McFarland et 

al.. (1982), and Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993)]. A negative (positive) shock to any of the 

statee variables in this economy will reduce (increase) the volatility of the spot exchange 

ratee dynamics proportionally. Note that when the foreign impact of the common state 

iss larger than the local impact, that is an > a  ̂ h, it reduces the positive effect of 

ann international shock on the exchange rate volatility. The instantaneous volatility of 

thee spot exchange rate is not affected by the common state variable, when the common 

sourcess of uncertainty have the same impact on both countries, that is av = cr-qvr 

Equationn (5.20) shows that our exchange rate model allows for stochastic volatility, with 

nonzeroo instantaneous covariance between the rate of depreciation of the spot exchange 

ratee and the changes in the spot exchange rate volatility, given by: 

Covv [dehf/ehf, dVe]  = a^a^Xh {t) - a^c^Xf {t) 

+<^K*-%./ ) 3* r ( ' ) -- f5-21) 

Notee that the endogenously determined covariance can take both positive and negative 

values.. This property of the spot exchange rate dynamics is important from an empirical 

pointt of view. As indicated by Bates (1996) it is the nonzero correlation between the 

volatilityy and the depreciation rate that can potentially explain the presence of volatility 

smilee in the currency options. Next, we determine the relation between the spot foreign 
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exchangee rate dynamics and the nominal interest rates in both countries. From the 

equationss below we can observe that the covariances between the rate of depreciation 

off  the spot exchange rate and the nominal interest rates dynamics and the covariability 

betweenn their volatility are non-zero: 

Covv [dehf/ehf, dRh (t)} = \*h (a  ̂ - aVv{) ayY{t) + 7 ; V l ^ ( t ) , (5.22) 

Covv [dehf/ehf,dRf (t)] = X} (a  ̂ - a  ̂ <r yY(t) - 7}*,,,. , *«,*ƒ(*) > (5.23) 

Covv [dVRh (t),dVt (*)] = A;a ( % h - a,y)\yY (t) + 7f <fc<* *  (0 , (5.24) 

Covv [dVRf (t), dVe [t)]  = A} ' (« r^ - a%f)\yY (t) + 7 ? < , < X/ (0 . (5.25) 

Theoremm 4 In equilibrium the expected rate of depreciation of the domestic currency is 

givengiven by: 

HH(hf(hf(X(t),Y(t))(X(t),Y(t)) = tf«i ( * * - * / ) + « (Kr* , V«,) 

-1>*-1>*  (»mh ~ Vmf ~ « , " </))  (5.26) 

and and 

HH (VdRh,VdRf) = Tp(2VdRh - Tpt3VdRf, 

where where 

^^ = (a,f c (Al - A» - ?ht-t2 + (YfaXh - 7Jtfei) ^ - ) / 7 j ? < ^ 

^ 33 = ((AS - A» eei - 7K<2 + (7}tt.h - 7 & J $ £ ) /7 jM^<4 
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a)a) = (aVf - «,,$£-) 

Proof:Proof: See Appendix B.3. 

Wee observe from equation (5.26) that the uncovered interest rate parity hypothesis 

doess not hold in this economy under the true probability measure P.5 The instantaneous 

expectedd rate of depreciation of the domestic currency, equation (5.26), is a function of 

thee nominal interest rates differential in the two countries and a so-called risk factor, 

"H."H. (VdRi^VdR,). This risk factor depends, among others, on the volatility differential of 

thee nominal interest rates in the two countries as defined in the equations (5.6) and (5.7). 

Thee effect of the volatility differential on the expected instantaneous rate of depreciation 

off  the currency depends on the relative parameter values, which capture the impact of 

statee variables on the production and money supply process in these countries. In general 

ann increase in the volatility of the domestic nominal interest rate relative to the foreign 

nominall  interest rates increases the expected instantaneous rate of depreciation of the 

currency,, when the domestic parameters are larger than the corresponding parameters 

inn the foreign country. An increase in the volatility of the foreign nominal interest rate 

underr these circumstances leads to an appreciation of the spot exchange rate. The reverse 

iss the case when the parameters that capture the impact of the state variables in foreign 

countryy are relatively larger. 

Equationn (5.26) explains the currency price puzzle observed in empirical literature, 

thatt is the tendency for high interest rate currencies to appreciate [see Engel (1995) 

forr a survey]. Close examination of equation (5.26) shows that the parameter for the 

nominall  interest rate differential, ipel, can take both negative and positive values. As 

cann be observed from equation (5.26) there are several scenarios that can explain the 

currencyy price puzzle (ipel < 0). The most plausible explanation of the puzzle is when 

forr example the common state has an asymmetric impact in the two countries. That is 

55 Note, however, that under the risk-neutral probability measure Q the uncovered interest rate parity 
conditionn does hold. 
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whenn the common state variable has a stronger impact on output in one country than in 

thee other, but the monetary response on this shock in that country is smaller than in the 

otherr country. Stated more formally, the currency puzzle is explained when one of the 

followingg (asymmetric) conditions are satisfied: a*h > a*f > 0 and \*h < X*f or 0 < a*h < a) 

andd X*h > A}. 6 Note that in this region the differential parameter, ^e l, in equation (5.26) 

iss in general negative. A less plausible alternative is when the parameter that captures 

thee impact of the local state on the real rate of return of production is much larger than 

thee parameter that captures the impact of the foreign state variable. Formally this means 

thatt the currency puzzle is explained when 0 > a**  > a£ and \*h > \*, or 0 > a*h > af 

andd A; < A}. 7 

Too illustrate the dynamics of the relation between the expected instantaneous rate 

off  depreciation of the currency and the nominal interest rate differential we consider the 

moree plausible case of the asymmetrical monetary response, namely (a£ > a) > 0 and 

^Jii  < ^/)- Note that the same argument holds for 0 < a*h < af and X*h > Ax. Let 

theree be a negative shock in the economy that decreases the foreign nominal interest rate 

relativee to the nominal interest rate [A£ < A*f and y*h < 7̂  in equation (5.4)], therefore the 

nominall  interest rate differential increases. As mentioned above the nominal interest rate 

differentiall  parameter, ip£l, in equation (5.26) is negative under these conditions (ipe4 < 

0).. The expected instantaneous rate of depreciation is then decreasing in the nominal 

interestt rate differential, which explains the currency puzzle that relative high interest 

ratee currencies appreciate. This relation between the nominal interest rate differential 

66 In order to determine the sign of the differential parameter, ipfl, in equation (5.26) we must notice 
thatt the diffusion parameters play a minor role compared with the drift parameters. In general it can be 
expectedd that aXt > ctVi and that J*2(TX. > A*2<r£, for i e {h, ƒ} , since this would otherwise imply that 
inn general the foreign state variable has a larger impact than the local state variable on the real rate of 
returnn of production and on the money supply process, respectively. Although we expect that aXt > aVi 

i tt is plausible to assume that a*  = ( a^ - aXi ~h^H') > 0, for i e {h, ƒ} , since K2alhi2<J'i i € [0,1], 

forr i € {h, ƒ} . Then the currency puzzle is explained when one of the following conditions are satisfied: 
a££ > off and AĴ  < A^ or a£ < aj and A£ > \ f . 

7I tt is less plausible because we do not expect a* = laVti - aXi -k~^~) < 0, for i e {h, f}, since this 

impliess that A*V£/7*V£ . > 1, for i 6 {/»,ƒ} . Given the definition of A*  and 7*  this only holds when 
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andd the expected rate of depreciation of the domestic currency is consistent with the 

equilibriumm conditions on all the markets in this two-country world economy. 

Notee that by using equations (5.1), (0.82), (0.83), and (0.84), we can write the ex-

pectedd instantaneous real rate of return on domestic and foreign production as function 

off  the nominal interest rate differential, 

aahh(R(Rhh,R,Rff,V,Vkk,V,Vff)) = ah{Rh-Rf)-Hait{Vh,Vf) 

-3fcc [ ( ^ -Pmj)- (ffm*  - 0mt)\ , (5.27) 

afi^Rf.V^Vf)afi^Rf.V^Vf) = dcf{Rh-R})-Ha}{Vh,Vf) 

-Of-Of (JjW - ^ / j - (a™» _ a™/)) ' (5-28) 

and d 

HHahah(V(Vhh,V,Vff)) = v1Vh-v2Vf, 

HHafaf(V(Vhh,V,Vff)=v)=v33VVhh-ViV-ViVff, , 

where e 

h*h°lj>eA, h*h°lj>eA, 

aahh = a*h/rpc4, 

v*v*  = (T*/* , , - ax, (yh -Xf + $ £ ) ) /-ifalfa. 

Equationss (5.27) and (5.28) show that the expected real rate of return on production, 

(*i(*i  (Rh,Rf,Vh,Vf) for i € {h, ƒ} , is a decreasing function of the nominal interest rate 
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differential,, when a* > 0 and X*h < X*f (i.e. ^e4 < 0). Given the assumption in this 

particularr case that a*h > a*f, the real rate of return of domestic production decreases 

relativelyy more than that of foreign production. Ceteris paribus, rational investors will 

shiftt their portfolio investments towards the foreign productive assets. Under these cir-

cumstancess the exchange rate appreciates to restore the equilibrium between the real rate 

off  return on domestic equity and that on foreign equity expressed in domestic currency 

[seee equation (4.13)]. The decrease in the value of the foreign currency vis-a-vis the do-

mesticc currency decreases the real rate of return on the foreign equity denominated in the 

domesticc currency such that it equates the real rate of return on the domestic physical 

capital.. As a result the representative investors are indifferent between purchasing any 

off  the two equities in this two-country world economy. This result is consistent with that 

obtainedd from the direct relation between the expected instantaneous rate of depreciation 

andd the nominal interest rate differential in equation (5.26). It is also consistent with the 

equilibriumm conditions on the other markets in equilibrium. 

Underr these conditions (that is the monetary response parameters are smaller in 

thee domestic country) the decrease in the foreign nominal interest rate relative to the 

domesticc nominal interest rate increases the relative opportunity cost of holding domestic 

money,, i.e. Rh/Rf. Ceteris paribus, the increased relative opportunity cost induces 

rationall  investors to shift away from domestic nominal money balances towards foreign 

nominall  money balances [see Theorem 1]. Note, however, that in terms of domestic 

currencyy the relative opportunity cost of holding domestic money increases more, as the 

appreciationn of the spot exchange rate decreases the opportunity cost of holding foreign 

currencyy expressed in domestic currency, th{(t)Rs{t). As can be observed from equation 

(4.16),, a decrease in the rate of return on domestic production relative that of foreign 

productionn is consistent with a reduction of the price of domestic money relative to the 

pricee of foreign money. In terms of the price level, the price of the domestic good increases 

moree than the price of the foreign good. Thus, the equilibrium on the money market, 

equationn (4.20), is restored through the adjustment of the exchange rate and the price of 
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money.. An increase of the nominal interest rate differential in this economy is consistent 

withh an appreciation of the spot exchange rate, a relative decrease in the price of money, 

andd a relative decline in real demand for domestic money balances. 

Thee same arguments can be applied if we maintain this condition but instead allow 

forr a positive shock in the economy, which reduces the nominal interest rate differential 

andd depreciates the value of domestic currency. Also, the same reasoning applies for 

a££ < a ƒ and A£ > A^, whereby a positive (negative) shock increases (decreases) the 

nominall  interest rate differential and the currency appreciates (depreciates). To analyze 

thee economics of this relation consider a negative shock to the domestic economy that 

reducess the nominal interest rate differential under these conditions (the domestic mon-

etaryy response parameters are smaller than the foreign monetary response parameters). 

Ass can be observed from equation (5.26), the nominal interest rate differential parameter, 

V>ci,, is negative since a*h — a*f < 0 and tpt4 is positive (A£ > A^). Therefore, the expected 

instantaneouss rate of depreciation of the currency increases. Given that a  ̂ < a) and 

V>£44 > 0, the real rate of return on domestic production decreases less than the foreign 

returnn on production [see equations (5.27) and (5.28)]. The depreciation of the spot 

exchangee rate is consistent with developments on the equity market, since it increases 

thee value of foreign currency relative to domestic currency and, therefore, the real rate of 

returnn on foreign equity expressed in domestic currency to the extent that it equates the 

reall  return on domestic production. As above, the money market equilibrium is restored 

throughh the adjustments of the relative price of money and the spot exchange rate when 

thee nominal interest rates differential decreases due to a negative shock. 

Inn the analysis above we have only considered those circumstances that explain the 

currencyy puzzle. Let us briefly review a case when the differential parameter is positive, 

thatt is for example when ot*h > ctj and \*h > \* f. The interest rate differential is increasing 

inn economic shocks if the monetary response parameters are larger in the home country 

thann in the foreign country. Prom equation (5.26) we can observe that the expected 

instantaneouss rate of depreciation increases with the nominal interest rate differential 
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whenn there is a positive shock in the economy. The real rate of return on production in 

eachh country is increasing function of the interest rate differential, as ip(4 in equations 

(5.27)) and (5.28) is positive under these conditions. Since the foreign output parameter, 

a} ,, is smaller than that of the domestic output (a*h), the real rate of return of domestic 

productionn increases more than that of foreign production. The depreciation in the value 

off  the domestic currency under these circumstances restores the equilibrium between 

thee real rate of returns on these equities expressed in the domestic currency. Ceteris 

paribus,, the money market is not in equilibrium, as the relative opportunity cost of 

holdingg domestic money (Rh/Rf) is higher and rational investors are, therefore, shifting 

awayy from domestic money balances. The imbalance between the increased production 

off  the domestic good and the reduced demand for domestic money is resolved through 

thee depreciation of the value domestic currency. As a result, the opportunity cost of 

holdingg real foreign balances expressed in domestic currency increases. In addition note 

thatt under these circumstances, the local price of domestic money increases relative to 

thee foreign price of money [see equation (4.16)]. As before the money market equilibrium 

[equationn (4.20)] is restored through the adjustment of the nominal interest rates, the 

exchangee rate, and the price of money. The same analysis can be performed when the 

otherr conditions are not satisfied and, as shown above, the differential parameter is 

positivee while the exchange rate adjusts to restore the equilibrium on the world markets. 

5.44 The foreign exchange forwar d premium 

Inn the previous section we have solved the equilibrium exchange rate as a result of cur-

rencyy transaction in the spot market to finance international trade. In this section we 

determinee the equilibrium forward exchange rate, which can be used by the representa-

tivee agent in its role as international trader on the forward exchange market for hedging 

purposess or for portfolio management purposes to cover interest rate arbitrage and earn 

aa return that is free of currency risk. 
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Thee representative agent of the home country can in this two-country economy invest 

onee unit of the domestic currency in the local nominal riskless bond, which yields the 

nominall  rate of return. Alternatively, he can purchase foreign currency on the spot ex-

changee market and invest this amount in the foreign nominal riskless bond. By using the 

forwardd exchange market, the expected proceeds of this foreign investment at maturity 

cann be converted into the local currency at a contractual forward rate. The return from 

bothh investments should be equal to offset any arbitrage opportunity in this economy. 

Thiss argument holds for all maturities. Based on this no-arbitrage argument we can 

formulatee the covered interest rate parity as 

wheree Fe (2, T) denotes the forward exchange rate determined at time t for delivery at 

timee T with T > t. We can use the closed-form expression for the pure discount nominal 

bond,, equation (5.16), to obtain closed-form expression for the term structure of forward 

exchangee rates from equation (5.29), 

ff€€(t(tttT)T) = eh /(t) + log^S+( ĥ-^)r 

+B+B IhIh{t{t ttT)XT)Xhh(t)-(t)- BXt(t,T)Xf(t) 

++  [BVh{t,T)-Byf(t,T)]Y{t), (5.30) 

wheree fe (t,T) = \ogFe (t,T), ehf (t) = logeh/ (t), n*m. = /zmi - <r t̂, and the parameters 

aree denned as in equation (5.16). Equation (5.30) shows that the log-forward exchange 

ratee at time t for delivery at time T is a linear function of the state variables and the 

log-exchangee rate at time t. The differential between the autonomous expected rate of 

growthh of money in the two countries, i.e. (nmti - y-m. J, has a positive effect on the 

log-forwardd exchange rate. Note that the parameters that capture the impact of the 

statee variables, BXh (<,T), BX} (t,T), BVh (t,T), and BVf (t,T), take positive values. For 

example,, a domestic shock increases the forward exchange rate of the domestic currency. 
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Thee rationale for this depreciation of the forward exchange rate is that a positive domestic 

shockk will in this circumstances lead to an increase in the domestic nominal interest rate 

andd a decrease in the bond price. The lower domestic bond price entails an increase in the 

nominall  rate of return at maturity. Thus the forward exchange rate at time t for delivery 

att time T must depreciate to restore the equilibrium between the nominal rate of return 

onn the two nominal bonds in this two country economy. The same reasoning applies for a 

shockk to the other state variables. The impact of the international state variable, Y (t), 

dependss on the parameter differential BVh {t,T) — BVf (t,T). If international uncertainty 

hass a larger effect on the foreign bond price, that is when A/ > A ,̂ the forward exchange 

ratee is decreasing in the international state variable. In the previous section we have 

examinedd the relation between the nominal interest rate differential and the expected 

ratee of depreciation of the currency value. The question is how this relates to the forward 

exchangee rate premium, fc (t, T) - ehf (t). 

Notee that when maturity shortens, that is when r approaches zero, equation (5.30) 

convergess to the instantaneous forward premium, fe(t,T') - ehf (t) = Rh(t) - Rf(t), 

wheree V denotes a very short maturity. By substituting this expression in equation 

(5.26)) we obtain 

fifi tt (X (t), Y («)) = V,i (ƒ« (t,T') - ehf (t)) + V»(1 ( /C, ~ lCf) + n (VdRh,VdRf) (5.31) 

Equationn (5.31) shows that the expected instantaneous rate of depreciation of the spot 

exchangee rate when expressed as a function of the forward exchange rate premium de-

pendss on the parameter value tp€l to adjust to the changes in this premium. The same 

conditionss as before apply to determine whether the expected rate of depreciation is 

negativelyy correlated with the forward premium. 

Followingg Fama (1984) we can decompose the forward foreign exchange premium 

intoo a "risk premium" on the currency, rp(t,T), and an expected rate of depreciation 

off  the currency, q(T,t). Closed form solution for the forward risk premium, rp(t,T) 

cann be obtained by taking the difference between the forward foreign exchange rate, 
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equationn (5.30), and the conditional expectation at time t of the future exchange rate 

att time T. Note that the conditional distribution function of the exchange rate is not 

known.. As a result the conditional expectation of the exchange rate cannot directly 

bee determined from equation (4.13). As in Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993) we can 

usee the homogeneous Kolmogorov backward equation of the spot exchange rate under 

thee true probability measure P, adapted to the natural filtration F(£)= {f(t)} t>0, to 

obtainn the conditional expectation of the future spot exchange rate at time T. Let 

F(€hfF(€hf (t) ,X(t),Y(t),t,T) be the value of a security whose payoff is the exchange rate. 

Assumee that F (e^f, Xh, Xf, Y, t) is continuously differentiable in t and twice continuously 

differentiablee in its other arguments c /̂ (t) ,X(t), and Y(t). Since risk-neutrality imposes 

zeroo condition on the drift term, the price process F(thf,Xh,Xf,Y,t) must satisfy the 

followingg partial differential equation 

00 = Ft + eFlfie(Xh(t),Xf(t),Y(t)) 

++¥¥FF«« {a^Xh {t)+^Xf {t)+K»  a^)2y {t)) 
++ ll iiXhXh (Xk, t) FXh + \a\hXh (t) FXhXh 

+H+H XfXf (Xf, t) FXf +  l-al}Xf (t) FXfX, 

++ tiytiy{Y,t)F{Y,t)FYY++ ll-alY{t)F-alY{t)FYYY Y 

+ea+ea(Xh(XhXXhh (t) FtXh - ea^Xf (t) FeXf + ea€yY (t) F(Y (5.32) 

subjectt to the boundary condition 

F(tF(thfhf,X,Xhh,X,Xff,Y,T),Y,T) = e(T), 

where e 

OtxOtxhh = <7xhVt,x,h 

VtXfVtXf  = VxfV^j 

aafyfy = av (aVvh - a  ̂ f J . 
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FoDowingg CIR (1981,1985b) and Longstaffand Schwartz (1992), we apply the stan-

dardd separation of variable technique to solve this partial differential equation and obtain 

thee logaritm of the expected value of the exchange rate at time T conditional on the fil -

trationn Ft, 

]QgE[e]QgE[ehfhf(T)\?(T)\?tt]]  = ehf(t)+log A* (T) + B'Xh(T)Xh(t) 

-B'-B' (T)Xf{t) + B;(T)Y(t)t (5.33) 

where e 

K,K, (r) = 

A'(r)=AlA'(r)=Al hh(r)Al(r)Al ff(T)Al(r) (T)Al(r) 

(<P*(<P* XfXf + "x, + <Tezf) (/''S " l ) + 2pXf 

2a2aXhXh (e**H T - l) 
B*B*  (T) = ^ J-

KK + « I h - ^ ) ( e ^ T - l ) + 2 ^ 

KKhh (r) = ' ^ 
(Vl(Vlhh + ««h ~ <?«„) ( e ^T - 1) + 2ip*x 

ZZ-K^ -K^ 

2 « i , e, , 

// 2w*  e(^ f
+K'f +tT"f) T/2 \ "f 

A*A*XfXf ( r ) = I ^ » 

KK (r) = log 

(vi ,, + «*ƒ + *«,) (e^ /r - l ) + 2ip*f J 

2tp*eto+*2tp*eto+*vv~°~°lvlv))T/2T/2 \ "» 
(v?;; + K » - e r€ y ) ( ^ T - l ) + 2 ^ 

with h 
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finfin == yu** *  - g«J2 - 2<ygh
a«fc) 

Equationn (5.33) shows that the log of the expected exchange rate at time T is a 

positivee function of the home state variable, as B*h (r) > 0 for Vr. The foreign state 

variablee has a decreasing effect on the log-expected value of the currency at time T given 

thatt B* (r) > 0 for Vr. The impact of the international state variable depends on the 

parameterr value, £f2
 = av,h — &y,f + ( ^ , ~ ar\  h )&nv ƒ  ^n genera-l the magnitude of 

thiss parameter is determined by the value of the drift parameters, since the diffusion 

parameterss are relatively small. Therefore, when the international state variable has 

aa larger impact on the foreign country, the log-expected exchange rate at time T is 

decreasingg in the international state variable. The log of the expected value of the 

domesticc currency at time T is increasing in the international state variable, when the 

latterr has a larger impact on the home country compared with the foreign country. The 

presentt value of the exchange rate has a positive effect on the expected value at time T. 

Noww we can obtain close form solutions for the term structure of forward "risk" 

premium,, denned as rp(t, T) = logF€ (£, T) — logEt [eh/ (T) \Ft], and the term structure 

off  expected depreciation rate at time T condition on the information set at time t as 

q(t,T)q(t,T) = log£[e (T) \Tt} - ehf (t), from equations (5.30) and (5.33), 

-[B-[BXfXf(t,T)-B*(t,T)-B*XfXf(T,t)]x(T,t)]xff(t) (t) 

++  [BXh(t,T)-B;h(T,t)]Xh(t) 

++  [Byh (t, T) - BVf (t, T) - B; (T, 0] Y (t) (5.34) 
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and d 

q{t,T)q{t,T) = \ogA*(T,t) + B;(T,t)Y(t) 

+Bl+Bl hh (T, t) Xh (t) - Blf (T, t) Xf (t). (5.35) 

Thee parameters are defined as above [see equations (5.16) and (5.33)]. Equation 

(5.34)) shows that the so-called risk premium on the forward exchange rate, that is the 

expectedd excess return on the currency, can take both positive and negative values. The 

riskk premium on the forward exchange rate is an increasing function of the differential 

betweenn the long term mean rate of growth of money, fimh - \i . The impact of the 

statee variables on the risk premium of the forward foreign exchange rate depends on the 

parameterr values. It is increasing in the domestic state variable, Xh (t), when this state 

hass a larger effect on the bond price relative to its impact on the expected value of the 

currencyy at time T. This ultimately depends on the values of aXh and 7ft, which capture 

thee impact of the domestic state variable on the expected value of the exchange rate at 

timee T and the rate of return on the nominal domestic bond, respectively. A relatively 

largee domestic output parameter, aXh, implies that a positive shock in the domestic state 

variablee increases the expected exchange rate relative to the rate of return on the domestic 

nominall  bond. As a result the expected excess return on the currency decreases. The 

riskk premium is decreasing in the domestic state variable when aXh is relatively small. 

Thee risk premium on the forward exchange rate, depending on the differential BXf (t,T)-

B*B* ff {T,t), is negatively related to the foreign state variable. As above, when aXf is rel-

ativelyy large the local uncertainty in the foreign country has a larger impact on the 

expectedd currency value at time T relative to the rate of return on the foreign nominal 

bond.. Consequently, the expected excess return on the currency is increasing in the for-

eignn state variable. The impact of the international sources of uncertainty on the expected 

excesss return on the currency value depends on its effect on the two nominal bonds and 

thee expected currency value at time T. These effects can be examined as follows. From 
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thee analysis above, we know that a large domestic monetary response X*k relative to the 

foreignn monetary response \* f implies that international uncertainty has a larger impact 

onn the nominal rate of return on domestic bond than on that of the foreign bond. This 

positivee return differential can be either mitigated or reinforced by the expected currency 

valuee at maturity. Note that for X*h < A}  the return differential, BVh (t,T) - Byj (t,T), 

iss negative. As mentioned above, the value of the expected exchange rate at time T is 

decreasingg in the international state variable when £(2 — avA — <*y,f  + (&r) v , - crn h)crv f 

iss negative. That is when ayh < ayj. Thus in this case the expected excess return on 

thee currency is increasing in the international state variable. All the other combinations 

off  ay,h. and ayj versus A£ and X*f give either an increasing or decreasing relation between 

thee international sources of risk and the forward risk premium. 

Thee uncovered interest rate parity hypothesis assumes that the variance of the risk 

premiumm is zero, var[rp(t,T)] = 0. By using equation (5.34) we obtain the variance of 

thee risk premium as 

var[rp(t,T)}var[rp(t,T)} = [BXf(t,T)-BXf(T,t)]\ar[X f(t)} 

++  [BXh(t,T)-B;h(T,t)]2var[Xh(t)] 

++ [BVh (*, T) - Byf (t, T) - B*y (T, t)]2 var [Y (t)}, (5.36) 

whichh can become zero under certain circumstances, that is only when the effect of the 

statee variables on nominal rate of return of the bonds is equal to that on the expected 

valuee of currency at time T. Thus in general, as argued above, the uncovered interest 

ratee parity hypothesis does not hold in this economy. 

Byy using the decomposition of Fama (1984) we can write the forward foreign exchange 

ratee premium as 

ffee(t,T)-e(t,T)-ehfhf(t)(t) = (ft(t,T)-\og[Etehf(T))) 

++  (log [Etehf (T)] - ehf (t)) for T > t. (5.37) 
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Thee uncovered interest rate parity assumes that the forward foreign exchange rate is 

equall  to the expected spot exchange rate at time T, fe(t,T) = log [Etehf (T)]. This 

assumptionn implies that the foreign exchange risk premium (or say the expected excess 

returnn on the currency) is zero and that the forward exchange rate premium is equal to 

thee expected rate of depreciation of the currency. Equations (5.26) and (5.31) show that 

thiss assumption does not hold in this economy under the true probability measure P. 

Mostt empirical studies of the forward foreign exchange premium perform the following 

regression: : 

eehJhJ {T) - ehf (t) = 0i + & {fe (t, T) - ehf (t)) + residual, 

wheree Et [ehf (T)\ = e^f (T) -f residual.8 From a theoretical perspective one expects that 

0011 = 0 and /32 = 1, which implies that f€ {t,T) = Etehf (T). The main results obtained 

inn most of these studies of the forward premium can be summarized as follows [see Fama 

(1984,, 1994), MacDonald and Taylor (1991), and, particularly, Engel (1996) for a survey 

off  recent evidence]: 

 Both components of the forward exchange rate premium, rp (t, T) and q(T,t), are 

timee varying. 

 The risk premium, rp(t,T), and the expected depreciation rate, q{T,t), display 

negativee co-variability, which gives the following results: 

P2P2 var[rp{t,T) + q(t,T)) 

 The variability of the risk premia accounts for most of the variability in the forward 

foreignn exchange premium, i.e. \cov (q (t, T), rp (£,T))\ > var (q (t, T)) 

88 Alternatively, as in Fama (1984), the following regression can be performed: 

ƒ«« (t, T) - eh} (T) =d3+04 (ƒ« (t, T) - ehf (t)) + residual. 
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Notee that the last two results account for the anomaly of the forward exchange rate 

premiumm observed in empirical literature.. Equations (5.34) and (5.35) shows that our 

modell  is consistent with the first empirical result mentioned above, as both the term 

structuree of forward risk premia and the term structure of expected rate of depreciation 

aree state dependent. 

Forr illustrative purposes we consider the case of the spot nominal interest rate dif-

ferential,, —*  ';— ~ /—K We obtain the covariance between the expected rate of 

depreciationn and the nominal interest rate differential and the variance of the nominal 

interestt rate differential, respectively, as 

covcov [q, Rh - Rf]  = Zt2 [\* h - A}] var [Y] + l* haXhvar [Xh] 

+Y+Yff{a{aXfXf-al-alff)var[X)var[Xff)) (5.38) 

and d 

var(Rvar(Rhh-R-Rff)) = -yfvar{Xf) + ^var(Xh) 

++  [X* h-X}] 2var{Y). (5.39) 

Sincee each state variable in this two-country world economy follows a square root process, 

itss unconditional distribution is a gamma distribution. From the unconditional sec-

ondd moment of the gamma distribution we obtain var (Xh) = 9XkaXh/2KXh, var (Xf) = 

00XfXf(T(T22
XfXf/2K/2KXfXf,, and var(Y) = 6v<r 2

y/2Ky. 

Ourr model extends existing general equilibrium and existing multi-currency aifine 

termm structure models of the forward premium puzzle [e.g. Bekaert (1996, 1994), Bansal 

ett al. (1995), Hodrick and Srivastava (1986), Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993), Saa-

RaquejoRaquejo (1994), Ahn (1995), Bakshi and Chen (1997), Backus et al. (1993), and Backus 

ett al. (2001)], since equations (5.38) and (5.38) provide a tractable explanation of the 

Famaa (1984) conditions based on the general equilibrium conditions and realistic para-

meterr values. Equation (5.38) explains the currency price puzzle observed in empirical 
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literature,, when £e2 > 0 and \*h < A}  or for £e2 < 0 and X*h > AJ. Prom the definition of 

£e22 in equation (5.19), we observe that our model accounts for the puzzle mainly through 

thee expected return differential (ayA - ayJ). Under certain conditions the asset-risk 

differentiall  {a  ̂ f - aVvh) also accounts for this puzzle. This result is an extension of 

existingg studies, which explain the puzzle based only on the risk differentials [Backus 

ett al. (1993), Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993), Saa-Raquejo (1994), Ahn (1995), and 

Backuss et al. (2001)]. 

Alternatively,, the puzzle can also be explained when aXf is extremely small, such that 

o\o\xx > aXf and 7ƒ > 0. In this latter case the puzzle is explained when the expected 

reall  rate of return in production of the foreign good is relatively lower than its local risk 

factorr and the monetary response in that country is relatively small. This shows that 

ourr model can explain the puzzle independent of the common factor and with plausible 

parameterr values.9 

Too illustrate the dynamics of the relation between the expected rate of depreciation 

off  the currency and the nominal interest rate differential we examine the case of the 

asymmetricall  monetary response, namely (aVtk > ayJ and \*h< \* f). Note that the same 

argumentss hold for ay<h < aVtf and A); > A). To show that this relation between the 

nominall  interest rate differential and the expected rate of depreciation of the domestic 

currencyy is consistent with the equilibrium conditions on all the markets in this two-

countryy world economy consider a negative shock in the common state in the economy. 

Ass a result the foreign nominal interest rate decreases relative to the nominal interest 

ratee [A£ < Ay in equation (5.4)] and the nominal interest rate differential increases. Given 

thee assumption in this particular case that aVth > ayj, the real rate of return of domestic 

productionn decreases relatively more than that of foreign production. Ceteris paribus, 

rationall  investors will shift their portfolio investments towards the foreign productive as-

sets.. Under these circumstances the exchange rate appreciates to restore the equilibrium 

99 The parameter values do not violate the Feller condition that guarantees the positivity of the nominal 
interestt rates. 
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betweenn the real rate of return on domestic equity and that on foreign equity expressed 

inn domestic currency [see equations (4.13) and (5.19)]. The decrease in the value of the 

foreignn currency vis-a-vis the domestic currency decreases the real rate of return on the 

foreignn equity denominated in the domestic currency such that it equates the real rate 

off  return on the domestic physical capital. As a result the representative investors are 

indifferentt between purchasing any of the two equities in this two-country world economy. 

Thiss result shows that an increase in the nominal interest rate differential is consistent 

withh an appreciation of the currency. It is also consistent with the equilibrium conditions 

onn the other markets in equilibrium. 

Underr these conditions (i.e. the monetary response parameters are smaller in the do-

mesticc country) the decrease in the foreign nominal interest rate relative to the domestic 

nominall  interest rate increases the relative opportunity cost of holding domestic money, 

i.e.. Rh/Rf. Ceteris paribus, the increased relative opportunity cost induces rational 

investorss to shift away from domestic nominal money balances towards foreign nominal 

moneyy balances [see Theorem 1]. Note that in terms of domestic currency the relative 

opportunityy of holding domestic money increases more, as the appreciation of the spot 

exchangee rate decreases the opportunity of holding foreign currency expressed in domes-

ticc currency, €hf(t)Rf(t). As can be observed from equation (4.16) a decrease in domestic 

productionn relative to foreign production is consistent with a reduction of the price of 

domesticc money relative to the price of foreign money. In terms of the price level, the 

pricee of the domestic good increases more than the price of the foreign good. Thus, the 

equilibriumm on the money market, equation (4.20), is restored through the adjustment 

off  the exchange rate and the price of money. An increase of the nominal interest rate 

differentiall  in this economy is consistent with an appreciation of the spot exchange rate, a 

relativee decrease in the price of money, and a relative decline in real demand for domestic 

moneyy balances. 

Similarr explanation applies to the more general case of the whole term structure 

off  forward premia. We can decompose the covariance between the expected rate of 
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depreciationn and the forward premium in two components, namely, the covariance of 

thee forward risk premia with the expected rate of depreciation and the variance of the 

expectedd rate of depreciation: 

covcov [q (t, T), rp (t, T) + q (t, T)) = cov[q (t, T), rp (t, T)] + var [q (t, T)]. 

Byy using equations (5.34) and (5.35) we obtain the covariance between the term structure 

off  forward risk premia and the term structure of expected rate of depreciation and the 

variancee of the expected rate of depreciation, respectively, as: 

cw[q(t,T),rp(t,T)]cw[q(t,T),rp(t,T)] = B'y(T,t) [BVh(t,T) - Byf (t,T) - B*y(T,t)]var[Y} 

+B*+B* XkXk (T, t) [BXh (t, T) - Blh (T, *)] var [Xh] 

+B*+B* XfXf (T, t) [BX{ (t, T) - Blf (T, t)] var [Xf] , (5.40) 

and d 

varvar [q (t)) = [B* Xh (T ,  t)]2 var (Xh) + [B* X} (T ,  t)] '  var (Xf) 

++  [B;(T,t)}2var(Y), (5.41 ) 

Thiss gives us the covariance between the expected rate of depreciation and the forward 

premiumm and the variance of the forward premium, respectively, as 

covcov [q (*, T), rp (t, T) + q (t, T)} = B; (T, t) [BVh (t, T) - BVf (t, T)} var [Y] 

+B:+B: hh(T,t)B(T,t)BXhXh(t,T)var[X(t,T)var[Xhh] ] 

+B*+B* XfXf (7\ t) BXf (*, T) var [Xf]  (5.42) 

and d 
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var(rp(t,T)+q(t,T))var(rp(t,T)+q(t,T)) = B2
Xf(t,T)var(Xf) + B2

Xh(t,T)var(Xh) 

++ [Byh (t, T) - BV! (t,T)]2 var (Y). (5.43) 

Thee tractable expression obtained in equation (5.42) shows that our framework is 

capablee of explaining the forward premium puzzle [ Nielsen and Saa-Raquejo (1993), Saa-

Raquejoo (1994), Ahn (1995), Bakshi and Chen (1997), and Backus et al. (2001)] even for 

longerr horizons based on the equilibrium quantities, since the covariance of the expected 

ratee of depreciation with the forward premium can take both positive and negative values. 

AA negative covariance is obtained for instance for B* (T, t) > 0 and BVh (t, T) < By} (t, T) 

orr for B* (T,<) < 0 and BVh (t,T) > Byf (t,T). Note that B*y {T,t) > 0 when ayh > ayf 

andd BVh (t,T) < BV/ (t,T) when fyhayh < ifayr Therefor, for aVh > ayr the puzzle is 

explainedd when ^ < - ^ < 1. Under these conditions the covariability of the risk premia 

withh the expected depreciation is larger than the variability of the expected depreciation. 

Inn economic terms the puzzle is explained when for instance international shocks 

increasee the expected real rate of return on productive investment relatively more in 

thee domestic economy, while a much stronger monetary response abroad results in rel-

ativelyy higher return on the foreign nominal bond. Recall that the real rate of return 

off  production affects the spot exchange rate and the log-expected exchange rate at time 

T.T. A relatively large rate of return on domestic productive investment depreciates the 

exchangee rate and log-expected spot exchange rate at time T. A smaller monetary 

responsee in the home country (i.e. for instance a relative stronger countercyclical), im-

pliess a relative smaller decrease in the domestic bond price relative to the foreign bond 

[B[BVhVh (t,T) < BVf (t,T)]. The depreciation [increase in q {t,T)] and the stronger counter-

cyclicall  monetary in the home country (i.e. a relative smaller increase in the return on 

thee domestic nominal bond, Rh) decreases the expected excess return on the currency, 

rp(t,T).rp(t,T). This explains the negative co-variability between the expected exchange rate 

depreciationn and the expected excess return on the currency. Thus the puzzle is explained 

whenn the two markets, equity market and bond market, do not move together. That is 
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aav,hv,h > <*yj  while Rh < Rf (this is for short maturities, for the entire term structure this 

iss BVh (t,T) < BVf {t,T)). The reverse holds for B*y (T,t) < 0 and BVK (t,T) > BVf (t,T). 
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Chapterr 6 

Thee Empirical Analysis 

Ourr empirical analysis focuses on two objectives. First, we validate the structure of our 

generall  equilibrium model. The equilibrium conditions derived in previous chapter yield 

aa number of testable propositions. In this respect we investigate whether the stochastic 

processess derived from our theoretical model provide an adequate description of the time 

seriess properties, i.e. the first and second moments, of the nominal interest rates and 

exchangee rate. In addition, we test the cross-sectional restriction that our theoretical 

modell  imposes on the term structure of nominal interest rate. Second, our empirical 

analysiss shows that our model provides an adequate description of the properties of the 

termm structure of forward premia and accounts for the Fama condition. 

Too derive testable hypotheses we need to determine the exact conditional probability 

densityy function of the processes underlying these variables. For most of the variables 

inn question the conditional densities are characterized by non-central chi-squared dis-

tributions.. The disadvantage of these distribution functions is, as shown by Schroder 

(1989),, that approximating algorithms have to be applied and that the conditional den-

sitiess depend on the unobservable state variables in the model. We solve the problem 

off  the unobservable state variables in two ways. One approach is to invert the three 

statee variables, as in Longstaff and Schwartz (1992), from the set of equations (5.4), 

(5.6),, and (5.7), which form a simple system of three linear equations in the three state 



variables.. Solving this set of linear equations we obtain explicit expression for the three 

unobservablee state variables [see Equations (0.84), (0.82), and (0.83) in Appendix B.3], 

Y(t)Y(t) = ~Cl(Rh(t) - Rf(t) - ( ^  - iC,)) + c2Vdflh (t) - c,VdRf (t), (6.1) 

XXhh(t)(t) = Ci(Rh(t) - Rf(t) - ( ^  - fi* mf)) + cbVdRh (t) + cJ/dRf (t), (6.2) 

XXff(t)(t) = c7(Rh(t) - Rf(t) - (fCh - /£ , )) - csVdRh (t) + *>VdR} (t), (6.3) 

where e 

C22 = 7 h 7 / < / * ' 

c33 = 7/7h3 < / * * 

C44 = 7>a<A;V ; * -

C55 = 7 > ( A J V ; - 7 ^ / ( A ; - A ; ) ) / * -

c»» = 7>AJV;/*« 

c88 = 7;Ajao;/* * 

e**  = ^ A ; 9 * ; + 7ü7j< W - A0) /** 
* **  = ili)  ( - 7 ; < A ; V ; + 7 ; < ( A ; V ; + 7 ; < (A; - A; ) ) ) 

Thiss inversion of the state variables holds provided #*  ^ 0, and therefore we can 

makee a change of variable from Y(t) and Xi(t) to the nominal interest rate differential, 

Rh(t)Rh(t) — R/(t), and the nominal interest rates volatilities, VdRh (t) and VdRf (t). This set of 

reducedd form equations for the state variables introduces a complex non-linearity in the 

modell  parameters. We use this solution methodology for the validation of the structure 

off  our model in Section 6.3. Note that the state variables in the reduced form equations 

dependd on the unobserved volatilities of changes in the nominal interest rates. In this 

context,, we use in Section 6.2 the GARCH framework, introduced by Engle (1982) and 

Bollerslevv (1986), to estimate these unobserved volatilities. To account empirically for 
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thee Fama conditions (Section 6.4), the model parameters have to be determined. In this 

casee we use a second approach to solve for the unobservable state variables. We use the 

unconditionall  moments of these state variables. Since these state variables are stationary, 

thiss approach reduces the degree of non-linearity in the model parameters. 

6.11 The data 

Thee dynamic and cross-sectional restrictions of our cross-country term structure model 

aree tested with monthly data for the United States and United Kingdom. We use a 

numberr of maturity yields drawn from the London Euro-currency market. In particular, 

ourr sample consists of one-month, 6-month, and one-year London Euro-currency interest 

ratess for these countries over the sample period 1981 - 2001. The short-term riskless 

ratee of interest for each of these countries are proxied by their respective one month 

interestt rate. The currency used in this empirical study is the British pound, which 

iss quoted as the dollar price of the foreign currency. We estimate the volatility of the 

nominall  riskless interest rate by using the data for the one month Euro-currency rate. 

Thee observations of Euro-dollar, Euro-pound rates, and the exchange rate were obtained 

fromm the Datastream. The exchange rate was quoted by Bankers Trust and interest rates 

aree middle quotes for Euro-currency deposits at the close of the London market. 

6.1.11 Tim e series properties of the data 

Tablee 1 presents the descriptive statistics for the variables used in this empirical analysis 

ass well as the well-known regression results underlying the currency prices. The uncon-

ditionall  average level of the one-month, six-month, and one year US-yields are 7.21%, 

7.44%,, and 7.64%, respectively, expressed in annualized form. The same statistics for the 

UK-yieldss are on average 9.21%, 9.24%, and 9.31%, respectively, on annual basis. The 

unconditionall  mean of the rate of depreciation of the currency in question is consistent 

withh the well-known empirical result [see, e.g., surveys by Hodrick (1987), Canova and 
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Marrinann (1995), and Engel (1996)], that is the rate of depreciation have means that are 

indistinguishablee from zero. A more striking feature is the very high variability of this 

series,, which exhibit standard deviation of the order of 15 times its mean. The series 

displayss littl e persistence, i.e. auto-correlation. 

Inn contrast, interest rates and interest rate differentials are less volatile - both in 

absolutee terms and relative to their means - but are highly autocorrelated. The standard 

deviationss of the US- and UK-yields are on average 3.3% and 3.1%, respectively. The 

nominall  short-term interest rates of the countries are highly correlated, and the nominal 

yieldss of the longer maturities are more strongly correlated. 

AA number of empirical studies in the economic and finance literature have found that 

high-frequencyy changes in the exchange rates are described by distributions with fatter 

tailss than the normal distribution [see for example Westerfield (1977)]. Saa-Raquejo 

(1994)) put forth two alternative explanations that account for the observed leptokurtosis: 

(1)) that the changes in the logaritms of exchange rates are independently identically 

distributedd drawn from a non-normal fat tailed distribution, or (2) that the changes are 

generatedd by distributions whose parameters vary over time. 

AA glance at the graph of the change in the spot exchange rate clearly shows tranquil 

periodss and periods of volatile behavior (see figure 3). In order to investigate this, 

autocorrelationss are computed for the squared-valued series. Under the null hypothesis 

off  conditional homoskedasticity these autocorrelations should equal zero. This is strongly 

rejectedd by the data, suggesting the presence of time-varying conditional variances. We 

alsoo find evidence on the presence of leptokurtosis and heteroskedasticity in the series. 

AA formal statistical test for this particular pattern of time variation in volatility is the 

Lagrangee Multiplier (LM) test on ARCH(p). The test results indicate the presence of 

ARCHH effects in the dynamics of the spot exchange rate (see Table 1). This is also 

confirmedd by the presence of serial correlation of the first order in the squared residuals. 

Furthermore,, we clearly find proof of a heavy tailed distribution (leptokurtosis). 

Thee fourth moment of the UK-pound equals 4.9, which is larger than the value of 3, 
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thee kurtosis of a normal distribution. This means that the tail of the distribution of this 

exchangee rate is fatter than the tail of a normal distribution, which basically implies that 

largee observations occur more often than normally expected. In addition it should be 

notedd that the series exhibit a small negative skewness, which implies that the left tail of 

thee distribution is slightly fatter than the right tail or, stated differently, large deprecia-

tionn tends to occur slightly more often than large appreciations. Heteroskedasticity and 

leptokurtosiss are stronger for the forward premium than they are for the depreciation 

ratee of the currency. This result is consistent with what is reported by Bekaert (1995) 

andd gives evidence of time varying risk premia. The US-interest rates also displays evi-

dencee of the presence of leptokurtosis. This can be ascribed to the increased idiosyncratic 

variationn in the US-yields since the early 1980s. 

Beforee testing our model it is necessary to establish whether the variables in our 

modell  are integrated or co-integrated in the sense of Granger (1981) and Engle and 

Grangerr (1987). The importance of non-stationarity is that it may affect the estimation 

procedure,, like the correct specification of the testable hypothesis and statistical tests to 

use.. Estimating models with integrated variables may lead to non-stationary errors, and 

thuss to invalid asymptotic inferences. The alternative of making the variables stationary 

byy taking differences may lead to lost of information, such as important long term rela-

tions.. We apply the testing framework developed by Phillips (1987), Phillips and Perron 

(1988),, and Perron (1988,) as it allow us to control for autocorrelation of the unknown 

formm and heteroskedasticity. Their framework allow for the control of serial correlation 

inn the series, by adjusting the test statistics to account for the serial correlation in the 

innovationss of the processes under study. This is the main advantage of their framework 

comparedd with the augmented Dickey and Fuller (1979) tests, which corrects for serial 

correlationn by adding differenced terms as explanatory variables in the regression. 

Tablee 1 presents the results of the Phillips and Perron unit roots tests for the short-

termm riskless interest rates, the six-month and one-year yields for the different countries 

inn the sample, the rate of depreciation of the spot exchange of the UK-pound against 
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thee US-dollar, and the forward premium. All series except the forward premium and 

thee rate of depreciation of the spot exchange rate appear to be integrated and therefore 

non-stationary.. The interest rate series are integrated of order one, 1(1). Therefore, all 

cross-countryy pairs on interest rates with the same maturity are cointegrated. Hence, as 

arguedd by Raquejo (1994), when the interest rates for both countries (e.g. the interest rate 

differential)) are included as explanatory variables in an equation, where the dependent 

variablee is stationary, their influence will enter through their co-integrating relation, 

whichh is stationary by definition. Since the spot and forward exchange rates are integrated 

off  order one, that is non-stationary with a unit root, both the rate of depreciation of the 

spott exchange rate and the forward foreign exchange premium are stationary [as in Baillie 

andd Bollerslev (1989)]. Therefore we can state that spot and forward exchange rates are 

co-integratedd of order one. Based on these results we know that the standard asymptotic 

inferencee procedures for our model are valid. 

Finally,, and most importantly for our purposes, the regression results for the currency 

pricee is in accordance with existent empirical studies of exchange rate [see Engel (1996)]. 

Tablee 1 shows that the data are supportive of the covered interest rate parity (CIP) con-

dition,, since this would otherwise imply the existence of riskless arbitrage opportunities. 

Similarr results were obtained by Fratianni and Wakeman (1982). In addition we note 

that,, in conformity with general empirical findings, the uncovered interest rate parity 

(UIP)) is not supported by the data, that is the estimates of the Fama slope coefficient is 

nott only unequal to one but also negative. Panel II of Table 1 shows the regression re-

sultss for the UIP. The estimated value of the slope coefficient from the forward premium 

regressionn is significantly different from one, namely -2.726 for the UK-pound. 

6.22 The interest rate volatilitie s 

Too obtain estimates of the unobservable volatility of the spot interest rates several 

methodologiess have been used in literature, such as the 'historical volatility' or the 'im-
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pliedd volatility'. The first approach uses historical data of interest rates to calculate the 

volatilityy of the interest rate. The disadvantage of this approach is that it does not pro-

videe current information on the interest rate volatility. The implied volatility approach 

meanss that the actual bond prices are set equal to their theoretical values. The implied 

volatilityy is obtained by solving the resulting system of non-linear equations. As argued 

byy Longstaff and Schwartz (1992) this approach depends on the functional form of the 

bondd prices implied by our model and it is not suitable for our objective, i.e. validating 

thee properties of our model. Therefore, to avoid possible biasing of the results in favor 

off  our model we use an approach that is independent of our model to obtain estimates 

off  the interest rate volatility. 

Inn line with Longstaff and Schwartz (1992), Ball and Torous (1999), Chan et al. 

(1992),, and Koedijk et al. (1997) we use a GARCH framework introduced by Engle 

(1982)) and Bollerslev (1986) to estimate the volatility of the nominal interest rates, 

VdRVdRhh (t) and VdR. {t). It is well-known that these models are capable of capturing many 

off  the properties of financial time series, such as volatility clustering and excess kurtosis. 

Considerr an observed time series yti which can be written as the sum of a predictable 

partt and a stochastic part, 

Wtt = E [yt | ««_!]+£», (6.4) 

withh Qt-i denoting the relevant information set available at time t — 1. In this section 

wee will be considering the case where the conditional variance of et is time-varying, that 

iss E [e* j Qt-i] = Vt. This condition of heteroskedasticity can be formulated as 

etet = *y/Vu (6.5) 

wheree zt ~ l.l.D (0,1) and Vt is a non-negative function of f2t-i- Next, we consider 

twoo functional forms for this conditional variance, Vt, namely a linear and a non-linear 

specification. . 

Englee (1982) formulated a basic linear auto-regressive conditional heteroskedastic 
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(ARCH)) function of Vt to describe the conditional variance of the shocks that occurs at 

timee t 

VVtt =0l+&£*_!,  (6.6) 

where,, given the non-negativity condition imposed on Vu the parameters has to satisfy 

thee following requirements: 0X > 0 and 02 > 0. If 02 = 0, then the conditional variance 

iss constant and the time series is homoskedastic. It can be noted from this specification, 

forr 02 > 0 ' t n a t a large shock in one period will be followed by another large shock in the 

nextt period. It is this feature that allows this model to capture the observed volatility 

clusteringg in financial data. By taking the fourth moment of et, it can be shown that this 

modell  is abla to capture that excess kurtosis present in financial series. Note, however, 

thatt this specification due to the quadratic specification, is independent of the sign of 

thee shock. 

Bollerslevv (1986) proposed a further generalization that can capture the dynamic 

patternss in the conditional volatility without having to recur to the cumbersome lag 

structuree of an ARCH(q) model. This so-called Generalized ARCH (GARCH) model of 

orderr (1,1) can be written as 

Vt=0Vt=0ll+0+022eLieLi + W-1 (6.7) 

wherebyy the condition of non-negativity of ht requires the following parameter restric-

tions:: 0X > 0, 02 > 0, and 03 > 0. Furthermore, it can be shown that for 03 to be 

identifiedd it is necessary for 02 > 0-1 

Nelsonn (1991) argues that GARCH models applied on financial time series have in 

generall  three shortcomings. Firstly, these models by assumption exclude the possibility 

off  correlation between large negative shocks and periods of high volatility, which suggests 

11 As showed by Pranses and van Dijk (1999), if the sum of (32 and f33 is close or equal to one, what is 
veryy common in high-frequency financial time series, it implies the presence of unit root in the conditional 
variancee and in this case the model can be referred to as Integrated GARCH [IGARCH]. Furthermore, 
i tt is shown that, although the IGARCH(1,1) model is not covariance stationary, it may still be strictly 
stationary. . 
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thatt positive and negative shocks may have asymmetric impact on the conditional volatil-

ityy in the next period. Stated differently, GARCH models can capture the magnitude of 

shocks,, but they are unable to distinguished between the sign of the shocks. This is due 

too the fact that only the square of the shocks is incorporated in the GARCH model. This 

iss in contrast with the evidence found in empirical research, namely that "bad news", 

meaningg for example a depreciation of the exchange rate or lower excess return, leads to 

aa volatility increase and that "good news" may lead to a decrease in volatility. Secondly, 

hee stated that GARCH models impose parameter restrictions in order to guarantee the 

non-negativityy condition of the conditional variance, that are often violated by estimated 

coefficients.. Additionally these restrictions may lead to an incorrect representation of 

thee dynamics of the conditional variance process. Thirdly, he argued that it is difficult 

too interpret whether shocks to the conditional variance are persistent or not. Based on 

thesee arguments a new class of GARCH model was proposed by Nelson (1991), 

\n(V\n(Vtt)=0)=0 ll+/3+/322(\zt-i\-E(\zt-i\))+0(\zt-i\-E(\zt-i\))+0sszt-i+0zt-i+0AAhi{Vt-i).hi{Vt-i). (6-8) 

Thiss exponential GARCH [EGARCH] model is capable of capturing the asymmetric 

volatilityy shocks present in most financial time series. First of all it should be noted that 

thiss asymmetric effect runs through the /33 parameter. If /?3 = 0 this model is reduced 

too a symmetric model as GARCH, given that positive shocks have the same impact as 

negativee shocks on the conditional variance. Positive shocks have a smaller effect on 

volatilityy than negative shocks if - 1 < /33 < 0 and if /33 <: — 1 positive shocks will reduce 

volatilityy while negative shocks will increase volatility. The fact that f33 can capture this 

typee of effects is called the leverage effect. Another advantage of Nelson's specification 

iss that, since it describes the relation between the logarithm of the conditional variance 

andd past shocks, no restriction need to be imposed on the parameter specifications in 

orderr to guarantee the non-negativity condition of Vt. 

Too estimate the nominal interest rate volatilities we model, as in Longstaff and 

Schwartzz (1993), discrete changes in the riskless spot interest rate by the following econo-
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metricc specification 

Ri,t+iRi,t+i  - Rif = OQ + aiRiit + a7Vi>t  + ei t t + l l (6.9) 

wheree £\,t+i = ^t,t+i\/^,t+i ^ the prediction error of the riskless spot interest rate i 

andd Eij ~ JV (0, V t̂). The error term, z^t+i, is normahzed to have variance equal to one. 

Thiss discrete time specification is only an approach to the continuous time formulation in 

Equationn (5.5) and, therefore, the GARCH parameter estimates need not map directly to 

thee parameters of the continuous-time process. However, there is a functional equivalence, 

ass the discrete-time approach implies that changes in the nominal interest rates is a 

functionn of the interest rate level and its volatility. 

Wee consider two types of GARCH models, representing the linear and non-linear 

specification,, to estimate the conditional variance of the spot interest rates. An extended 

Bollerslevv (1991) symmetric specification of a nonnegative function for Viit  [Equation 

(6.7)],, as applied in Longstaff and Schwartz (1992), 

Vi,Vi,tt =b0 + hRit-i + Wt-i + 63^-1, (6.10) 

wheree 60 > 0, &i > 0, and b2 > 0 and an extended Nelson's (1991) asymmetric represen-

tationn [Equation (6.8)],2 

In(Viit)) = 60 + 6ifii,t- i + hIn(VM_i) + 63 fl^l) + 64^-1- (6.11) 

Bothh specifications extends the standard GARCH-M and EGARCH formulation, respec-

tively,, by incorporating the level of the riskless spot interest rate in the volatility equation. 

Thee results of both specification are presented in Table 2 below. 

Inn line with Longstaff and Schwartz (1992) we used the BHHH, that is the Berndt-

22 This is a slightly adjusted specification compared to equation (6.8), which under the assumption of 
normall  errors wil l yield identical parameter estimates, with exception of the intercept. 
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Hall-Hall-Hausmann (1974), numerical algorithm to find the quasi maximum likelihood 

parameterr estimate for the GARCH specification. To ensure that the estimates of the 

interestt rate volatilities were robust and that the algorithm converged to the global max-

imumm we also used different starting values. Table 2 contains the results of the GARCH 

(1,1)) specification for our data series. The results reported for the GARCH (1,1) model 

showw that all parameter estimates are significant, even after applying a robust standard 

errorr procedure. According to the Lagrange Multiplier (LM) test for the presence of 

ARCHH effects in the dynamics of the interest rates the residuals do not contain any 

ARCHH element. Furthermore, the results reveal the typical findings in empirical applica-

tionss of GARCH specification, namely that the estimate of b2 is fairly small, the estimate 

off  63 is rather large, and that the sum of these two, b2 + b3,is close to unity. This implies 

thatt the conditional volatility is persistent as the shocks to the conditional variance decay 

att a very slow pace. This model can be referred to as an Integrated GARCH (IGARCH) 

model.. Despite the fact that the constant term , b0, is significantly different from zero, 

itt is not positive as required. 

Beforee regressing the EGARCH specification a formal test for asymmetric GARCH is 

performedd on the dynamics of the short term riskless interest rate series, that is the 'joint 

signn and size test' as proposed by Engle and Ng (1993). Following Franses and van Dijk 

(1999)) we construct a dummy variable, 5t~, that takes the value of 1 when % is negative 

andd zero otherwise. The test indicates whether the squared residual et can be predicted 

byy 5t^! , St"L!?«_!, and Sf_x^t-x. where St+j = 1 - S^. These represent the Sign Bias 

(SB),, the Negative Size Bias (NSB), and the Positive Size Bias (PSB), respectively. Thus 

thee test is performed on the following equation 

Sff  = <j> 0 + <f> xS;_! + ^Sf^et -i + <t> zSt&-i + Ct, (6.12) 

underr the assumption of conditional homoskedasticity, that is with H0 : 4>x = <j> 2 = </>3 = 

0.. Table 3 reports the estimation results for the joint sign and size test as applied on 

thee dynamics of the short-term riskless US and UK interest rate. The joint-test results 
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indicatee that the null hypothesis should be rejected for both the US and the UK interest 

ratess with a p-value of 0.00, which confirms the presence of asymmetric GARCH in both 

series.. Noteworthy, is that for both interest rates only the parameter estimate for PSB is 

significantlyy different from zero, which implies that there is a tendency that high volatility 

periodss begin with a positive innovative shock in the interest rate processes. 

Ass in the case of the linear GARCH specification we used the BHHH numerical algo-

rithmm to find the maximum likelihood parameter estimate for the EGARCH specification 

andd different starting values. The parameter estimates for the EGARCH specification 

[Equationn (6.11)] confirm the results of the sign test. The estimate for bA is positive and 

significant,, which reflects the presence of leverage effect in the non-linear specification 

andd that positive shocks have a larger effect on interest rate volatility than negative 

shocks.. As can be seen from table 2, the residuals do not contain any ARCH element as 

indicatedd by the ARCH-LM test statistics. This is also confirmed by the Ljung-Box test 

statisticss of 6.78, which indicates the absence of autocorrelation in the residual term. 

Thee results of both estimates and the joint sign and size test indicates that proba-

blyy the EGARCH estimation procedure provides a better description of the short term 

nominall  interest rate volatility In addition note that the conditions for strict stationar-

ityy and covariance stationarity of the EGARCH volatility process are identical, while the 

GARCHH models allows for strictly stationary processes that are not covariance-stationary 

(622 + 63 is close to unity). This feature of the GARCH specification is not critical. It is, as 

notedd by Andersen and Lund (1997), the additional interaction via the interest rate level 

effectt and the near integration in the mean dynamics, which will induce further destabi-

lizingg elements into the interest rate dynamics. A more formal criterium for comparing 

thee performance of these two models, the Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) and the 

Schwarzz Information Criteria (SIC), indicates that the EGARCH(1,1) specification has a 

slightlyy better in-sample-fit compared with the GARCH(1,1) specification. Therefore, we 

usee the EGARCH to obtain an estimate of the volatility of the short term riskless rate of 

interestt of both countries. Figure 1 and 2 compares the estimated standard deviation of 
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changess in the short-term riskless nominal interest rates with the absolute changes in the 

respectivee interest rates. The estimated standard deviation is measured by the square 

roott of the conditional variance, V t̂. Note that the absolute changes in the short-term 

risklesss rate of interest rates is an ex-post measure of its volatility. The EGARCH in-

terestt rate volatility estimate provides a description of the ex-post volatility pattern of 

bothh series. 

6.33 The econometric specification 

Thee model developed in Chapter 3 imposes two types of restriction on the data generat-

ingg process, namely the dynamic properties and the cross-sectional restrictions. In this 

section,, we describe the econometric approach used in examining both conditions. We 

providee an econometric specification of the stochastic process derived from our model 

forr the equilibrium nominal interest rates and the rate of depreciation. Ultimately the 

cross-sectionall  properties of our model are formulated as a set of testable restrictions. 

6.3.11 The estimation framework: GM M 

Ourr econometric approach is to test the dynamic specification and the cross-sectional 

propertiess of our model as a set of over-identifying restrictions on a system of moment 

equationss using the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) approach of Hansen (1982). 

Severall  studies of the interest rate and exchange rate dynamics have applied the GMM 

approachh [e.g., Gibbons and Ramaswamy (1993), Harvey (1988), Longstaffand Schwartz 

(1992),, Chan et al. (1992), and Saa-Raquejo (1994)]. As Chan et. al. (1992) point out 

Hansen'ss (1982) GMM framework provides a number of important advantages, which 

makee it an intuitive and logical choice for estimating these continuous-time processes. 

Sincee these advantages also holds for our framework, we summarize them as follows. 

First,, the GMM approach does not require that changes in the nominal interest rates 

andd the rate of depreciation of the spot exchange rate are normally distributed. The 
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asymptoticc justification for the GMM procedure requires only that the distribution of 

thee processes in question be stationary and ergodic and that the relevant expectations 

exist.. This is of particular importance in testing of our continuous-time model, since the 

distributionss of the underlying processes are characterized by non-central Chi-squared 

distributions,, which are highly non-linear and require the use of approximating algo-

rithms.. Second, the GMM-estimators and their standard errors are consistent even if 

thee disturbance term, are conditionally heteroskedastic and serially correlated. Since the 

temporall  aggregation problem that arises from estimation of continuous-time processes 

withh discrete-time data are likely to influence the distribution of the disturbance terms, 

thee GMM approach should further alleviate the impact of this approximation error on 

thee parameter estimates. 

Thee GMM-procedure of Hansen (1982) can be summarized as follows. As in Hamilton 

(1994)) consider a (k x 1) vector-valued function h(0,xt), where xt is a (/ x 1) vector 

off  explanatory variables, and 0 a (m x 1) vector of unknown parameters. Suppose that 

thee value of 0, denoted by 0O, can be characterized by the k moments conditions or 

orthogonalityy conditions 

E[h{0o,xE[h{0o,xtt)])]  = O. (6.13) 

Thenn the GMM procedure consists of estimating the value of 0, i.e. 0n, that minimizes 

thee quadratic criterion function, 

00nn = Q (0;yn) = argmins (0;yn)
f Wng (*;>„) , (6.14) 

v v 

wheree g (0;yn) is the sample moments, given by 

9(BM9(BM = -Th(0,xt) nn *-^ 
t=i i 

yynn is an (nl x 1) vector of the observed sample, and Wn is a (k x k) symmetric positive 

definitee weighting matrix. The parameter estimate 0n can be determined as the solution 
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too the system of first order condition for the function Q (0;yn) in equation (6.14). Matrix 

differentiationn implies that minimization of g (0-,yn) with respect to 9 is equivalent to 

solvingg the homogeneous system of orthogonality conditions, 

G(O;yG(O;ynn)'W)'WnnG(0yG(0ynn)) = O1 (6.15) 

wheree G {0-,yn) is the (fc x m) Jacobian matrix of g (0',yn), i.e. the matrix containing the 

partiall  derivatives, with respect to 9. Hansen (1982) shows that the GMM estimator of 0 

withh the smallest asymptotic covariance matrix is obtained when the optimal weighting 

matrixx Wn is given by the inverse of the (asymptotic) covariance matrix of g {0;yn)- That 

iss Wn = S~l with 

SS (60;yn) = lim nE [g (B0-yn) (BQM'] (6.16) 
n—HX>n—HX>  L J 

Iff  the moment conditions are serially uncorrelated, S can be estimated as 

ii  n i 

SJö»,*)) = - £ * ( § „ , * ) &(»„,* ) , (6.17) 

wheree 0n is a consistent estimate of 0$. We choose an estimate of the covariance matrix 

thatt is robust to heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation of unknown form. To compute 

thee weighting matrix we use the Bartlett kernel to weight the autocovariances and the 

Newey-Westt fixed bandwidth.. The minimized value of the quadratic criterion function in 

equationn (6.14) is, as shown by Hansen (1982), asymptotically distributed as a x2(& — m) 

underr the null hypothesis that the restrictions are true. 

6.3.22 The dynamics of the nominal interest rates and the spot 

foreignn exchange rate 

Thee equilibrium conditions of our model imply that the continuous-time nominal interest 

ratee processes and the rate of depreciation of the spot exchange rate in equations (5.5) 

andd (5.19) depend explicitly on the level of the nominal interest rate differential and the 
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volatilitiess of both riskless spot interest rates. Therefore, as in Brennan and Schwartz 

(1982),, Dietrich-Campbell and Schwartz (1986), Sanders and Unal (1988), and Chan, 

Karolyi,, Longstaff, and Sanders (1992) we approximate the continuous-time nominal 

interestt rate and exchange rate processes in equations (5.5) and (5.19) by, respectively, 

thee following discrete-time econometric specification 

Rh,(t+1)Rh,(t+1) - Rh,t = /?n + PnRdifU + P\sVdRh,t + PuVdRf,t + £flh,(t+l) (6- 1 8) 

RRf,(t+1)f,(t+1) - Rf,t = /?21 + 022^diff,t + P23VdRhlt + @UVdRf<t + £Rf,(t+l)  (6-19) 

e(t+i )) -et=  /?31 + P32Rdiff,t + /333VdRh<t + 0z4VdRf,t + £e,(«+i), (6.20) 

wheree Rdiff,t ~ Rhtt ~ Rf,t, et is the log spot foreign exchange rate and 

EE [ïRUt+l)]  = 0, E [4„,(H-1)] = f 11 + £l2*W/,t + Zl3VdRh,t + ZuVdRf,t, 

EE [efl/.ti+i j = 0, E [e|/ i ( t+1) = £2i + UzRdxfft + £23^*.*  + f24vdRf,t, 

EE [ee,(t+l)]  = 0, E [£2
e,(t+l)]  = f31 + ZvRdifU + ^33VdRh,t + tz4VdRf,t-

Thiss econometric specification corresponds with the dynamics of equilibrium nominal 

interestt rates and the depreciation rate. The linear drift components and the variances 

off  the changes in the nominal interest rates and the rate of depreciation are allowed 

too depend on the interest rate differential and the interest rate volatilities in a way 

thatt is consistent with the continuous-time equilibrium model. Note, however, that the 

discretizedd processes in equations (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20) are only approximations of 

thee continuous-time specification. As noted by Chan et al. (1992) this discretization 

errorr is of second-order importance if changes in the level of the nominal interest rates 

andd the spot exchange rate are measured over short periods of time. To validate the 

dynamicc properties of our model we test the first and second moment of the interest 

ratee and exchange rate processes. The parameter vectors (3i = [0tj]  and & = [£i ; ] , for 
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ii  = [1,2,3] and j = [1, ..,4], describe the linear drift components and the variances of 

thesee processes. The i = [1,2,3] denote, respectively, the domestic nominal interest rate, 

thee foreign nominal interest rate, and the exchange rate. 

Definee yt to be a (3 x 1) vector consisting of yi<t for i = Rh,t, Rf,t, and et. Let et denote 

aa vector of residuals, with its elements representing the deviation of the observed value 

off  Aj/t from the theoretical value implied by equations (5.5) and (5.19). The elements of 

eett are denned as 

£t,(t+l)) = 2/i,(t+l) - Vi,t - {Pn + PiïRdifM + &izVdRh,t + /3i4^ft/,t)

Wee define 0y- to be the parameter vector with elements Pi and ^ and let the vector 

ht(0ht(0YiYi)) be 
££i,(t+l) i,(t+l) 

£i,(t+l)Rdiff,t £i,(t+l)Rdiff,t 

£i,(t+i)VdR£i,(t+i)VdRhh,t ,t 

£i,{t+\)VdR£i,{t+\)VdR}} ,t ,t 
£i,(<+l)) _ €iXt 

\\££l(t+l)l(t+l)  - €iXt) RdifU 

(<(t+i)) - &*i ) VdRhtt 

where e 

xtxt = {i,Rdiff,t,vdRhit, vdRfyt). 

hhtt{0{0YiYi)) = 

Lett ft{0y) be a (8m x 1) vector formed by stacking the ht{9Yi) vectors for the m 

differentt variables, these are the domestic nominal interest rate, the foreign nominal 

interestt rate, and the rate of depreciation of the spot exchange rate. The theoretical 

modell  developed in this study implies that E[ft{0Yi)] = 0. This equation represents a 

sett of 24 population orthogonality conditions from which an estimator of the parameter 
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vectorr 9Yi can be obtained through the GMM procedure. In order to construct a test 

off  over-identifying restrictions implied by our model, we include the lagged explanatory 

variabless in the vector of instruments. The test of over-identifying restrictions can be 

interpretedd as testing whether the three reduced-form state variables, R<nff,t, V<mh,t, and 

VdRVdRff,t,,t, not only have explanatory power for the nominal interest rates and the exchange 

ratee dynamics, but that they have it in the way predicted by our model. 

Ass described above the GMM procedure consists of replacing E[ft(6Y)} = 0 by its 

samplee counterpart, gn (By), using the n observations, 

9n{B)9n{B) = -Yft(0Y,xt). nn *—* 

Thee minimized value of the quadratic form in equation (6.14) is distributed as a x2 variate 

underr the null hypothesis that the model is true with degrees of freedom equal to the 

numberr of orthogonality conditions net of the number of parameters to be estimated, that 

iss with 18 degrees of freedom. This measure proved a goodness-of-fit test for the model. 

AA high value for the test statistic means that the dynamic properties of the two-country 

termm structure model are rejected (i.e. misspecified). 

6.3.33 The specification of the term structur e model of nominal 

interestt  rates 

Too perform the cross-sectional test on our term structure model of nominal interest rates 

wee rewrite the expression for the equilibrium nominal yield in equation (5.16). Let K%T 

bee the yield on a r-maturity bond denominated in the i-th currency, than by using the 

expressionn for the state variables in equations (6.1), (6.2), and (6.3), we can rewrite the 

nominall  term structure model for country i, 
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KKiTiT = p + nm. - <T^ - - log Ai(r) 

+-B+-BXiXi(r)X(r)Xii(t)(t) + -Byi{r)Y{t), (6.21) 
TT T 

ass a linear function of the nominal interest rates differential and the volatilities of both 

interestt rates, 

KHTKHT = a>h,TRdifj,t + bh,TVdRh(t) + Ch^VdRfit) + dh,T (6.22) 

and d 

KfKfTT = djjRdifft + bf<rVdRh(t) + CfiTVdRf{t) + dfiT, (6.23) 

wheree aiiT,...,d T̂ for i = h>f, are maturity specific constants. Note that for r — 0, 

KiKiTT —* Ri,t< The cross-country term structure of nominal interest rates developed in this 

studyy implies that we can model discrete changes in the observed yield values, KiT, as 

linearr functions of the changes in the nominal interest rate differential and the volatilities 

off  both spot interest rates. Therefore we can, as in Longstaff and Schwartz (1992), express 

changess in observed values of yields as linear function of the changes in the redefined state 

variables, , 

AKAKiTiT = a^&Rdiffj + & iiTAVdRhit) + <vAVdRf(t) for i = h,f, (6.24) 

wheree Ad^T is zero, since it is a maturity specific constant. 

Lett £Ki,r denote the deviation of the observed value of AKiT from the theoretical 

valuee implied by equation (6.24), 

£K£KUUTT = AKiT - dijARdiffj - bi<TAVdRh{t) - Ci<TAVdRfit)-

Wee define $KiT to be the parameter vector with elements, aiT , biT, and Ct,r. Define the 
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vectorr ht(ÖKtT) as 

££KK tt,T ,T 

 l a  £KitT&Rdiff,t 

fH\PKfH\PK irir )) = 

£Ki,T&VdR£Ki,T&VdRhh,t ,t 

^Ki,T^VdR^Ki,T^VdR flfl t t 

andd MOK) as a (4m x 1) vector formed by stacking the ht(9Kir) vectors for the 2m dif-

ferentt maturities, that is m maturities for each country. The theoretical model developed 

inn this study implies that E [f t{0f()] = 0. This equation represents a set of 24 population 

orthogonalityy conditions from which an estimator of the parameter vector 9x can be 

obtainedd through the GMM procedure. As described above the GMM procedure consists 

off  replacing E [ft[9 K)] = 0 by its sample counterpart, gn (OK), using the n observations, 

11 " 

Thee minimized value of the quadratic form in equation (6.14) is distributed as a \l variate 

underr the null hypothesis that the model is true. For the term structure data we use the 

onee month, 6 month, and 1 year continuously compounded interest rates (expressed on 

annuall  basis) for both the US and UK. The estimated volatility series is obtained from 

thee GARCH-framework [see Section 4.2]. 

6.3.44 The term structur e of foreign exchange returns: An em-

pirica ll  framework 

Inn this sub-section we specify a framework that allows us to examine the conditions 

underr which our equilibrium model of the term structure of foreign exchange returns is 

consistentt with the data. That is, it allows us to determine the parameters values that 

accountt for the currency puzzle and simultaneously characterize the dynamic properties 

off  the main equilibrium results of our model, i.e. the nominal interest rates and the rate 

off  depreciation. Due to the complexity of the model (i.e. highly non-linear and many 
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modell  parameters) and the distributional properties of the underlying state variables it 

iss quite difficult to estimate all the parameters of the model. As a result we proceed as 

followss in order to determine the model parameters that account for the currency puzzle. 

Lett 9 = /ifl. , 7*, A*, K*. , K*. , BXi, 9y> aXi, ay, aVy, aXh, aXf ,ay , for i = f, h, represent 

aa set that contains all the parameters of the model. To reduce the parameter space 

wee assume that anx. = aXi and f a  ̂ h — cr  ̂ ) = av . The components of the terms 
aavv = aVH ~ avi ~ \avv,h ~ <V/J <V, and //^. = p + /xm, - a  ̂ cannot be identified 

separatelyy in this framework, therefore we determine this term as an aggregate. Note 

thatt this does not alter the results of our model, since it is the sign and the magnitude of 

thesee parameters that are relevant in accounting for the currency puzzle. As mentioned 

inn Chapter II , most equilibrium models of the forward premium face a trade-off when 

explainingg the currency puzzle. That is, they either allow for implausible parameter 

values,, which ultimately implies, for example, a positive probability of negative nominal 

interestt rates, or that their model cannot generate a large volatility of the forward premia 

too account for the puzzle. Our methodology is therefore aimed at calibrating the model 

parameterss such that they account simultaneously for the currency puzzle and the time 

seriess properties of the underlying variables, that is the unconditional mean, variances, 

andd co-variances. Therefore, we determine the parameter values of 6 by using the es-

timatedd slope coefficient from the regression of the term structure of foreign exchange 

returnss on the yield differentials; the unconditional mean of the nominal interest rates, 

thee instantaneous rate of depreciation and of the volatilities of the changes in the nominal 

interestt rates and the spot currency price; the unconditional co-variances between these 

variables;; and the unconditional variances of the nominal interest rates. 

Too examine the implications for the forward premia note that we can write the r-
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periodd foreign exchange returns as3 

e T -- et= 01T -f ^2T Uer - et) + £eT, (6.25) ) 

wheree r = T — t and the parameters j3lT and /32r
 a re maturity specific constants. From a 

theoreticall  perspective one expects /31T = 0 and /52T
 = 1> which implies that feT = Et(ex). 

Fromm Equation (5.29) we know that the equilibrium term structure of forward premia in 

log-specificationn is defined as 

ffeTeT-e-ett = log PfT{Rf)~ log Phr(Rh) 

==  KkT — KfTr (6.26) ) 

Byy substituting equation (6.26) in the equation for the r-period foreign exchange rate 

returnss we obtain 

eeTT-e-ett==  0lT + P?r (KhT - Kfr) + eeT- (6.27) 

Definee a vector of parameters, 8eT, with elements /?1T and /32T. Let the vector ht(9) 

be e 

£eT£eT (Kkr — Kfr) 

wheree the deviations of the exchange rate at time T from the forward foreign exchange 

ratee determined at time t for delivery at time T can be written as 

ht{Bht{BeTeT)) = 

£eT£eT — er — et — fllT — 02T (Khr — K/T)

Byy stacking the ht(0eT) vectors for the 2m different maturities we obtain the (2m x 1) 

3Alternatively,, as in Fama (1984) the following regression can be performed: 

ftft (t, T) - ehf (T) =I33 + I34 {ft (t, T) - ekf (*)) + residual, 
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vectorr /t(öer), where E [ftifier)]  = 0. As described above the GMM procedure consists 

off  replacing E [ft{0eT)\ = 0 by its sample counterpart, gn {6eT), using the n observations, 

11 n 

9n(0e9n(0eTT)) = -J2ft(ÖeT,Xt) 

Fromm our theoretical model we know that the Fama regression slope parameter, (32T> 

iss denned as 
cov[gT,, rpT + qT] 

varr [rpT + qT] 
fafa = „LrJ- - i J < 0 (6-28) 

wheree qT and rpT are defined as in equations (5.34) and (5.35). Since for short maturities, 

thatt is for r — 0, we have that KiT —  Ri,t, and therefore we obtain for the spot exchange 

rate e 

covcov [qT,Rh-Rf]  = ^[Xl-X}]vBi[Y]+-rla XhvBr[Xh] 

+7}}  ( * , , - < , ) var [X/] (6.29) 

and d 

var(Rvar(Rhh-R-Rff)) = rf™{X}) +  1fvax(Xh) 

++ [Aj;-A}] 2var(y). (6.30) 

Forr the longer maturities we obtain the following expression 

cov[q(t,T),rp(t,T)cov[q(t,T),rp(t,T) + q(t,T)} = B*y(T,t) [BVh(t,T) - By, (t,T)]vai[Y] 

+B:+B: hh(T,t)B(T,t)BXkXk(t,T)vax[X(t,T)vax[Xhh] ] 

+B:+B: ff(T,t)B(T,t)BXfXf(t,T)vBi[X(t,T)vBi[Xff]]  (6.31) 

and d 
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vai(rp{t,T)+q(tvai(rp{t,T)+q(tttT))T)) = B\} (t,T) var (Xf) + B2
Xh (t,T) var (Xh) 

++ [Byh («,T) - BV] (t,T)]2 var (K). (6.32) 

Thee Bj and 5*  terms are defined as in Chapter 5. From the unconditional second moment 

off  the gamma distribution we obtain vai(Xh) = QXhvXli/2KXh, vai(Xf) = QXS<J\ J2KXS, 

andd var(y) = Byc
2
yj2Ky. Given the complexity of the slope coefficients (/32T)

 a n (i the 

greatt number of unknowns in the parameter space 6, we use the moments of the under-

lyingg equilibrium variables to identify some of these unknowns. This also ensures that 

thee calibrated model parameters not only accounts for the currency puzzle but is also 

consistentt with the time-series properties of the underlying variables. 

Too determine the moments of the equilibrium nominal interest rates, the rate of 

depreciationn of the currency, and the volatility of the changes in the nominal interest rates 

andd the currency price, we use a discrete-time econometric specification of the continuous-

timee specification [see equations (5.4), (5.6), (5.7), (5.20), and (5.19)] in Chapter 3. The 

discrete-timee specification for the nominal interest rates, the volatility of the changes in 

thee interest rates and exchange rate, and the changes in the spot currency price can be 

written,, respectively, as follows: 

Rh,tRh,t = VRs + 'ThXhj+Kyt, (6.33) 

RuRu = fiRt + 'y*fXfit + \* fYt, (6.34) 

VVARhARh(X(Xtt,Y,Ytt)) = Afr;y t + 7 j f < * w , (6.35) 

VVARfARf(X(Xtt,Y,Ytt)) = \folYt +  7f<rt fXft, (6.36) 

VVAeAe(X(Xtt,Y,Ytt)) = <TlhXh{t)+ol fXf(t)+a2
nY{t), (6.37) 

eet+1t+1 - et = aXhXhtt - (aXf - a2
Xf̂  Xf>t + ̂ 2Yt + ee,t+i,  (6.38) 

where e 

£e,t+ll  = CrXhX^.€eut+i — aXfXft€e2lt+l  + ^j j v^t5ee3, t+l 
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ee„ t+11 ~ (O,1) i = 1,2,3 

COVV (Cej.t+l, Ce^.t+l) 0 for Z ^ j . 

Promm the system of equations [(6.33) - (6.38)] we use the following moments: the un-

conditionall  mean of all variables; the unconditional variances of both nominal interest 

rates;; and the unconditional co-variances between the first five variables. We exclude 

COV(VA ^^ , VAe) from the system, as it leads to a singular matrix of moment equations. 

Thesee moments are estimated as a set of orthogonality conditions in a GMM framework 

ass described above. We use the one-month Eurodollar interest rates, the one-month 

Euro-poundd interest rate, the spot dollar price of the UK-pound, the volatility series of 

thee interest rates generated in Section 6.2. 

Too obtain estimates of the unobservable volatility of the currency price dynamics, we 

usee the same GARCH-framework as applied in the case of the interest rates volatilities 

inn section 6.2. To estimate the volatility of currency price changes we model, as in 

Longstaffandd Schwartz (1993), discrete changes in the spot exchange rate by the following 

econometricc specification 

ct+ii  - et = oo 4- axet + a2Vht + eiit+u (6-39) 

wheree £t,t+i = ^e.t+i \/K,t+i is the prediction error of the rate of depreciation and 

£i,t£i,t ~ N (0,Viti). As before the error term, zej+i,  is normalized to have a variance of 

one.. Based on the 'joint sign and size test', which confirms the presence of asymmet-

ricc GARCH4, we use the EG ARCH specification to estimate the volatility of changes in 

thee spot currency price. The extended Nelson's (1991) asymmetric representation of the 

4z?? = 0.0 - 0.0 xSr,- 0.003 xSr_,£t-i+  O.OO2 x S + , ? t -i and the Wald test for the joint 
(4.71)) (-0.01) '  l (-10.6) '  l (8.02) ' ' 

hypothesiss of zero on the size and sign parameters reports a P-value= 0.000. (The t-statistics are in 
brackets.) ) 
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conditionall  variance of the rate of depreciation is as follows, 

In(K, t)) = bo + 6ict_i + 62In (K,t-i) + b3 (\zt-i\) + Mt- i - (6.40) 

Thee parameter estimates for the EG ARCH specification (6.40) confirms the empirical 

resultss for this type of specification [see Table 6]. The estimate for 64 is negative, which 

reflectss the presence of leverage effect in the non-linear specification. In addition it can 

bee noted from the results that — 1 < 64 < 0, which imply, as noted before, that positive 

shockss (appreciations) have a smaller effect on the exchange rate volatility than negative 

shockss (depreciations). 

Givenn these estimates of the moments and the regression slope coefficients we can 

solvee for the model parameters represented in 8 as follows. By using the unconditional 

momentss of the state variables, E(Xj) = 9Xi, E(Y) = 0y, Var(Xi) = 0Xia
2
xJ2nXi, and 

Var(Y)) = 6ya*/2Ky we obtain the following system of moment 

V(RV(Rh<th<t) ) 

E(fl/,«) ) 

EE (AW,) 

E(VA* / l f ) ) 

E[VAe,t] ] 

EE (ct+i - et) 

VarfT^) ) 

Varr (*ƒ,*) 

Cov{RCov{Rhtthtt,R,Ruu) ) 

Cov(RCov(Rhh,,tt,V,VARfARf,,tt) ) 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

= = 

vnvnhh + i1fiXh + yhey 

^R^Rff+i}o+i}o XIXI + x)ey 

^koiOy+^koiOy+ ^alk9Xh 

^*f^*f  Gy®v + 7/ a\fix} 

aaxxhh
ddxxhh + VXfQxf + V^Q 

aaxxhh0x0xhh - £i\9xf + €e2&y 

^^eexKxKa2a2xxhh j y*dV°l 
ZKZKXfiXfi  ^^y 

£ft>xf£ft>xf y 

x-x-x-x-66""" """ 
ZKy ZKy 

uations: : 

(6.41a) ) 

(6.41b) ) 

(6.41c) ) 

(6.41d) ) 

(6.41e) ) 

(6.41f) ) 

(6.41g) ) 

(6.41h) ) 

(6.41i) ) 

(6.41J) ) 
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Cov{RCov{Ruu,V,VARh<tARh<t) ) 

Cov(Rh,t,V*Cov(Rh,t,V*e<te<t) ) 

Cov{RCov{Rfttftt,V,VAeitAeit) ) 

COVCOV (VARh,t,V êit) 

Covv (Rh,t,V&Rltit) 

Cov(Rf,tCov(Rf,tttV&RV&Rflflt) t) 

Solvingg this system of equations together with equations (6.28) - (6.32) give us the 

calibratedd values for the 19 unknowns in the parameter space 6. This solution is con-

sistentt with both the currency puzzle and the time-series properties of the data. In the 

nextt section we examine the calibrated parameter values. 

6.44 The empirical results 

6.4.11 The dynamics of the nominal interest rates, the rate of 

depreciationn and the term structur e 

Inn this section we examine whether the structure of our general equilibrium model is 

supportedd by the data. To achieve this validation we investigate whether the model 

forr the dynamics of the nominal interest rates and the rate of depreciation of the spot 

exchangee rate obtained in equations (5.5) and (5.19) provides a good description of the 

propertiess of the monthly observations on these variables. In addition, we review whether 

thee cross-sectional restriction implied by the affine term structure model is supported by 

thee data. 

A ' A , l < J*2* u u 

== (Kfyl) 
2 V | | 

==  lh° 
,*_22 U*H°xk 

XhXh IK ++ K< V2 2 
'»» 2KV 

22 V J 22 "xf"xf . . o VVU\ 

x*x* 22„„ 22 2 ffVffy , . , »2 . 4 77*H*H aa*H *H 

****  2K 2K 2K >x>xh h 

==  *h 
,y,y '''"'I/ I 

yy22Kl Kl 

, 3 22
 y « / g «/ , \**„i dyGv 

7 ''  ff-/-2^- +x
y 

(6.41k) ) 

(6.411) ) 

(6.41m) ) 

(6.41n) ) 

(6.41o) ) 

(6.41p) ) 

(6.41q) ) 
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Tablee 4 reports the parameter estimates and the GMM minimized criterion values 

forr the discrete-time model in Equations (6.18), (6.19) and (6.20). The estimates of our 

modell  support several features of the short-term riskless interest rate dynamics and the 

ratee of depreciation of the rate of exchange. First, our model describes the dynamics of 

thee variables in question to be driven by a factor structure that consists of one common 

andd two country specific state variables. These state variables can be mapped into the 

short-termm interest rate differential between countries and the volatility of the changes of 

thee interest rates. The GMM minimized criterion \2 values, which provides a measure of 

goodness-of-fitt of the model, do not reject the model at conventional significance level, 

i.e.. one percent level. These results show that the three state variables, Rdi/f,t, VdRhtU 

andd VdRfyt, not only have explanatory power for the dynamics of the short-term interest 

ratess and the rate of depreciation of the exchange rate, but that they have it in the way 

impliedd by the model. This estimation result means that both the conditional mean and 

thee conditional volatility of the changes in these variables are state dependent. 

Second,, the mean-reverting property of the short-term interest rates model is also 

supportedd by the data. This is important because, as argued by Chan et al. (1992), 

thiss feature of the short-term interest rate dynamics makes the term structure models 

soo complex. Therefore, it is important to know whether it plays a significant role in 

describingg the short-term rate process. The parameter estimates for al7 a2, and a3 are 

significantlyy different from zero. In contrast, studies of Chan et. al. (1992) found weak 

evidencee of mean reversion in the short-term interest rate. Although the empirical study 

off  Koedijk et al. (1997) focuses on the dynamics of short-term interest rate volatility, it 

cann also be noted in their study that the parameter estimates of the mean reversion for 

severall  models of interest rate dynamics are not significant. 

Furthermore,, the parameters estimates, as reported in Table 4, indicate that the ex-

pectedd rates of change of both US and UK short-term riskless interest rates are positively 

affectedd by the interest rate differential. The volatility of the US short-term interest rate 

hass a decreasing impact on both interest rate dynamics, while the volatility of the UK rate 
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hass opposite affect. The expected rate of depreciation of the UK-pound is significantly 

determinedd by the short-term interest rate differential and the volatility of the US short-

termm interest rate. The results for our model's specification [see equation (6.20)] shows 

thatt the UIP-condition is indeed not supported by the data. The impact of the interest 

ratee differential is still negative, but the parameter estimate is smaller than the estimates 

off  the UIP-relation (see Table 1). The explanation therefore is that the volatility of the 

twoo interest rates is also incorporated in the expected rate of depreciation. Note that the 

equilibriumm relation we have estimated implies that the expected rate of change of the 

short-termm interest rate fluctuates around its long-run mean, the interest rate differential. 

Sincee a relation between co-integrated variables can be represented by an error-correction 

mechanism,, the estimated interest rate can be re-written in an error-correction form. 

Finally,, we also find that the conditional volatility of the interest rate process and the 

ratee of depreciation are highly sensitive to the interest rate differential and the interest 

ratee volatilities. The parameter estimates indicate that an increase in the interest rate 

differentiall  increases the volatility of the interest rate processes. It is obvious that an 

increasee in the volatility of the interest rates has a positive impact on the volatility in 

thee next period. It is not clear why the volatility of the US-interest rate has a negative 

impactt on the volatility of UK-euro-currency interest rate. The volatility of the rate of 

depreciationn of the UK-pound is positively affected by the volatility of the short-term 

UK-interestt rate. As expected both the interest rate differential and the volatility of 

thee US interest rate has a decreasing impact on the volatility of the depreciation of the 

UK-currencyy price. 

Next,, we review the estimation results of the cross-sectional restriction of the terms 

structuree of interest rate model developed in Equation (6.24). Table 5 reports the GMM 

estimatess of the parameter values, their corresponding ^-statistics, and the R2 for each 

equation.. The cross-sectional restrictions of the model are rejected when the GMM 

niinimizedd criterion value is very large. The value for this X24 test statistic is 0.0816, 

whichh is smaller than the critical value at conventional significance levels. Hence, the 
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cross-sectionall  restrictions imposed by the three-factor, two-country term structure model 

cannott be rejected by the data. 

Sincee we have estimated the cross-sectional restrictions of the term structure model 

inn a linearized form we can compare the parameter estimates across maturities. A salient 

featuree of our result is that changes in the interest rate differential have a significant 

impactt on yield changes, and that this affect is decreasing with maturity. For instance, 

thee estimated parameter for changes in the interest rate differential is 0.606 with respect 

too changes in the short end of the US-yield curve. It drops unevenly to 0.322, 0.385, 

andd 0.331 for the three- and six-month and the one-year yields. As expected, changes 

inn the interest rate differential have opposing effects on US- and UK-yield changes. The 

impactt on the dynamics of US-yields is positive for all maturities, while negative for the 

UK-yieldUK-yield changes. 

Anotherr remarkable result is that the US-yield dynamics is sensitive to volatility 

changess of the short-term riskless US-interest rate only at the short end of the yield-curve. 

Volatilit yy changes of the short-term US-interest rate have a smaller and insignificant effect 

onn the longer maturities. In contrast, the volatility changes of the short-term UK-interest 

ratee dynamics have a significant impact on the dynamics of the US-yield curve across all 

maturities,, although the magnitude of the impact also decreases with longer maturities. 

Al ll  these features indicate that short-term maturities are more sensitive to short term 

dynamics,, than the longer-term maturities. 

AA review of the estimation results for the dynamics of the UK-yields shows that 

changess in the interest rate differential have a significant impact on yield changes. Note 

thatt while the magnitude of this effect decreases with maturity, this decrease is not 

ass pronounced as in the case of the US-yields. In contrast to the US-yields, changes 

inn the UK-yields are significantly more sensitive to volatility changes in the short-term 

US-interestt rate dynamics. Except for the six-month yield, which is not significant, the 

magnitudee of impact of these volatility changes remain more or less constant across the 

differentt UK-maturities in the test. The effect of the volatility changes on the UK-yields 
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dynamicss is in conformity with the US-yields. It has a significant effect on the dynamics 

off  the UK-yield curve, except for the one-year yield changes. Again, the magnitude of 

thiss impact is decreasing with maturity. 

Wee conclude that the structure of our general equilibrium model is supported by 

thee data, since both the dynamic properties as the cross-sectional restrictions of the 

equilibriumm quantities are validated by the empirical evidence. 

6.4.22 Accounting for  the currency puzzle 

Tablee 7, Panel I, presents the estimation results for the linear specification of the term 

structuree of foreign exchange returns. We regressed the expected foreign exchange return 

onn the yield differential, observed at time t with maturities similar to that of the forward 

foreignn exchange contract. We use three different maturities in our empirical test, namely 

onee month, six months, and one year. The GMM-minimized criterion value is zero as 

thee system is exactly identified. The system of equations provides us with three Fama 

slopee parameter estimates, namely —2.631, -2.009, and —1.394 for, respectively, the 

onee month, six months, and one year maturities. These point estimates are significantly 

differentt from one, at conventional level of significance. We can observe that all the 

forwardd premium terms enter with a negative coefficient, which confirm the existence the 

forwardd premium puzzle. This result implies that, when the US-dollar interest rates are 

highh relative to the UK-pound rates at any point in the term structure, there is a tendency 

forr the US-dollar to appreciate vis-a-vis the UK-pound. In addition it is noticeable that 

thee magnitude of the estimated slope coefficient in absolute terms is decreasing with 

maturityy of the yields, i.e. the differential at the longer maturities has a smaller effect on 

thee rate of depreciation of the currency. As is expected, the dynamics of the exchange 

ratee are largely determined by developments at the short end of the term structure of 

interestt rates. Clarida and Taylor (1997), in a different context, report similar result in 

thee case of the dollar-mark and the dollar-yen rates, but with the opposite signs. 

Wee determine the parameter values of our model such that they exactly match these 
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pointt estimates of the slope parameters of the term structure of foreign exchange re-

turnn regression and the moments of the underlying equilibrium variables reported in 

Tablee 7, Panel II . The calibration result is presented in Table 7, Panel III . Before ex-

aminingg the economic implication of the computed model parameter values, we con-

siderr the plausibility of these values and the implication for the Fama condition. Fama 

(1984)) formulated the following conditions in order to account for the currency puzzle: 

(a)) negative covariance between rp(t,T) and q{t,T) [see equations (5.34) and (5.35) 

forr definitions] and (b) greater variance of rp(t,T) than q(t,T). Fama's first condi-

tionn is satisfied by construction, since we calibrate the parameter values to match the 

(negative)) point estimates of the slope parameters. Recall that the latter is defined as 

/?2TT = (cov[gT, rpT]+var  [qT])/vdx[rpT -I- qT]  [see equation (6.28)]. As can be observed from 

Tablee 8 below the calibrated parameter values also satisfy the second Fama-condition, as 

thee variability of the forward risk premium is larger than that of the expected exchange 

ratee return for all maturities.. Noteworthy is the sharp increase in the variability at 

longerr maturities, which seems intuitive given the increased uncertainty at the long end 

off  the term structure. 

Tablee 8 Fama's second condition 

Maturities s 

1-monthh 6-months 1-year 

Vai(rp(t,T))Vai(rp(t,T)) 0.0093 0.3820 1.6457 

Vai(q(t,T))Vai(q(t,T)) 0.0091 0.3181 1.3969 

Sincee we calibrate the parameter values to match the moments of the time series in 

questionn (the spot US and UK interest rates, the rate of depreciation of the dollar price 

off  the UK-pound, and their volatility series), it partially guarantees the plausibility of 

thesee values. The parameter that represents the autonomous expected level of interest 

rates,, / i f t , is in accordance with the observed first moment conditions for the level of 
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interestt rates in both countries, that is the long term unconditional mean of the UK rate 

iss larger than that of the US rate. This is also reflected by the parameter values for /J„  , 

forr i e {US, UK} . The fact that ^LRUK is more than twice as large as fiRus is possibly 

duee to the larger volatility of the US interest rate.5 Note also that the long term mean 

off  the local UK-state variable (0XUK) is also larger than its US counterpart. 

AA more fundamental condition in this context is that the parameter values guarantee 

thee non-existence of negative nominal interest rates in both countries, since negative 

interestt rate is the trade-off of accounting for the currency puzzle in these type of term 

structuree models [see Backus et al. (2001)]. In term structure of interest rate models 

thiss condition is usually referred to as the Feller (1951) condition. The Feller (1951) 

conditionn implies that for the stochastic process in equation (5.5) to preclude a positive 

probabilityy of negative nominal interest rates in both countries, the mean must be larger 

thann the variance, that is 2nXi9Xi + 2KV9V > 7*<r£. + A*CTJ., for i € {US, UK} . By using 

thee parameter values in Table 7, Panel II I we can observe that the stochastic processes 

governingg the equilibrium nominal interest rates in equation (5.5) satisfies this condition, 

despitee the fact that the diffusion parameter that captures real local shocks in the US 

economyy (&l us) is relatively large. In addition, we can observe that the value of the 

parameterr that captures the speed of adjust to real local shocks in the UK economy 

((KKXUKXUK ) Is a' so relatively small. The relatively small parameter value of the monetary 

responsee parameters in both countries {^*us and fuK) compensate for these extreme 

values. . 

Thee economic interpretation of the estimated parameter values is as follows. From 

thee relation between the Cov(Rus,t, V R̂uKit) and Cov(RvK,t, VARuStt) in equations (6.41j) 

andd (6.41k), respectively, and their sample moments in Table 7, Panel II we can observe 

thatt \yK = 0.66A 5̂. This relation basically implies that the monetary response is larger 

inn the US and that a common, say international, shock has, therefore, a larger affect 

onn the US-interest rates than on the UK-interest rates. Thus, for instance, a positive 

5Notee that this term is defined as / i ^ = p + (imi — <r£,.. 
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internationall  shock increases the interest rate differential between these countries, while 

aa negative shock reduces this differential. This holds for all maturities. At the other 

hand,, the negative value for ay = aVh — aVf - (a  ̂ h - aVy f J crVy f entails that the same 

shockk has probably a larger effect on the real rate of production in the UK than in the US 

(a(ayhyh < QVf). For example an international economic shock causes the real rate of return 

onn productive assets in the UK to decline relative to the US return. To ensure that 

investorss remain indifferent between investment in these two countries the US-dollar 

depreciatess in value vis-a-vis the Uk-pound, such that the rate of return expressed in 

theirr respective currencies remains equal. The negative international shock, due to the 

relativelyy large response in the US, decreases the US rate versus the UK rate. The reduced 

interestt rate differential between the US and the UK combined with the depreciation of 

thee dollar price of the UK-pound explains the negative co-variability that underlies the 

Famaa puzzle. The same analysis applies for longer maturities as the B* (T, t) terms are 

negative,, namely B+y (6,t) = -0.5 and B*y (12,t) = -0.9,while BVus (t,T) > ByuK (t,T) 

forr both maturities considered in the sample. The negative B* (T,t) terms implies that, 

forr instance, international developments have a stronger impact on the long term rate of 

productivee returns in the UK than in the US. In contrast, due to the larger monetary 

responsee in the US, it tends to reduce the bond price in the US relative the UK. The 

dataa fully supports the arguments put forward that the asymmetric affect of shocks on 

thee real rate of return in production and on the riskless rate of return on nominal assets 

explainss the negative co-variability observed in the data, i.e. the Fama puzzle. 
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Chapterr  7 

Summaryy and Conclusions 

Inn general, economic theory imply that the domestic price of the foreign currency, given 

rationall  expectations, should depreciate when domestic nominal interest rates exceed 

foreignn nominal interest rates. However, the evidence reported in empirical studies is 

that,, in contrast, there is a tendency for high interest rate currencies to appreciate, i.e. 

futuree exchange rate changes are negatively correlated with current nominal interest rate 

differentials.. The implication of this anomaly is that the foreign exchange forward rate 

iss not an efficient predictor of the future spot exchange rate, and, therefore, explains 

thee existence of a nonzero forward premium. In this study we examined the foreign 

exchangee forward premium anomaly in the framework of an affine term structure of 

interestt rate model. The motivation for this study is twofold. First, most term structure 

studiess of the forward premium that accounts for the currency puzzle uses a arbitrary 

framework,, namely, the pricing kernel approach. It is not clear whether this no-arbitrage 

conditionn is supported by a general equilibrium under plausible assumptions. Second, 

mostt equilibrium models of the forward premium fail to account for the anomaly. A 

strikingg feature of these models is that they do not allow for an integrated role for money 

and,, therefore, only rely on the correlation between money supply and production to 

accountt for the anomaly. As shown by Engel (1992) this correlation is not capable of 

generatingg a value large enough to account for the anomaly. 



Inn Chapter 2 we review existing rational expectations models of the currency puzzle, 

inn particular the pricing kernel and general equilibrium models of the forward premium. 

Wee distinguish two approaches with respect to the pricing kernel models, namely, the 

consumptionn Euler equations and the no-arbitrage approach. The first approach relies on 

thee covariance between the intertemporal marginal rate of substitution and the spot ex-

changee rate to account for the anomaly. Since consumption data do not generate enough 

variabilityy to account for the large variance of the ex-ante foreign exchange returns, these 

modelss must allow for implausible large values for the parameter of relative risk aversion 

too account for the currency puzzle. We also review no-arbitrage models of the forward 

premium,, that is. models that impose arbitrary restrictions on the pricing kernel. Since 

inn this approach the pricing kernel is not constrained by any particular model, the focus 

iss to find a stochastic process for the kernel that satisfies the Fama conditions. The ques-

tionn in this context is whether an equilibrium model with an intertemporal marginal rate 

off  substitution that is consistent with this stochastic process can be developed. Even in 

thiss case, to account for the anomaly may imply implausible parameter values for, among 

others,, the interest rates, exchange rate dynamics, and the "price of risk". 

Mostt general equilibrium models of the currency puzzle are based on a Lucas-Svensson 

typee cash-in-advance framework. In this setup, the economic agents hold cash balances 

forr transaction purposes. The sources of risk in these models is the correlation between 

thee supply of money and the production process. The explanation herefore is that, 

inn equilibrium, the exchange rate is a function only of money, while consumption is a 

functionn only of output. For the exchange rate to have non-zero covariance with the 

marginall  rate of substitution of goods, the money supplies must be correlated with the 

productionn processes in this framework. The difficulties faced by the Lucas-type models 

too account for the currency puzzle is that this correlation between money and production 

cannott generate values large enough to account for the negative covariance between the 

riskk premium and the expected changes in the currency price. 

Inn this context, we can conclude that the large variability of the rate of change of 
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currencyy prices and the negative covariance of the risk premium with the expected rate 

off  depreciation imposes severe restrictions on the no-arbitrage and general equilibrium 

modelss of the forward risk premium models. As a result, these models have been unable 

too account for the currency puzzle with plausible parameter restrictions. 

Inn Chapter 3 we present a two-country monetary-production economy. This frame-

workk was first developed by CIR (1985a) in a closed economy context, without money. 

Wee incorporate money in the CIR-production economy, by allowing for monetary endo-

geneityy and for the risk averse representative agent of each country to hold money for 

bothh transaction and portfolio considerations. Five assets are traded in our two-country 

framework.. The representative agents can invest in both production technologies located 

inn each country. In addition they have complete access to the bond markets located in 

thesee countries. We allow for the existence of freely trade claims contingent on these as-

sets.. In our setup, money holdings as an object of portfolio choice is not distinguishable 

fromm nominal bonds, since they have the same risk exposure and covariance with other 

assets.. By including money directly in the utility function of the representative agents, 

wee assume that it provides them with liquidity services. The representative agent of 

eachh country maximizes a separable log-utility function, subject to its dynamic budget 

constraint. . 

Inn Chapter 4 we derive the equilibrium conditions in a simplified i.i.d. framework, 

thatt is, an economy where both production and money growth are govern by geometric 

Browniann motions. Despite the fact that in this setup, the equilibrium interest rates and 

thee velocity of monies are constant, it still provides us with a good insight of the equilib-

riumm relations in the economy. The equilibrium in this two-country monetary-production 

economyy endogenously and simultaneously determines the consumption-production plan, 

demandd for both monies, price of both monies, expected rate of inflation, exchange rate, 

expectedd rate of depreciation, risk premia, and the market clearing interest rates. 

Evenn in this simplified framework the model display some important distinguishing 

features.. First, we extend current general equilibrium term structure models by allowing 
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reall  and monetary quantities to interact dynamically. In existing literature, separability 

off  the utility function over consumption and money has led to a complete detachment of 

thee real and monetary economy. By introducing monetary endogeneity in a production 

economyy and allowing for money as an object of portfolio choice we avoid this dichotomy. 

Ass a result, the equilibrium real and nominal interest rates are determined by both real 

andd nominal variables. Second, our asset pricing model shows that, despite separable 

preferences,, in equilibrium all sources of risk are priced in this economy. Therefore, the 

risk-aversee representative investor receives a compensation in terms of expected excess 

returnn for bearing both monetary and production risk. Third, we show that the infla-

tionn process is correlated with the instantaneous rate of depreciation of the currency in 

equilibriumm and as such plays a crucial role in restoring equilibrium in this simplified 

two-countryy world economy. However, it is inevitable that in this simplified i.i.d. frame-

workk that, in equilibrium, the interest rates and volatility of changes in the spot exchange 

ratee are constants. Therefore, despite its simplicity, it is not possible to account for the 

currencyy puzzle in this framework. 

Too account for the forward premium anomaly we allow for stochastic interest rates 

andd volatilities in Chapter 5. This is obtained by assuming a CIR. (1985a) production 

process,, which imply that the expected rate of return in production and its volatility are 

linearr in the state variables. We show in this chapter that the stochastic nominal interest 

ratess in this economy have some important properties. First, it allows for stochastic 

volatilities,, with non-zero covariance between the interest rate dynamics and the changes 

inn the nominal interest rate volatility. This is important from an empirical point of view, 

sincee it enables the model to capture such features as skewness and leptokurtosis in the 

interest-ratee dynamics. Second, our model permits the stochastic nominal interest rates 

inn each country to be imperfectly correlated with each other. Third, we provide closed-

formm solution for the price of the nominal discount bond. An important feature of our 

termm structure model is that it allows for rates of different maturities and across countries 

too be imperfectly correlated. 
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Ourr exchange rate model in Chapter 5 shows that the uncovered interest rate parity 

conditionn does not hold in this economy, since the expected rate of depreciation of the 

currencyy is not only determined by the nominal interest rate differential but also by the 

stochasticc volatilities of both nominal interest dynamics. 

Inn Chapter 5 we also provide closed form expression for the term structure of forward 

foreignn exchange rate and forward premium in equilibrium. Following Fama (1984) we 

decomposee the forward premium into a "risk premium" and an expected depreciation 

off  the currency. We show in this context that the variance of the foreign exchange 

riskk premium is not zero, which implies that indeed the uncovered interest rate parity 

conditionn does not hold in this economy. This decomposition allow us to show that our 

modell  satisfies the Fama (1984) conditions for accounting for the currency puzzle. Both 

componentss of the forward exchange rate premium are time varying, as both the term 

structuree of forward risk premia and expected rate of depreciation are state dependent. 

Inn addition, we show that our model is capable of generating negative covariance between 

thee forward risk premium and the expected rate of depreciation and that the variance 

off  risk premia exceeds the variability of the expected rate of depreciation. Since the 

expectedd rate of depreciation is determined by the relative production processes in the 

twoo countries and the relative rate of return on bonds is determined by the monetary 

response,, the currency puzzle is explained when there is an asymmetric response on the 

equity/productionn markets and the bonds/money markets. The latter determine the 

interestt rate, c.q. the bond return, differential while the former determine the equity, 

c.q.. production, return differential. 

Ourr empirical analysis in Chapter 6 focuses on two objectives. First, we validate the 

equilibriumm conditions of our model by testing whether the stochastic processes derived 

fromm our model provide an adequate description of the moments of the interest rates and 

thee exchange rate. In addition, we test the cross-sectional restrictions imposed by our 

modell  on the term structure of nominal interest rates. Second, we examine the parameter 

restrictionss imposed by the Fama conditions on our model, by calibrating the parameter 
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valuess to match both the moments of the interest rates and exchange rate and the Fama 

(1984)) regression slope coefficient. Our sample consist of data for the US and the UK 

overr the period of 1981-2001. We estimate the moments of the variables in question by 

usingg the generalized method of moment (GMM) technique of Hansen (1982). 

Inn this context we provide evidence that the stochastic process derived from our 

theoreticall  model is supported by the data. This result means that, in equilibrium, the 

nominall  interest rates and the volatility of changes in the nominal interest rates in this 

two-countryy world economy are mean reverting in both state variables. We also show that 

thee data supports the equilibrium results of our model for the currency price, namely, 

thatt the expected rate of depreciation and the volatility of changes in the exchange rate 

aree a function of the nominal interest rate differential and both volatilities of the nominal 

interestt rate dynamics. Our empirical results indicate that the cross-sectional restrictions 

off  the equilibrium term structure model of nominal interest rates are supported by the 

data.. That is, the interest rate differential have a significant positive but decreasing 

impactt on the yield changes in both countries. Both the US- and UK-yields are sensitive 

too volatility changes of the short-term interest rate dynamics, mainly at the short end 

off  the yield-curve. These results imply that short-term maturities are more sensitive to 

shortt term dynamics, compared to longer-term maturities. 

Inn Chapter 6 we presented the calibrated values for our model parameters. The pa-

rameterr values have been determined in a way that exactly match the point estimate of 

thee Fama (1984) regression slope parameters for the term structure of foreign exchange 

returnn equations and the moments of the underlying variables. This methodology guar-

anteess that our parameter values not only account for the Fama puzzle but also provide 

ann accurate description of the moments of the nominal interest rates, the exchange rate 

dynamics,, and their volatilities. We show in this context that the calibrated parameter 

valuess satisfies one of the crucial requirements for a term structure model, namely the 

Fellerr (1951) condition. This implies that our model accounts for the Fama condition 

withoutt allowing for negative nominal interest rates, as in most term structure studies of 
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thee forward premium. The other conditions, such as the variability of the interest rates 

andd exchange rate dynamics and their covariance are satisfied by construction, since we 

calibratedd the parameter values to match these moments. 

Thee calibration results show that the currency puzzle, i.e. the negative covariance 

betweenn the expected exchange rate returns and the interest rate, c.q. bond return, 

differential,, is due to the asymmetric response on the equity/production markets and 

bond/moneyy markets. The monetary response to common, say international, shocks 

inn US is stronger than in the UK, which leads to a stronger response in the nominal 

interestt rates, c.q. bond returns, in the US. This means, for example, that a positive 

shockk increases the interest rate differential. In contrast, we can observe, over the sample 

periodd (1981-2001) that the rate of return in production in the UK is more sensitive to 

forr instance international shocks than in the US. Since, the expected rate of depreciation 

iss determined by the relative production processes, a positive shock decreases the dollar 

pricee of one UK-pound. This shows that the asymmetric affect of e.g. international shocks 

onn the rate of return in production and bonds return explains the negative covariance 

betweenn the expected rate of depreciation and the interest rate differential. 

Inn conclusion we note that our term structure model of forward premium have some 

importantt features. First, most multi-currency term structure models of the forward 

premiumm use an arbitrary pricing kernel specification to account for the currency puzzle. 

Itt is not clear from these models whether the conditions imposed by the puzzle on these 

modelss are supported in a general equilibrium. In contrast to these studies, our general 

equilibriumm two-country term structure model provides an economic explanation for the 

currencyy puzzle and the time-varying risk premium. 

Second,, in accounting for the anomaly, previous general equilibrium multi-currency 

termm structure models place implausible requirements on the market prices of risk and 

thee parameter values. Our model provides a richer and more plausible explanation of 

thee puzzle because it allows interactions between monetary and real quantities. Because 

off  monetary endogeneity, the forward risk premium and the expected depreciation of 
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thee exchange rate depend on the money supply process and the real rate of return of 

production.. As a result, discrepancies in the domestic and foreign monetary responses 

cann also account for the forward premium puzzle. 

Third,, other potential sources for the anomaly on the foreign currency markets are 

asymmetriess on the equity and bond markets in our economies. Risk and return differ-

entialss on these securities markets can account for the anomaly. In contrast to existing 

termm structure models, this explanation does not require extreme parameter values for 

thee factor volatilities and counterfactual risk premiums. This key result is due to the 

stochasticc investment opportunity sets and the monetary endogeneity. In this context it 

shouldd be noted that our model is also capable of explaining the equity premium puzzle 

basedd on this asymmetries [see Mehra and Prescott (1985) and Fase and Poll (1996)]. 
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Samenvatting g 

Dee economische theorie gaat ervan uit dat de valuta's van landen met relatief hoge 

rentevoett op termijn zullen depreciëren, terwijl uit verschillende empirische studies blijkt 

datt de valuta's van deze landen juist appreciëren. Dit fenomeen staat bekend als de 

wisselkoerspuzzel.. Fama (1984) heeft door de wisselkoers termijnpremie te splitsen in 

tweee componenten, te weten een risicopremie en de verwachte depreciatie, de condities 

geformuleerdd om deze puzzel te verklaren. Deze zijn.ten eerste, dat de covariantie tussen 

wisselkoerss risicopremie en de verwachte depreciatie moet negatief zijn; en ten tweede, dat 

dee variantie van de wisselkoers risicopremie groter is dan die van de verwachte depreciatie. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een overzicht gegeven van bestaande rationele verwachtings-

modellenn van de wisselkoersanomalie. Met name de zogenaamde "pricing kernel" be-

naderingg en de algemene evenwichtsmodellen passeren de revue. Bestaande algemene 

evenwichtsmodellenn van de wisselkoersanomalie zijn gebaseerd op een Lucas-Svensson 

typee (cash-in-advance) model, waarbij de vraag naar geld op het transactiemotief berust. 

Hett gevolg hiervan is dat de belangrijkste bron van onzekerheid, die ten grondslag ligt 

vann de wisselkoersanomalie, bepaald wordt door de correlatie tussen geldaanbod en pro-

ductie.. Verschillende empirische studies hebben aangetoond dat de correlatie tussen 

geldd en productie relatief laag is. Op grond hiervan blijkt dat de bestaande, op Lucas-

Svenssonn gebaseerde, algemene evenwichtsmodellen niet met realistische modelparame-

terss aan beide Fama condities kunnen voldoen, omdat de correlatie tussen geld en pro-

ductiee niet groot genoeg is. Verschillende studies hebben getracht met alternatieve for-

muleringenn van de nutsfunctie, met of zonder introductie van transactiekosten, meer vari-

abiliteitt te genereren. Uit de empirische studies blijkt dat ook deze aanpassingen de grote 

variabiliteitt in de wisselkoersdynamiek en de negatieve correlatie tussen de termijnrisico-

premiee en de verwachte depreciatie niet kunnen accommoderen. Een andere tekortkoming 

vann bestaande algemene evenwichtsmodellen is dat als gevolg van hun complexiteit en 

non-lineariteitt zij geen analytische oplossing kunnen bieden voor de wisselkoerspuzzel, 



waaruitt zou kunnen blijken wat de implicaties van de wisselkoersanomalie zijn voor de 

variabelenn in evenwicht. 

Modellenn gebaseerd op de "pricing kernel" benadering hebben meer succes. Ten eerste 

dientt een onderscheid gemaakt te worden tussen modellen die endogeen een stochastisch 

process voor de "kernel" afleiden en modellen die dit exogeen bepalen. De eerste groep 

maaktt gebruik van de intertemporele marginale substitutievoet en ondervindt dezelfde 

beperkingenn als de algemene evenwichtsmodellen. De tweede benadering hanteert een 

arbitrairr geformuleerde stochastisch proces voor de kernel, die de wisselkoersanomalie 

kann verklaren. Bestaande "affine" rente termijnstructuur modellen, i.e. rente termijn-

structuurr modellen die (log-) lineair zijn in de onder liggende bronnen van onzekerheid, 

makenn gebruik van deze benadering. De kracht van deze "afhne" modellen is dat er an-

alytischee oplossingen gevonden kunnen worden voor de wisselkoersanomalie. Op grond 

hiervann kunnen de implicaties van de Fama voorwaarden voor de relevante variabelen in 

hett model analytisch bepaald worden. Hieruit blijkt dat om aan deze voorwaarden te 

voldoen,, de modelparameters dusdanige waarden aannemen dat de mogelijkheid bestaat 

voorr negatieve nominale rente. De reden hiervoor is dat de verklaring voor de puzzel 

inn deze termijnstructuur modellen gebaseerd is op risico-prijs verschillen. De empirische 

resultatenn in deze studies tonen dat deze modellen inderdaad de wisselkoerspuzzel kun-

nenn verklaren, mits zij een negatieve nominale rente en/of implausibele markt risicoprijs 

toelaten.. Een ander tekortkoming van deze benadering is dat het niet duidelijk is welk 

algemeenn evenwicht zo'n arbitrair geformuleerde "pricing kernel" ondersteunt. 

Ditt proefschrift beoogt in deze tekortkomingen te voorzien. Daartoe ontwikkelen wij 

eenn algemeen evenwichtsmodel van een "affine" rente termijnstructuur, dat de wisselko-

ersanomaliee verklaart bij realistische parameterwaarden. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 3 wordt een twee-landen, monetair-productie economie beschreven, die 

gebaseerdd is op de gesloten productie-economie van Cox, Ingersoll en Ross (in het vervolg 

afgekortt als CIR, 1985a). Wij integreren geld in de CIR productie-economie door mone-

tairee endogeniteit in het geldaanbodproces te veronderstellen en door het transactiemotief 
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enn het risico-afkeermotief van de vraag naar geld in het model op te nemen. De financiële 

marktenn in deze twee-landen economie worden gekarakteriseerd door de aanwezigheid 

vann vijf financiële instrumenten. De representatieve agenten van beide landen kunnen 

directt in de productietechnologie van beide landen investeren. De agenten kunnen in hun 

eigenn land tegen een risico-vrije reële rentevoet geld lenen of uitlenen. Bovendien kunnen 

zijj  vrij handelen op de obligatie- en derivatenmarkten in beide landen. Kasvoorraden als 

objectt van portefeuille overwegingen zijn in onze opzet niet van nominale obligaties te on-

derscheiden,, aangezien ze beiden eenzelfde risicoprofiel (i.e. inflatierisico) en covariantie 

mett andere instrumenten hebben. Door geld te incorporeren in de nutsfunctie van de 

representatievee agenten veronderstellen wij dat deze liquiditeitsdiensten bezit. De rep-

resentatievee agent van elk land maximaliseert zijn nutsfunctie gegeven zijn dynamische 

budgetrestrictie. . 

Hoofdstukk 4 analyseert de interne consistentie van het model en de relatie tussen de 

variabelenn in evenwicht. Dit gebeurt aan de hand van een simpele i.i.d. (i.e. identiek 

onafhankelijkk verdeeld) economie. Dat is een economie waarbij productie en geldaanbod 

gekenmerktt worden door geometrisch Brownse bewegingen. In deze simpele economie 

zijnn de evenwichtsrente constant, en als zodanig kan de puzzel in zo'n economie niet 

verklaardd worden. Desalniettemin, kan er voldoende inzicht in de evenwichtsrelatie tussen 

dee verschillende variabelen worden verkregen. In dit algemene evenwichtsmodel bepalen 

wee endogeen en simultaan het consumptie-productie plan, de vraag naar beide valuta's, 

dee prijs van geld, het inflatieproces, de wisselkoers, de depreciatievoet, de risicopremie 

enn de rentevoet. 

Dee belangrijkste resultaten van deze simpele economie wordt als volg samengevat. 

Tenn eerste, door de geëntegreerde modellering van geld, vermeden we de dichotomie 

vann geld en reële variabelen in ons model. Ten tweede, uit ons "asset pricing" model 

blijk tt dat alle bronnen van risico gecompenseerd worden in evenwicht. De risico-averse 

beleggerr ontvangt compensatie in de vorm van verwachte excess reële opbrengsten voor 

hett gelopen reële en monetaire risico. Ten derde, het endogeen afgeleide inflatieproces is 
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gecorreleerdd met de verwachte depreciatie en speelt daardoor een belangrijke rol in het 

herstellenn van het evenwicht op de geld- en goederenmarkten in deze simpele twee-landen 

wereldeconomie. . 

Omm de wisselkoers puzzel te verklaren, veronderstellen wij in Hoofstuk 5 dat de sto-

chastischee productie- en geldaanbodprocessen afhankelijk zijn van de latente variabelen 

inn het model. De in evenwicht verkregen stochastische rente heeft een aantal belangrijke 

eigenschappen.. Ten eerste, de volatiliteit van de rentedynamiek is stochastisch en de 

veranderingenn in de nominale rentevoet-volatiliteit zijn gecorreleerd met de nominale 

rentevoet-dynamiek.. Deze aspecten zijn vanuit een empirische uitgangspunt zeer belan-

grijk,, omdat zij de empirische eigenschappen, zoals "skewness" en " leptokurosis", van 

rentedynamiekk weerspiegelen. Ten tweede, de nominale evenwichtsrente in elk land is in 

onss model gecorreleerd met elkaar. Ten derde, wij bieden een analytische oplossing voor 

dee evenwichtsprijs van nominale obligaties. 

Hett wisselkoersmodel in Hoofdstuk 5 geeft aan dat de ongedekte rentepariteit niet 

geldtt in deze twee-landen economie. De verwachte depreciatievoet van de wisselkoers 

bestaatt niet alleen uit de rentedifferentieel, maar ook uit de stochastische volatiliteiten 

vann beide rente-processen. In dit hoofdstuk geven wij ook een analytische afleiding voor 

dee termijnstructuur van de termijn wisselkoers en de termijn wisselkoerspremie. In navol-

gingg van Fama (1984) splitsen wij de wisselkoers termijnpremie in twee componenten, een 

risicopremiee en de verwachte depreciatie. Wij tonen aan dat de variantie van de wisselko-

erss risicopremie ongeÜjk is aan nul, hetgeen betekent dat de ongedekte rentepariteit niet 

geldtt in deze economie. Beide componenten van de wisselkoers termijnpremie vertonen 

variatiee over tijd, aangezien de termijnstructuur van zowel de wisselkoers risicopremie 

alss van de verwachte wisselkoersdepreciatie een functie zijn van de latente variabelen in 

hett model. Gebruikmakend van deze decompositie kunnen wij aantonen dat ons model 

voldoett aan de Fama (1984) condities ter verklaring van de wisselkoerspuzzel. Wij to-

nenn aan dat ons model in staat is om, ten eerste, een negatieve covariantie te genereren 

tussenn de termijn risicopremie en de verwachte depreciatie en, ten tweede, een grotere 
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variabiliteitt van de risicopremie dan die van de verwachte depreciatie te accommoderen. 

Dezee negatieve covariantie is toe te schrijven aan het asymmetrische effect van de latente 

variabelenn op het productieproces en het geldaanbod in beide landen. 

Dee doelstelling van de empirische analyse in Hoofstuk 6 is tweeledig. Ten eerste, 

wordtt nagegaan of de resultaten van ons evenwichtsmodel bevestigd worden door de data. 

Omm dit bereiken toetsen wij of de in evenwicht afgeleide stochastische processen voor de 

nominalee rentevoet en wisselkoers een goede beschrijving bieden van de data. Bovendien, 

toetsenn wij de cross-sectionele restrictie van het model op de rente termijnstructuur. Ten 

tweede,, wordt nagegaan of het model, met plausibele parameterwaarden, aan de Fama 

(1984)) restricties voldoet. Onze steekproef bestaat uit gegevens van de Verenigde Staten 

(VS)) en het Verenigde Koninkrijk (VK) over de periode 1981 - 2001. Om de statistische 

momentenn te schatten gebruiken wij de GMM-schattingsmethode van Hansen (1982). 

Wijj  tonen aan dat de in evenwicht afgeleide stochastische processen voor de nominale 

rentevoett in beide landen gedragen worden door de data. Dit betekent dat, in evenwicht, 

dee nominale rentevoet en de volatiliteit van de rentedynamiek "mean reverting" zijn 

inn de twee latente variabelen. Wij toetsen de hypothese dat de verwachte wisselkoers 

enn de veranderingen in de volatiÜteit van de wisselkoersdynamiek functies zijn van het 

rentedifferentieell  en de volatiüteit van beide rentedynamieken. Deze hypothese wordt 

niett verworpen door de data, hetgeen impliceert dat de evenwichtsresultaten voor het 

wisselkoersmodell  niet in strijd zijn met de data. De resultaten van onze empirische studie 

tonenn aan dat de cross-sectionele restricties van de rente termijnstructuur niet verworpen 

wordenn door de data. Over de steekproefperiode blijkt dat het rentedifferentieel een 

positief,, maar afnemend, effect heeft op de termijnstructuur. Zowel de Amerikaanse als 

dee Engelse yieldcurve zijn gevoelig voor veranderingen in de volatiliteit van de korte 

rentedynamiek. . 

Inn Hoofdstuk 6 presenteren wij ook de resultaten van de calibratie van de modelpa-

rameters.. De parameterwaarden zijn zodanig bepaald dat ze in overeenstemming zijn 

mett de Fama regressie coëfficiënt en de momenten van de onderliggende variabelen. Deze 
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methodee garandeert niet alleen dat de parameterwaarden aan de Faraa (1984) condities 

voldoen,, maar dat zij ook een adequate beschrijving bieden van de statistische momenten 

vann de nominale rente, de wisselkoers dynamiek en de volatiliteiten. Wij tonen aan dat 

dee gecalibreerde parameterwaarden voldoen aan een van de belangrijkste criteria voor 

eenn nominale rente termijnstructuur, namelijk de Feller (1951) conditie. Dit houdt in 

datt ons model aan de Fama voorwaarden voldoet, zonder negatieve nominale rente toe 

tee staan, in tegenstelling tot de meeste rente-termijnstructuur modellen van de wisselko-

erspuzzel.. Ons model voldoet per definitie ook aan de andere condities, zoals de variatie 

enn de co-variatie van de nominale renteprocessen en de wisselkoersdynamiek, aangezien 

dee parameterwaarden in overeenstemming hiermee gecalibreerd zijn. 

Dee calibratieresultaten tonen aan dat de wisselkoerspuzzel, i.e. de negatieve co-

variantiee tussen de verwachte termijndepreciatie en het nominale yield- (c.q. nominale 

rente)) differentieel, het gevolg is van de asymmetrische reactie op de aandelen/productie-

marktenn en de obligatie/geld-markten. Over de genomen steekproefperiode van 1981 

-- 2001 is de monetaire reactie op gemeenschappelijke schokken (bijvoorbeeld, interna-

tionalee schokken) sterker in de VS dan in het VK, hetgeen leidt tot een sterkere reactie 

vann de nominale rente, c.q. obligatie-opbrengsten, in de VS dan in het VK. Dit houdt 

inn dat het nominale rentediferentieel tussen de VS en het VK toeneemt in geval van een 

positievee schok. Hiertegenover staat dat, over deze steekproefperiode bezien, de produc-

tie,, c.q. aandelenopbrengsten in het VK veel gevoeliger zijn voor bijvoorbeeld interna-

tionalee schokken dan in de VS. Aangezien de verwachte termijndepreciatie afhankelijk is 

vann de relatieve productieprocessen, leidt een positieve schok tot een daling van de dol-

larprijss van het Britse pond. Dit empirische resultaat toont aan dat het asymmetrische 

effectt van bijvoorbeeld een internationale schok op de productieprocessen en de geldaan-

bodprocessenn in deze landen ten grondslag ligt aan de negatieve covariantie tussen de 

verwachtee depreciatie en het rentedifferentieel. 

Concluderendd kunnen wij vaststellen dat ons rentetermijnstructuur model van de wis-

selkoerss termijnpremie enkele belangrijke eigenschappen vertoont. Ten eerste, bestaande 
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rente-termijnstructuurr modellen van de wisselkoers termijnpremie maken gebruik van 

eenn arbitrair geformuleerde "pricing kernel" specificatie om de wisselkoerspuzzel te verk-

laren.. Deze modellen maken niet duidelijk welk algemeen evenwicht zo'n pricing ker-

nell  specificatie ondersteunt. In tegenstelling tot deze studies, presenteert ons twee-

landenn algemeen-evenwichtsmodel van de rente-termijnstructuur een economische verk-

laringg voor de wisselkoerspuzzel. 

Tenn tweede, de Fama condities leiden in bestaande rentetermijnstructuur modellen 

tott een implausibele markt risicoprijs. De reden hiervoor is dat deze modellen de puzzel 

verklarenn op basis van risico-verschillen. In ons model, wordt de puzzel niet alleen op basis 

vann risico-verschillen verklaard maar ook op basis van verwachte rendementsverschillen. 

Hierdoorr hoeven de variantie-parameters in ons model geen extreme waarden aan te 

nemenn om aan de Fama condities te voldoen. Op grond hiervan hoeven wij geen negatieve 

nominalee rente toe te staan. Tenslotte spelen in ons model, in tegenstelling tot andere 

studiess van de wisselkoerspuzzel, zowel monetaire als reële factoren een belangrijke rol in 

hett verklaren van de puzzel. 
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Appendix x 

A.ll  The Bellman equation 

Definee the representative agent's value function as 

oo o 

J{WJ{WititX,Y,t)=maxEX,Y,t)=maxEtt f e-psU (ci(s)1mdi{s),s)ds, 
ViVi J 

t t 

wheree <p[  = Ci m,i °t &t h denote the control vector. We incorporate all state 

variabless in the agent's value function, as they capture the technology evolution under-

lyingg the production of both consumption/investment good and they determine the real 

ratee of return on the financial assets. FVom Merton's (1971) analysis we know that we 

cann write agent's i optimization problem in a discrete time setting as follows: 

t+At t+At 

{{t+A t+A 

I I J(WJ(WititY,XY,Xdd,X,Xff,t),t) = maxEt{ U {cx(s),mdx(s),s)ds 

C,wC,w * ' 

+J[Wi+J[Wi  (t + At),Y{t + At) ,Xd{t + At) ,Xf(t + At),t + At]} 

(0.42) ) 

Assumee that J is twice differentiable and its Hessian is negative definite. Expanding the 

JJ (•) term by Taylor's theorem and taking expectations of this expression gives: 

EEtt [J{Wi(t +At),Y(t + At),Xd{t + At) ,Xf(t + At),t + At)] = 

J{Wi,XJ{Wi,Xdd,Xf,Y,t),Xf,Y,t) + j^At + ^Et [AWX]  + IjLlSt [AY] 

++£L£LEtEt [AXd] + g_£t [AXf]  +1 ^L var {AWt) 

lBfJlBfJ . . . . . 1 # J , . „ . \d2J , A „ , 
++ 2 W*VaT ( A y ) + 2dXjVar {AXi) + 2dXJmr ( A X / ) 



Pp-JPp-J Q2j ++ wwrwwr [*Wi>AXd]+möxT [Am'AX,] 

"" rrdW^YdW^YCw[AWiCw[AWi^^Y]Y] + ^ ( 0 l 4 3 ) 

wheree £ includes higher order terms. Substituting this expression into equation (0.42), 
t+At t+At 

wherebyy the approximation ƒ U (ci(s),mli i(s),s)ds = U (ci(t), 111,^^)^) At + o (At) is 
t t 

usedd and J (•) is substracted from both sides, gives us 

EEtt[U{c[U{c ii{t){t) ttmmdidi{t),t)At]{t),t)At]  + —At 
at at 

++ ^E^Et[t[ AWAWi]+i]+ §-E§-EtltlAXAXd]d]  + §-EllAXf] 

+§E,+§E, [AY] + | g „ a r (Al*y + \^ar (AY) 

IPSIPS , A „ X 1 92 J , . „ ( 
++ 2dX-f2dX-far(AXd)ar(AXd) + 2dXjVar{AX') 

dd22JJ d2 7 

+mwr+mwr[AW[AW"" AXd]+AXd]+wmrwmr m-AX,] 

dd22JJ 1 
+ W Y c w [ A ^ ' A y ' ]]  + T (a44) 

Byy taking the limits and the moments of the variables involved we obtain the Bellman 

equationn (4.3). • 

A.. 2 Proposition 1. 

Proof. . 

TheThe marginal rate of substitution of the foreign good for the domestic good: 

Fromm the first order condition in equation (4.4) we obtain for the domestic and foreign 

good,, respectively, 

VVChhChh = Jwk (0.45) 

UcUchfhf = ehfJwh (0.46) 
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Byy substituting equation (0.45) in equation (0.46) the marginal rate of substitution be

tweenn the two composite goods in the economy in equation (4.9) is obtained. 

TheThe marginal rate of substitution of money balances for goods: 

Fromm equations (4.4) and (4.5) of the first order conditions, we obtain U^t) — JwA*) 

andd f/m«(0 = JwXt)Ri{t). After substituting U^t) for Jwx(t)
 m t n e marginal utility of 

moneyy and dividing by U^ty^e obtain the marginal rate of substitution in equation 

(4.10). . 

TheThe marginal rate of substitution of foreign money f or domestic money: 

Promm the first order condition for the money demand we obtain 

UUmhhmhh{^rn{^rndd)) = JWhRh(t) (0.47) 

UUmhtmht (c, md) = JWhehfRf{t). (0.48) 

Substitutingg equation (0.47) in equation (0.48) we obtain the marginal rate of substitution 

betweenn the two monies in this economy, equation (4.11). 

A.33 Theorem 1. 

Proof. . 

TheThe spot exchange rate level in equilibrium: 

Byy taking the partial derivatives of the log utility function with respect to each con

sumptionn good, and substituting this in equation (4.9) we obtain the relative demand for 

goodss in equilibrium in the home country h, 

VhhVhh Chf [t) 

Fromm equation (0.49) it can be observed that an increase in the spot exchange rate induces 

thee local agent to consume more of the local good relative to the foreign good, since in 
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termss of domestic currency the foreign good has become more expensive. Substituting 

thee market clearing condition for the goods/equity market, c*hh = <?hhr} h and c*kf = d ^ , 

inn equation (0.49) we obtain the spot foreign exchange level in equation (4.13). • 

TheThe demand for real balances: 

Byy taking the partial derivatives of the log utility function with respect to the 2-th good 

andd the i-th money, and substituting in equation (4.10) we obtain the equilibrium demand 

forr the i-th real money balances in equation (4.14). 

TheThe relative demand for real money balances: 

Byy taking the partial derivatives of the log utility function with respect to both monies, 

andd substituting this result in equation (4.11) we obtain the relative demand for real 

moneyy balances in this economy in equilibrium, equation (4.15). 

SolvingSolving for the price of money: 

Underr certain regularity conditions, it can be shown that the state-price deflator in a 

generall equilibrium is given by e'^U  ̂ (t)\ As pointed out by Bakshi and Chen (1996) 

andd Basak and Gallmeyer (1999), in equilibrium the price of money should be equal to 

thee expected present value of its future "dividends". The "dividends" in this case are 

thee future marginal benefits from holding cash balances, which in equilibrium are equal 

too ni(T)Ri(T) for r > t. Using this basic economic principle and the state-price deflator 

resultss in the following expression for the price of money: 

11 f°° 
nx{t)nx{t) = u7{t)EtJt

 e~Pis~t)uc;ls)«i(s)Ki(s)ds j , i e { h , f } . (o.50) 

Substitutingg the marginal rate of substitution (equation 4.10) in this expression gives: 

11 f°° 

^^ = Ü7iï)Et J ^'^(sWr^J8)^- (0.51) 

Separabilityy of the logarithmic preferences and the equilibrium condition Mf{ = <r™Mi 

^orr a detailed discussion of the necessary and sufficient conditions, see Duffie (1992). 
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andd c£ = tftfi implies: 

Usingg equation (4.2) obtains the following: 

, -p(*-0 . . 
M,(« « 

-ds. . (0.52) ) 

MiMi  {a) = J M i ( 0 e x p | | A i ^ - - 5 ^ 
1 1 

forr s > t ^ m -- (r) , 

Thenn based on the moment generating function for a gaussian distribution, we know that 

1 1 
Et Et 

MM{{  (s) 
== A^ ) t e X p [ -K- S - ] ( s - ^ ] (0.53) ) 

Byy taking the expectation first and substituting the conditional expectation of the inverse 

off the money level, equation (0.53), in the equation of the price of money (0.52) results 

in: : 

'>®-^j&'>®-^j&  f ^i-^+**-%*)  (>-*)}*>• (a54) 

Performingg the integration results in the explicit closed-form expression for the price of 

moneyy in equation (4.16). • 

A.44 Proposition 2. 

Proof. . 

Underr the log utility function the first order conditions, equations (4.6) and (4.7), 

cann be written as 

00 = (a - lrt) + (SrjrjOi + S^bi) JWiWi JWiWi 

Jl l wwt t 
WiWi WiWi 

00 = (ft-lr O + fS^A + W ^ - T ^ 
JWi JWi 

(0.55) ) 

(0.56) ) 
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Givenn the specification for the production process, equation (4.1), and the process for 

thee price of money, equation (4.21), we can state the following: 

Coof^dW^iS^OiCoof^dW^iS^Oi + S^bi) 

and d 

CavCav [Y^WA = (S^bi + ST1JaO , 

riskk premiums on the real and nominal assets are obtained, respectively: 

wheree & = ^ - , -=p- and — = 42t, ^ . Therefore, the following expressions for the 

and d 

(a(a - IrS)) = - ^ c o v (^-, dWt) (0.57) 
JJWiWi KV } 

(0(0 - lri(t)) = - ^ c o v (—,dwl) . (0.58) 

Becausee money and nominal bonds have the same risk exposure, we know that cov ( ^ , dWi) 

representss the covariance between the nominal assets and the changes in the real wealth. 

Thus,, the risk premiums on both real and nominal assets are determined by the covari

ancee of their respective returns with the changes in the real wealth. This allows us to 

rewritee the risk premiums in equations (0.57) and (0.58) as one asset pricing equation: 

EE [Rq] - n{t) = -l^cov {Rq, dWi), (0.59) 

wheree Rq is the rate of return on the q-th security in the economy. The separability 

off the indirect utility function, J(Wi,Xi,Y,t), implies that JWx = ^- and Wi = ~ . 

Therefore, , 

dWidWi = —-^-dJWi. 

Usingg this results the covariance between the return on the q-th security and the flow 
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budgett constraint can then be rewritten as 

covcov [Rq, dWi) — — = cov I Rq, —pr~- —— 

WiJwiWt WiJwiWt Recalll that Wt = -fc and '£** = - 1 , then 

covcov (Rq, dWi) _ = cov I Rq, —— J 1 

== coy 

Substitutingg this result in equation (0.59) obtains the following expression for the risk 

compensation: : 

E[RE[Rqq]-r]-rii(t)(t) = -cov(^Rq,^y 

Employingg the envelope conditions U^it) = Jw,(t) an<^ Umn{t) = <Av;(*)̂ i(£)> a n d ap

plyingg Itó's lemma leads to: 

EE [Rq{t)\ - r,(t) = -cov (Rq, dMi) % ^ - cov (Rq] dc[) ^ S l . 

Thee separabihty of the log utility specification {UmiCi = 0) yields: 

E[RE[Rqq{t)]{t)] - rt(t) = -cov (R^dMi) ^ p t . (0.60) 

Evenn in the case of state-independent constant drift and diffusion terms, the money 

supplyy process, -rr-, hi equation (4.2) incorporates both the common and local sources 

off uncertainties, namely wv(t) and wXi(t), respectively. Using the money supply process 

andd the indirect utility function in the case of logaritmic preferences one obtains: 

(E(E [Rq] - r{) = cov (Rq, RXh) mXh - cov (Rq, RXf) mXf + cov (Rq, RY) my (0.61) 

where e 
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__ (2ai+b^( l-1k))^r, ll<h+bhf[aVtili -Xf<Tv] 

mmXhXh = [2a, + (1 - 7h) bhh + bh{\
 g V and ,, U 1 

771a:,, = Öhf 7^*—*-

RYRY and i?*. is defined as the rate of change in the state variables. Rearranging terms 

resultss in the asset pricing equation (4.23). • 

A.55 Theorem 2. 

Proof.. Theorem 2(a): 

TheThe equilibrium nominal interest rate: 

Givenn a separable log utility specification over consumption and money, the first order 

conditionss in equations (4.4) and (4.5) provide the following expression for the nominal 

interestt rate: 

*<'>-&*&•• <°-62> 
Substitutingg the solution for the price of money, equation (4.16), in this expression results 

inn equation (4.29) in Theorem 3. 

TheThe equilibrium real interest rates. 

Sincee the spot exchange rate adjusts instantaneously to restore the equilibrium on 

thee equity market, the real rates of return on the domestic equity and the foreign equity 

expressedd in domestic currency are equal. The optimization problem for the two equities 

iss therefore the same. Given the equilibrium condition f [I = 0 and B% = 0, and the 

derivativess of the indirect utility function, — j ^ - = 1 and — ^ - = ~ WiYt — 0, the 
J\YiJ\Yi J\v, Jwi 

firstt order conditions (4.6) and (4.7) can be written as: 

(cLi-rÜ))(cLi-rÜ)) = 2SViniai + SniBibii + Sriiè.bij 

(&- r« (0 )) = 2S,4fliatt + SBiiïi&tt + SBi5j60-

(ft-r,(0)) = ^S^aa+S^bu + S^^ba. (0.63) 
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Byy using equations (4.21) and (4.29) we can write the equilibrium real rate of return 

off the domestic nominal bonds expressed in domestic currency as 

hhdt+dt+ 3^10^(1), (0.64) 

where e 

0ftt = P + « n * - 7 f t ( < i h + < i h ) 

S*S*hh<to>*H<to>*H (*) = (! - 7A) (°VV.JWV (t) + <Tr,mihdwXh (*)) - (fmhdwmh (t) 

Byy using equations (4.21), (4.29), and (4.17) we can write the real rate of return of 

thee nominal bonds expressed in domestic currency as 

where e 

^ l = 0 d tt + Sedw(t), 

(3(3 f = /3f + Vehf + S„f(hf 

== P + a^h-lfV^T,^ 

(0.65) ) 

and d 

SSBBff = Snfdw{t) + Sehfdw{t) 

== {a%.h ~ If^Vyj) dwv (f) - 7fffv*,fdwXf (t) + (Tr,ihdwXh (t) - (7mfdwmf (t) 

Fromm equations (4.1), (0.64), and (0.65) we know that the co-variances are: 

^fcftt = ( l - 7 f t ) ( < h + < f c ) 

5BBB = ( l - 7 , ) 2 ( < h + < , h ) + < 

SSBBBB = (1 - 7fc) ((<V* " lf°vvJ) <X,„ + < i h ) 
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== C 2 _ c _ Q . c 

SSëëëë = ( <^  "  7/<xv,) + 7J<., + <ff c + «T! 2 2 

Usingg the equilibrium expression for the real rate of return on nominal assets, equa

tionss (0.64) and (0.65), and the co-variances determined above the system of first order 

equationss (0.63) can be written as 

rrtt(t)(t) = 0 , - 2 ( ^ + ^ ) 0 , 

rrtt(t)(t) = p + aVih-lh ( < , + < „ ) -

"" [(1 ~ 7,)2 ( < h + < f c) + < J bü (0.66) 

-- (1 - 7 0 ((<V„ - 7 / < T V , ) ^v.„ + < h) fey 

n(t)n(t) = p + av%h - 7/*,.ik*,1,./ - 2 [a2
Vxh + a^ [ ^ „ - 7 , ^ , , ] 

"" (1 - 7 J ((*,„.> - 7/<V,) <TVyh + a2
Vxh) bu 

-- ((ffi„.fc - 7 / % , / )
2 + 7 ? < , + < * + ffm,) ^ 

2ahh + 6ft/l + bh} 11 = 

Simultaneouss solution of this system [equation (0.66)] results in the equilibrium real 

interestt rate and the equilibrium portfolio demand for the assets in the economy in 

equationss (4.30), (4.35), (4.36), and (4.34). 

Proof.. Theorem 2(b): 

TheThe fundamental valuation equation: 

Givenn our log utility specification, the first order condition for the contingent claims 
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(equationn 4.8) and the market clearing conditions, f'1 = 0, provide the following for 

expectedd real rate of return on the contingent claim: 

CC = rt{t)l + SViFa* + SFBib* (0.67) 

Next,, applying Itó's lemma to the fc-th contingent claim, Fk (Y, Xh, Xf, t), leads to: 

dFdFkk(Y,X(Y,Xhh,X,Xff,t),t) = | r ^ ( y , 0 + E r ^ ( X » * ) + F f + 2rW+2^r^^f* 

*.ƒ ƒ 

+Fy(Tydw+Fy(Tydwyy{t){t) + ^2Fk
Xi(TXidwXi (t) , 

i i 

Therefore,, the drift and diffusion terms of the conjectured process for the contingent 

claimm in equation (3.10) must be, respectively: 

FFkk((kk = FfaiYrf + J^F^iXuV + F* 
i i 

11 1 hJ 

+ïF+ïFkk
YYy<jly<jl + -Y,Fk

XtXi*
2
Xi (0.68) 

i i 

and d 

FFkkaaFFkdwkdw (t) = Fy(Tvdivy(t) + ̂  FXioXidwXi (t). (0.69) 

t t 

Usingg this diffusion term to reduce the covariances in equation (0.67) results in the 

followingg expression for the total expected return on the contingent claim: 

FFkk((kk = F ^ W + F ^ M V ^ + Sifc&SO 

+F+Fkk
YYSSyy [S^al + S~V}a:f + SBhb*h + S~Bfb*f) 

+F+Fkk
XfXfSSXfXf (S-Vfa*f + Sëfb*f) (0.70) 

Substitutingg the expression for the drift term (0.68) in equation (0.70) obtains the fun-
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damentall valuation equation in (4.31). • 

B.ll Equilibrium nominal interest rates. 

Thee money supply process in equation (5.3) can be written as: 

MMaa,{T),{T) = MSil(i)exp|7 (/C,(^(«),y(«),«) 

++ ƒ SUï(*(t),m*)*«mj(* ) ,, for T > t, (0.71) 

where e 

SSm:m: (Xt(t),Y(t),t) dwm. (t) = amidw^ (t) + 7 ^ . ^YjT)dwy (t) + lxanzi yJXr (t)dwXi (t) 

Ass shown in Proposition 1, the demand for real money balances, equation (4.14), implies 

thee following for the equilibrium price of money: 

Ass presented in (0.52), the price of money must also satisfy the following condition in 

equilibrium: : 

"«-l̂ f̂ ïök* -- (073) 

Fromm these expressions for the price of money [equations (0.72) and (0.73)], the money 

supplyy process in equation (0.71), and the equilibrium condition for money Mdyl — M s i = 
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Mi,Mi, we know that 

11

Ri{t) Ri{t) 

where e 

QAt)QAt) = - £ (** + WvU*) -\<-\iK,,Xi{s))ds 
fTfT rT 

and d 

QvQv (t) = - £ (li^Y(s) ~ ^ < T(*)) ds ~ Jt W , , y/yW)dwy (a). 

Makingg use of the law of iterated expectations obtains: 

11 f°° 

W)W)==ll  e'P{a~t)Et [Ex [exp {Qx {s))] EY [exp {Qv (s))]] ds (0-75) 
Wee know that, conditional on Xi(t) and Y(t), MSii(t) is just a geometric Brownian 

motion.. Thus, we can use the moment generating function of a normal to evaluate the 

expectationn conditional on the stochastic processes Xx(t) and Y(t). Therefore, 

w ^ rr  e"' {s_t)^  H (- [ {& {s)+^ (s0ds) (0.76) ) 

where e 

QS)QS) = ^ " < + li (<** - 7*<Éi) Xt (t) and 
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Define e 

z(Q*{t)z(Q*{t)ttQ„(t)AT)=EtQ„(t)AT)=Et e x p f - J (QX(S) + §„(*)) dsY] 

wheree Z (Qx(T),Qy(t),T,T] = 1. Intuitively, Z can be interpreted as a claim that 

payss one dollar at maturity and \Qx(s) +Qy( s)) as the stochastic discount factor. It 

iss obvious that after discounting with (X(s) + Y(s)) that Z (Qx(t),Qy(t),t,T) is a 

martingale.. Consider a function of this claim, 

U{t,Z)U{t,Z) = exp(- f (QX{S) + Q » ) ds\ x z ( x ( * ) , ? ( t ) , t ) (0.77) 

thenn we know that U (t, Z) is a martingale and the following holds 

EE [dU] = 0 (0.78) ) 

Byy applying Itö's lemma on equation (0.77) and using condition (0.78) we obtain the 

followingg partial differential equation: 

oo = \^ tx{t)zMm + \*2
yY{t)z ŷ + (ex, - KXIXS)) % 

++ (** - KyXit)) Zqy + Zt- [ ^ - a^ 

+li+li (<**. - 7 ; < , ) Xi (t) + 7, (o« - 7 i < i 4 ) HO] Z> (0.79) 

where e 

^^  = li  (aXi - Jirf xi) oXi 

KiiKii = 7 t I ®-Xi 7t"Vj • J ^ i 

« ^^ = 7i f axt - 7i<T^I J vXi 

Op,Op,  = 7* ( * * - 7 ^  J 0» 
Kv<< = 7 t ( ^ y , ~~ 'Yi<7rivi J Ky 

°Vi°Vi =7 t (öy . -7iff5v i)^p 
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Applicationn of the separation of variable technique on equation (0.79) we obtain the 

followingg solution for Z (t, r ) , 

ZZ (*, r) = AXi (T) Ayi (T) exp [ - /X^T - Bx {t, r)X-By (t, r) Y] , (0.80) 

where e 

__ / 2y>1>.e(^+^) r/2 V" ^ 

2 7 . ( ^ - 7 ^ ) ^ ^ - 1 ) ) 
ö l i ( * ' r ) "" ( ^ + ^ ) ( e ^ T - l ) + 2 ^ , 

2 7 < ( o M - 7 < < < ) ( ^ T - l ) ) 
B i / ( ' , T ) "" ( ^ + ^ ( 6 ^ - 1 ) + ^ 

¥>*,, = \ f e + 27i (aXi - 7tff3Sii) ^ 

Vww = Y " 1 + 27; (<*» - 7^ V i i ) ^ 

Substitutingg this solution (0.80) in equation (0.76) and taking the integral we obtain 

thee equilibrium nominal interest rate in country i, equation (5.4). 

B.22 Theorem 3. 

Too derive the equilibrium nominal price at time t of a pure discount nominal bond 

thatt matures at T that is traded on the local securities markets of country i, Pi(t,T) we 

firstfirst conjecture the solution in equation (5.16). Substituting this conjectured solution in 

thee PDE in equation (5.15), subject to its boundary condition, Pi(t,T) = 1, results in 
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thee following partial differential equation 

00 = {Bya-K + K^yB^ + lxfalB^Y 

++ [BXit - 7* + 7,-K.A + \lt°liB
2
x\xi 

-- { \ * M A + lÏKXi0XiBXi + Ai>t + (n^ 4- p) } (0.81) 

Inn order for this to hold independently of Y or Xt the following three ordinary differential 

equationn must hold, for i = h, ƒ, 

—BVii —Xi — Aj KyBVi - -

d_„d_„ . . _ 1 
dt dt ^ I i = 7 ; - 7 > . A - ö 7 ; 45 i i 

—Ai—Ai = - (\*KydyBVt + i*KXi9XiBXi + / im i + p) 

Applicationn of the standard Ricatti technique and re-arranging terms obtain the equilib

riumm value of the nominal bond in equation (5.16) 

B.33 Theorem 4. 

Promm Equations (5.4), (5.6), and (5.7) we can express the state variables in terms of 

thee nominal interest rate differential and the volatilities of the nominal interest rates in 

bothh countries. The local state variable can be written as 

-- (AJ " K) VdRh) + 7}<#xhi (VdRh\? - VdR/\*h
2) , (0.82) 

where e 
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££ _ i 

€x€xhh22 = lf*°Xf£xh\ 

£x£xhhss== 'yhaxh^xhi-
Thee foreign state variable can be expressed as 

*f*f  = ^3(A;v;[-(^- JR/) + (/.mh + ^)-(^ h-^ /)] 
++ (A) - A )̂ VdR}) + ?ha*£Xhl (VdRhXf - VdR,yh

2) • (0-83) 

Thee common/international state variable in this two-country world economy can be writ

tenn as 

-{l)^-{l)^ffVVddRRhh-llcrl-llcrlhhVVdRfdRf)).)). (0.84) 

Byy substituting these expressions for the state variables in equation (5.19) and re

arrangingg terms we obtain equation (5.26). 
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Tablee 1 
Propertiess of Interest rates and Exchange Rates 

Thee data are sampled monthly over the period of January 1981 to December 2001, that is 251 
observationss for each series. Rj, denotes country i interest rate, on a annualized basis. The rates of 
depreciationn of the currency prices, s,-n-St, are defined as the change in the logarithm of the spot 
exchangee rate. The instantaneous forward foreign exchange premiums, f,-s„ are defined as the 
differencee between the logarithm of the forward foreign exchange and the logarithm of the spot 
exchangee rate, /i, denotes the sample mean, en the sample standard deviation, and p,j the j-th order 
autocorrelation.. PPt is the Phillips and Perron (1981) unit roots test statistics against the critical value 
off -3.99 at one percent and -3.43 at five percent. The covered and uncovered interest rate parity 
regressionn equations are of the form: j^s^fii+jHiiRkrRfd+et and sl+rst=/}t+/t2(RhrR#)+€tt respectively. 
Numberss in parentheses are Newey-West standard errors. 

Panell I: Summary 

One-monthh Rit: 
US-dollar r 
UK-pound d 
DM-mark k 
Six-monthh Rit: 
US-dollar r 
UK-pound d 
DM-mark k 
One-yearr Ru: 
US-dollar r 
UK-pound d 
DM-mark k 

Depreciationn rate 
UK-pound d 
DM-mark k 
Forwardd premiurr 
UK-pound d 
DM-mark k 

'' Statistics 
Hi Hi 

0.0721 1 
0.0921 1 
0.0575 5 

0.0744 4 
0.0924 4 
0.0588 8 

0.0764 4 
0.0931 1 
0.0594 4 

-0.0257 7 
0.0262 2 

i: : 

-0.0197 7 
0.0024 4 

O-j j 

0.033 3 
0.032 2 
0.024 4 

0.033 3 
0.031 1 
0.024 4 

0.032 2 
0.029 9 
0.023 3 

0.385 5 
0.399 9 

0.044 4 
0.050 0 

Ai i 

0.810 0 
1.125 5 
0.841 1 

0.904 4 
1.023 3 
1.014 4 

1.005 5 
1.060 0 
1.091 1 

0.036 6 
0.068 8 

0.177 7 
0.245 5 

Pa Pa 

0.021 1 
-0.148 8 
0.339 9 

0.050 0 
0.019 9 
0.141 1 

-0.097 7 
-0.079 9 
0.012 2 

-0.016 6 
0.073 3 

0.051 1 
0.309 9 

Pi3 3 

-0.008 8 
0.049 9 
0.023 3 

0.005 5 
-0.096 6 
-0.074 4 

0.154 4 
-0.051 1 
-0.009 9 

0.057 7 
-0.025 5 

0.127 7 
0.040 0 

P\A P\A 

-0.073 3 
-0.108 8 
-0.126 6 

-0.071 1 
0.056 6 

-0.112 2 

-0.144 4 
0.130 0 

-0.164 4 

0.059 9 
-0.061 1 

-0.051 1 
0.033 3 

PPi PPi 

-2.84 4 
-3.29 9 
-1.84 4 

-2.57 7 
-3.19 9 
-1.87 7 

-2.46 6 
-3.22 2 
-1.92 2 

-16.90* * 
-13.67* * 

-12.18* * 
-8.98* * 

Panell II: The CIP and UTP regressions 

TheCIP: : 
UK-pound d 

DM-mark k 

TheUIP: : 
UK-pound d 

DM-mark k 

A A 
-0.0000 0 

(-0.0002 2 
0.0002 2 

(0.0003) ) 

-0.007 7 
(0.002) ) 
0.002 2 

(0.003) ) 

• • 

A A 
1.0069 9 
(0.069) ) 
1.0428 8 
(0.172) ) 

-2.73 3 
(1.268) ) 
-0.40 0 

(0.518) ) 

S.E. S.E. 

0.003 3 

0.004 4 

0.032 2 

0.033 3 

RR2 2 

0.410 0 

0.181 1 

0.035 5 

0.003 3 
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Tablee 2 
Parameterr Estimates of the GARCH and EG ARCH specification for the 

volatilityy of the Short-Term Interest rates Dynamics 
(z-statistics(z-statistics are indicated in brackets) 

GARCH H 
US-rate e 

UK-rate e 

EGARCH H 
US-rate e 

UK-rate e 

ao o 

0.001 1 
(2.30) ) 
0.002 2 
(0.50) ) 

-0.00 0 
(-0.59) ) 

0.00 0 
(1.35) ) 

ai i 

-0.005 5 
(-0.98) ) 
-0.043 3 
(-0.53) ) 

0.009 9 
(0.59) ) 
-0.032 2 
(-1.70) ) 

a2 2 

-3.441 1 
(-1-37) ) 
39.445 5 
(0.47) ) 

-12.666 6 
(-2.16) ) 
14.690 0 
(0.71) ) 

bo o 

-0.00 0 
(-10.97) ) 

-0.00 0 
(-5.18) ) 

-6.67 7 
H-69) ) 

-11.171 1 
(-5.26) ) 

b, , 

0.00 0 
(9.35) ) 

0.00 0 
(10.95) ) 

15.89 9 
(4.07) ) 
23.40 0 
(4.61) ) 

b j j 

0.15 5 
(3.90) ) 

0.63 3 
(8.88) ) 

0.52 2 
(5.00) ) 

0.19 9 
(1.17) ) 

b3 3 

0.75 5 
(7.41) ) 

0.05 5 
(1.45) ) 

0.66 6 
(6.46) ) 

0.67 7 
(5.24) ) 

b4 4 

0.16 6 
(2.19) ) 

0.18 8 
(2.02) ) 

AIC C 

-7.26 6 

-7.67 7 

-7.64 4 

-7.71 1 

SIC C 

-7.18 8 

-7.57 7 

-7.54 4 

-7.59 9 

ARCH--
LM M 

4.23 3 

4.23 3 

3.14 4 

3.14 4 

Tablee 3 
Thee sign and size test for asymmetric effects in the interest rates. 

US-rate e 

UK-rate e 

ao o 
0.000 0 
(0.78) ) 
-0.000 0 
(-0.46) ) 

ai i 
-0.000 0 
(-0.22) ) 
0.000 0 
(1.17) ) 

a2 2 

-0.002 2 
(-0.49) ) 
-0.003 3 
(-0.60) ) 

a3 3 

0.025 5 
(4.91) ) 
0.024 4 
(6.87) ) 

F-stat t 
10.32 2 

16.72 2 

P-value P-value 
0.000 0 

0.000 0 

Thee /-statistics are indicated in brackets 
** Wald test for the joint hypothesis of zero on the sign and size parameters (a0=a1=a2=a3=0). 
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Tablee 4 
GMM-estimatess of the interest rates and the exchange rate dynamics 

Thee variables included in the test are the one-month US eurocurrency interest rate (R u s ) , the 
UKK one-month eurocurrency interest rate (RUK ), and the rate of depreciation of the dollar price 
off UK-pound (sUK). The estimation period is from January 1981 to December 2001 (that is 252 
observations).. The sample consists of monthly data expressed in annualized form. The 
parameterss are estimated by the Generalized Methods of Moments, with /-statistics in brackets. 
Thee x2 test statistics are reported for six over-identifying restrictions. The parameter estimates 
aree from the following discrete-time system of equations: 

*t+\*t+\  -x(=a0 +aiRdifftl+a2VR)i%t ^alVRf #l +et+l 

ft. ft. 

0.001 1 
(2.15) ) 
0.001 1 
(4.98) ) 
-0.012 2 
<-2.21) ) 

h h 
3*10'5 5 

(2.14) ) 
- l *10 s s 

(-2.94) ) 
-1*10^ ^ 
(-1.75) ) 

frj frj 

1.4*10"4 4 

(2.09) ) 
1.6*10̂  ^ 

(8.87) ) 
0.002 2 
(3.29) ) 

RRus us 

RRUK UK 

Si/K Si/K 

aa0 0 

9.5*105 5 

(0.15) ) 
-0.002 2 
(-1.93) ) 
-0.005 5 
(-1.97) ) 

"\ "\ 
0.024 4 
(3.23) ) 
0.080 0 
(5.85) ) 
-0.196 6 
(-2.26) ) 

" 2 2 

-0.003 3 
(-6.39) ) 
-0.001 1 
(-3.65) ) 
-0.005 5 
(-4.03) ) 

aai i 

0.002 2 
(1.99) ) 
0.007 7 
(3.04) ) 
0.007 7 
(1.36) ) 

bo bo 

-2*105 5 

(-1.49) ) 
^•lO -5 5 

(•4-93) ) 
-1M0"4 4 

(-0.81) ) 
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Tables s 
GMM-estimatess of the Cross-sectional Restrictions 

onn Monthly Yield Changes 

Thee variables included in the test are the one-, three- and six-month and one-year US and UK 
eurocurrencyy interest rates. The estimation period is from January 1981 to December 2001 
(thatt is 252 observations). The sample consists of monthly data expressed in annualized form. 
Thee parameters are estimated by the Generalized Methods of Moments, with r-statistics in 
brackets.. The parameter estimates are from the following discrete-time system equations of 
thee term structure of interest rates: 

Ax rr  = axMl difft + a2AVRli,, + a3A VRf,, + e, and E[e, ] = 0. 

US-yields s 
One-month h 

Three-month h 

Six-month h 

One-year r 

UK-yields s 
One-month h 

Three-month h 

Six-month h 

One-year r 

aa\ \ 

0.606 6 
(5.99) ) 
0.322 2 
(4.77) ) 
0.385 5 
(5.75) ) 
0.331 1 
(6.25) ) 

-0.432 2 
(-4.21) ) 
-0.351 1 
(-3.65) ) 
-0.218 8 
(-2.67) ) 
-0.240 0 
(-2.86) ) 

aa2 2 

0.026 6 
(3.28) ) 
-0.001 1 
(-0.06) ) 
-0.000 0 
(-0.01) ) 
-0.006 6 
(-0.74) ) 

0.029 9 
(3.65) ) 
0.022 2 
(3.03) ) 
0.013 3 
(1.33) ) 
0.026 6 
(3.87) ) 

°3 3 

0.473 3 
(4.88) ) 
0.255 5 
(4.01) ) 
0.305 5 
(3.99) ) 
0.266 6 
(4.45) ) 

0.369 9 
(3.69) ) 
-0.261 1 
(-2.54) ) 
0.196 6 
(2.73) ) 
0.014 4 
(0.14) ) 

2 2 
R R 

0.72 2 

0.34 4 

0.39 9 

0.33 3 

0.67 7 

0.17 7 

0.29 9 

0.19 9 

Tablee 6 
Parameterr Estimates of EGARCH specification for the 

volatilityy of the spot US-$ price of the UK-£ 
(z-statistics(z-statistics are indicated in brackets) 

ao o 

0.453 3 
(4.85) ) 

ai i 

-0.078 8 
(-4-92) ) 

a2 2 

-0.318--
(-0.90) ) 

bo o 

-0.298 8 
(-1.86) ) 

b, , 

0.013 3 

<i-io) ) 

bj j 

0.963 3 
(33.56) ) 

b3 3 

0.187 7 
(2.02) ) 

b4 4 

-0.008 8 
(-0.24) ) 
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Tablee 7 
GMM-estimatess of the Term Structure of foreign exchange returns 

andd the calibrated model parameter values 

Thee variables included in the test are the one- and six-month and one-year compounded US-
andd UK-yields (£,+I) and the logarithm of the spot dollar price of the UK-pound, e,. The 
estimationn period is from January 1981 to December 2001 (that is 252 observations). The 
samplee consists of monthly data expressed in annualized form. The parameters are estimated 
byy the Generalized Methods of Moments, with t-statistics in brackets. The parameter 
estimatess are from the following discrete-time system of equations: 

^r-s^r-stt=a=axx+a+a22\K\Kt+xt+x-K*-K*+T+T)+£,)+£,+r+r and E[et] = 0, 
wheree r denotes time to maturity and (*) represents the UK-yields. 
RRusus,, RUK, Ast. Vut,vs, V&R.UK, and V^ denotes the US and UK one month eurocurrency interest 
rates,, the changes in US-dollar price of the UK-pound, the volatility of the dynamics of the 
US-- and UK-one month interest rates and the dollar price of the UK-pound, respectively. The 
unconditionall mean, variance, and co-variance are represented by E(.), Var(.), and Cov(.), 
respectively.. These moments are estimated by the Generalized Methods of Moments, with t-
statisticss in the last column. 
Panell m contains the calibrated values for the model parameters based on the Panel I Fama-
regressionn results and the Panel II moment estimates. 

Panell I: Regression results 
aa\ \ 

-0.006 6 
(-3.12) ) 
-0.029 9 
(-3.83) ) 
-0.043 3 
(-3.09) ) 

aai i 

-2.631 1 
(-2.06) ) 
-2.009 9 
(-2.21) ) 
-1.394 4 
(-1.99) ) 

Panell II: Moment estimates 

E(/W) ) 
E ( J W W 
E ( * W , ) ) 
E ( * W , ) ) 
E ^ , ) ) 
E(AsO O 
VariRus,) VariRus,) 

Varfe,) ) 
CoviRvsJtutd CoviRvsJtutd 
CoviRusiVizus) CoviRusiVizus) 

CovfefW) ) 
CoviRusSts) CoviRusSts) 
CoviRuicV^us) CoviRuicV^us) 
Co\{RCo\{RUKUK,Vi,ViKUKKUK) ) 
CO\{RUK,V^S) CO\{RUK,V^S) 

CowiV^vsJis) CowiV^vsJis) 

Coefficient t 
0.072081 1 
0.092076 6 
0.000081 1 
0.000060 0 
0.138959 9 

-0.025677 7 
0.001071 1 
0.001037 7 
0.000703 3 
0.000001 1 
0.000411 1 
0.000003 3 
0.000002 2 
0.000001 1 
0.001211 1 
0.000004 4 

/-statistics s 
16.42 2 
20.78 8 
2.60 0 

14.16 6 
15.62 2 
-1.01 1 
3.56 6 
8.31 1 
4.97 7 
3.90 0 
1.41 1 
1.86 6 
2.30 0 
7.39 9 
5.56 6 
1.70 0 

Maturities s 
One-month h 

Six-month h 

One-year r 
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Tablee 7 (Continued) 

Panell HI: Calibrated parameter values 

HUSHUS t*UK f US yUK t-VS ^UK " i t s Ojusr  ffr  ff, I 

0.02077 0.0579 0.0131 0.0119 0.1451 0.0954 1.8716 0.0197 0.0196 0.0554 

&XUS&XUS Ox.UK 0T KJUJS KtllK Ky CL^vs CLxUK <Xl 

0.06266 0.1544 0.3392 4.0965 0.0004 0.0655 0.0121 0.0107 -0.093 
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0.25 5 

0.20 0 

0.15 5 

0.10 0 

0.05-' ' 

0.00 0 
822 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 00 

0.06 6 

-0.04 4 

0.02 2 

0.00 0 

-0.02 2 

•0.04 4 

Figuree 1. The short-term US interest rate. The solid line represents the level of the 
one-monthh euro-dollar interest rates. The dotted line denotes the changes in this 
interestt rate. 
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0.18 8 0.04 4 

822 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 00 

Figuree 2. The short-term UK interest rate. The solid line represents the level of the 
one-monthh euro-pound interest rates. The dotted line denotes the changes in this 
interestt rate. 
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0.15 5 

-0.10 0 

-0.15 5 TT I F 

822 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 00 

Figuree 3. The rate of depreciation of the UK-pound. The currency is defined as the 
dollarr price of the UK-pound. 
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0.04 4 

0.03--

0.02 2 

0.01 1 

0.00-U U 
822 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 00 

0.05 5 

-0.04 4 

0.03 3 

0.02 2 

-0.01 1 

0.00 0 

Figuree 4. Volatility of the US short-term interest rate changes. The dotted line is the 
absolutee changes in the one-month euro-dollar rate and the solid line is the standard 
deviationn of the changes in the US-rate as implied by the EGARCH volatility-model. 
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0.0002 5 5 

0.00020 --

0.00015 --

0.0001 0 0 

0.00005- i i 

0.0000 0 0 

0.0 4 4 

822 8 4 8 6 8 8 9 0 9 2 9 4 9 6 9 8 0 0 

Figuree 5. Volatility of the UK short-term interest rate changes. The dotted line is the 
absolutee changes in the one-month euro-pound rate and the solid line is the standard 
deviationn of the changes in the UK-rate as implied by the EGARCH volatility-model. 
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